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This publication has been produced against the background of the ongoing Coronavirus 
pandemic. While it would be extremely premature to try and anticipate the long-term 
outcomes of this health crisis, we are certainly able to see very clear evidence how, once 
again, it is the poorest and most vulnerable members of our societies that carry the heavi-
est burdens. India’s towns and cities bear the hallmarks of decades of structural and sys-
temic social exclusion, evidenced through severe overcrowding, the lack of basic services 
and, most fundamentally, a failure to recognise the urban poor as citizens.   
INCLUDe is a network and platform of civil society organisations and professionals 
working closely with the urban poor. The Network builds upon the range of different 
member organisations that have had a strong presence for several decades in different 
states across India.  With support from Cities Alliance, the platform’s main purpose is 
to promote community-led urban development as a key component to sustainable and 
inclusive cities. 
This publication presents eight case-studies to documents significant and successful ex-
amples of community-led urban development in different parts of India. The publication 
highlights the complexity of working in multi-stakeholder environments with urban 
poor communities, and the challenge of improving their living conditions and liveli-
hoods while ensuring their active participation. 
The case studies portray projects in informal settlements in cities such as Mumbai, 
Ahmedabad and Delhi. They highlight INCLUDe members’ diverse experience in 
achieving scale, influencing policy, improving living conditions and strengthening liveli-
hoods of urban poor communities. The projects presented in the compendium were im-
plemented by Shelter Associates, SPARC, Mahila Housing Trust, Centre for Urban and 
Reginal Excellence, Youth for Unity and Voluntary Action, Habitat for Humanity India 
and Aga Khan Trust for Culture, in themes including tenure security, housing, sanitation 
and access to other basic services. 
This report aims to advance our efforts to recognize communities from the informal 
settlements and workers from the informal economy as citizens with the same rights 
as all other residents of the city. New approaches to urban planning and budgeting are 
essential to achieve truly inclusive and more sustainable cities – for the whole city, and 
for all citizens.  

F O R E W O R D

Sheela Patel
Chair

INCLUDe

William Cobbett
Director

Cities Alliance



There is strength in numbers. While everyone has heard this idiom often enough, we de-
cided to bring it into operation. Thus a network of organizations came together to form 
INCLUDe (Indian NGOs for Community Led Urban Development) with the vision to 
aggregate its members’ diverse strategies and work with different communities. All these 
organizations were already working with urban poor in India in different states and cities 
which we believe will facilitate collective engagements with other stakeholders working 
in cities across India. 
INCLUDe is an acknowledgment that, in an urbanizing India, the challenges of infor-
mality of habitat and livelihood need greater attention, a stronger and deeper acceptance 
and strategies to produce inclusive approaches. These collectively would ensure that all 
those who live in cities lead a safe and secure life and produce safe and supportive neigh-
borhoods. INCLUDe’s small membership is indicative that only a few organizations 
are presently working on urban informality. INCLUDe’s initial focus has been to come 
together and learn from each other. Together with its members, the organization has be-
gun to co-create shared experience which in turn has helped each member organization 
widen and deepen its area of work inspired by what other members are doing. Our vision 
is to both encourage others to join and, for such organizations, to engage with the rapid 
urbanization and increasing informalization that is producing exclusion and deeper pov-
erty burdens in city populations in an effort to achieve Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) and Climate Justice. 
The commitment to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the climate change 
protocols for the decarbonization of the planet have significant elements of social justice 
and inclusion of the weak and vulnerable. INCLUDE believes that this is a modest 
contribution that addresses these issues at a granular level (not to say they have the last 
word on the subject) while demonstrating the value of engaging with the urban poor, 
especially women, in developing workable solutions so that their own resources and that 
of the state are used in the best possible way and investments are not wasted or eroded 
through eviction or demolished houses or wasted on toilets where there is no water. The 
lack of amenities often traps the lives of generations due to ill health, increased morbidity 
and mortality. 
The work of INCLUDe’s members with urban poor communities and their experiences, 
challenges and localization of programs has produced very good impact results and out-
comes for the city and the poor but unfortunately these are not being adopted as widely 
as these are needed to address similar challenges. There is a need to collaborate to seek 
support of government institutions of the city, the state and the national government, 
and also to help governments embrace the ideas and solutions for creating inclusive 
cities.
INCLUDe acknowledges that while many members have published articles in journals 
and written reports about their projects, most have not explored the option of produc-
ing learning material that could be useful for cities, States and other stakeholders, thus 
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helping them to address challenges of inclusive and sustainable urban development. In 
almost all the documentation there are clearly some unique and significant common 
themes such as partnerships, community groups, networks and representation, data and 
evidence-based engagement with city and state officials that have produced practices 
and sustained engagement. As NGOS working on the ground, INCLUDe members 
quite often miss the chance to document the processes and critical inputs that go into 
the making of a successful initiative. The INCLUDe network helps facilitate such doc-
umentation and production of learning material derived from ground experiences in all 
formats and for diverse stakeholders – governments, civil society groups, service provider 
institutions, consulting agencies, etc. It also provides an opportunity to see the impact 
such material produces on the city. 
INCLUDe believes that the role of NGOs in India is to produce, in collaboration with 
communities and with technical support, valuable evidence for designing and localizing 
solutions that respond to a community’s needs. INCLUDe also considers it crucial that 
these are shared with the local bodies for producing scale. The responsibility of scaling 
up good ideas, processes, technical solutions or elements thereof is that of the city or 
State. If not multiplied, refined or adapted the value of that innovation vanishes over 
time.  However, it is mostly the case that innovative pilots are never mainstreamed. There 
is also frequent leadership churn at the State or city level – when champions move on, 
their successors may or may not pursue the ideas. The challenge for INCLUDe has been 
to promote the strategies crafted and implemented by members and use the curated 
learning material to maintain continuity of knowledge. INCLUDe believes that such 
documentation can be used, adapted, copied and replicated by city governments to solve 
problems of poor people. These can nudge cities into engaging with the people and 
co-create participatory solutions. 
Taking this idea forward, INCLUDe is also producing a set of policy briefs about five 
critical aspects or pro poor urban development and also adding a section on analyzing 
budgets and data viz. each one of the partner organizations. The rationale for these has 
been to produce short summaries of the practices that produced policy or policies that 
were imaginatively translated in practice ensuring the participation of the urban poor 
and cities. The policy briefs in particular are for city and state officials to help decision 
makers working on urban issues to read up quickly and, hopefully, get inspired to look at 
the longer documents. The five policy briefs are on Land and Tenure Security, Housing 
and Habitat Design, Access to Finance, Urban Livelihoods and Participatory Gover-
nance. 
It was through a grant support from CITIES ALLIANCE, an organization tcommitted 
to tackle urban poverty, not through evictions and removal of slums but through trans-
formation of informality by a process of investment and inclusion, that encouraged us to 
come together and gave us the resources to begin our conversations, share experiences, 
support each other and document our learnings in pursuance of our shared goals of re-
ducing urban poverty, building collective agency and promoting integrated development.
The case studies in this compendium emerged through an evidence-based documenta-
tion of a special project of each organization. A team of external professionals laid down 
the process of selection, review and documentation. Findings were shared with state and 
non-state partners of our members. INCLUDe went on to publish both the case studies 
and the policy briefs. These are now available on the net (include.org.in) and in print 
version as INCLUDe seeks to make these available to all state and non-state actors. 
More importantly, we also see ourselves as a resource whose knowledge and support are 
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available to cities, states and the national government to help build the architecture for 
participatory urban development planning and implementation.
INCLUDE knows that different States have different levels of urbanization and urges 
States, both highly urbanized as well as those where urbanization is still low and with 
small but growing towns, to focus on exploring the solutions shared in these case studies 
and policy briefs. Starting early in small towns will help in making the right investments 
and produce cost-effective solutions that are owned by people. INCLUDe hopes that 
our lessons which developed over years of experience, possibly decades, can help cities 
leapfrog over urbanization challenges, ensure a more systematic process and produce 
transformative outcomes that also fulfill India’s SDG commitments.
Just as INCLUDE was about to compile and publish these case studies and policy briefs 
the whole planet was trapped within the clutches of COVID-19, a pandemic that has  
universally destroyed economies, forced millions into lockdowns while national state, 
city governments and the people are left struggling to produce comprehensive strategies 
to manage this pandemic. The lack of knowledge about what to do is exacerbated by the 
presence of huge volumes of poor trapped in these informal settlements, unregistered 
migrants with nowhere to go and cities struggling to put together a strategy to address 
issues of quarantines, testing and management of the people infected by this disease. 
Deficits in minimal infrastructure and habitat norms of the poor have made them doubly 
vulnerable to the virus with almost complete inability to engage in frequent hand wash-
ing and physical distancing norms that are the two fundamental elements of protecting 
oneself. To further add to this, almost all these people, because of loss of wages, have 
depleted resources and thus increasing number of households have to live off citizen 
assistance of food rations. All of us have been deeply involved in our own areas of work 
addressing the needs of communities impacted by the pandemic.
History informs us that the epidemics and pandemics of the last three centuries pro-
duce some investments initially … especially when the state and better off citizens felt 
endangered by them. However as soon as vaccines and medical breakthroughs produced 
evidence of this danger being past, the commitment to improving the lives of the poor 
got eroded. Time will tell us how we, Indians in this 21st century, will deal with the 
aftermath of Covid 19? Will we change or go back to the old forms of decision-making 
behavior and continue these exclusionary practices. Resilience of cities and countries 
needs inclusionary solutions and the INCLUDe network is a step towards that goal.
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ABOUT INCLUDE 
INCLUDe is a network and platform of civ-
il society organisations and professionals from 
different parts of India, who have been work-
ing with the urban poor for several decades. 
The network partners have demonstrated in 
different ways that community-led urban de-
velopment is the key to sustainable and inclu-
sive cities. The main purpose of their coming 
together on a common platform has been to 
promote community-led urban development 
through nurturing the next generation of 
NGOs, build partnerships with universities, 
build local government capacity to use commu-
nity data for effective planning and targeting of 
funds, and policy advocacy at national and state 
levels. One of the starting points for this en-
gagement is to share the diverse experience of 
INCLUDE members through a documenta-
tion of their own work/ projects to understand 
how they have achieved scale, influenced policy, 
contributed significantly to low-income habitat 
improvements and strengthening livelihoods of 
urban poor. 

ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT 
This document brings together a compendium 
of seven case studies that are first in the series 
of case studies. The documentation is supported 
by Cities Alliance. The case studies presented 
here represent a part of the work of six differ-
ent NGOs of the INCLUDe network and have 
demonstrated decades of experience in working 
with urban communities, specifically in the area 
of tenure security, housing, sanitation and access 
to other basic services. Six of the case studies 
were documented by four external documenters 
with varied experience in academia and practice 
through deep engagement with key members 
of the respective organisations, resident groups 
that participated or were impacted by the inter-
vention, government officials and other stake-
holders. One of the NGOs chose to document 
a project it had implemented, in addition to the 
six, bringing the number of case studies in this 
phase to seven. 
Each case study is a review and detailed doc-
umentation of the unique experience of IN-
CLUDe partners in the urban development 

space, with the primary goal of improving con-
ditions of living and livelihood of the urban 
poor with their active participation. While pro-
cesses of working with urban poor communities 
is central to the case studies, the involvement 
with stakeholders like state agencies, munici-
pal authorities and the private sector that are 
critical to the outcomes also has its place. The 
approaches and tools used in the documented 
projects clearly point to providing support and 
capacity to state agencies in the delivery of pro-
poor urban governance and services. The case 
studies document the factors that enabled the 
outcomes as well as the challenges experienced 
in different and diverse processes related to the 
range of interventions for access to housing and 
basic sanitation, electricity and land tenure se-
curity by the urban poor. It is expected that the 
document will provide an understanding of the 
complex reality of working with poor commu-
nities in the multi-stakeholder environment of 
cities and be of interest to institutions, civil so-
ciety actors, policy makers, government author-
ities and students of urban development, social 
work, political science, sociology, etc. 

SELECTION OF PROJECTS/ 
INTERVENTIONS FOR 
DOCUMENTATION
INCLUDe constituted an external Selection 
Committee of three experts for selection of 
projects/interventions for documentation based 
on 14 “snapshots” submitted by the network 
members. Referring to the issues highlighted 
by INCLUDe, the Committee gave priority to 
initiatives that had achieved scale, influenced 
policy, and contributed significantly to low-in-
come habitat improvements and strengthening 
livelihoods of urban poor. Only projects/ ini-
tiatives that had been completed or reached a 
level of maturity were considered as they would 
enable learning across the spectrum. Impor-
tance was given to projects that relate to at least 
one of the broad thematic areas identified by 
INCLUDe and Cities Alliance. These are: ten-
ure security, evidence-based planning, access to 
basic services, inclusion in the city, and stake-
holder participation (community, NGOs, local 
government, private sector, etc.) Gender, liveli-



hoods, and environment were taken as over-arch-
ing themes to be addressed by all case studies.
The six selected cases for documentation are:

1. Sanitation Manager (SANMAN) imple-
mented in 10 cities by Centre for Urban and 
Regional Excellence (CURE)

2. Community Sanitation Project, Thane, imple-
mented by Housing for Humanity (HFH)

3. One House One Toilet (OHOT), Pune, im-
plemented by Shelter Associates (SA)

4. Resettlement & Rehabilitation of Slum 
Dwellers, Mumbai, implemented by Soci-
ety for Promotion of Area Resource Centres 
(SPARC) 

5. Tenure Rights in Nagpur taken up by Youth 
for Voluntary Action (YUVA) and its local 
partners

6. Slum Electrification, Ahmedabad, imple-
mented by Mahila Housing Trust (MHT) 
and partners

7. Integrated Housing and Slum Development 
Programme (IHSDP) implemented and doc-
umented by Shelter Associates (SA) 

8. Nizamuddin Urban Renewal Initiative, Aga 
Khan Trust for Culture

(The Committee suggested that additional cases 
could also be documented by any of the network 
organisations using the case study format devel-
oped by INCLUDe. This is the basis for the in-
clusion of the seventh case study)

SUMMARY OF CASE STUDIES 
A generic outline has been followed for each 
case study. However, in order to do justice to 
the uniqueness of the challenge, initiative and 
intervention approach, the documenters have 
taken the liberty of using appropriate headings 
and sub-headings to bring out the best in the 
specific case studies. In general, each case study 
highlights the core challenge being addressed, the 
strategy used to address the challenge, innovative 
approaches introduced, project timelines, cost, 
implementation challenges, the key success and 
inhibiting factors, the scale, lessons learnt and the 

scope for replication and scaling up of the strate-
gy on wider geographies. While three of the cas-
es present different strategies and scales for im-
proved access to sanitation services by the poor, 
others present interventions related to accessing 
electricity connections, housing in resettlement 
sites and regularization of land tenure.
The ‘One House One Toilet’ (OHOT) approach 
of Shelter Associates (SA) in Pimpri Chinchwad 
Municipal Corporation facilitated linking tech-
nology to household level sanitation require-
ments.  The primary aim of the project was to 
ensure that each household gets access to a func-
tioning toilet. The documentation looks at the 3 
main tenets of the OHOT process as developed 
by SA: i) creating a spatial database to help un-
derstand the deficits, the needs and the possibili-
ties; ii) mobilising communities to generate local 
capacity, demand and action; and iii) bringing to-
gether an implementation strategy that involves 
cost and responsibility sharing between the resi-
dents, private and corporate donors and Munic-
ipal Corporations. The advocacy strategy to use 
detailed data and maps is not just to address san-
itation needs in the immediate term under the 
government program, but also to develop a uni-
versal sanitation access strategy to provide toilets 
and the necessary infrastructure for its effective 
functioning comes out strongly in the case study.
The concept of ‘Community Sanitation Centre’ 
(CSC) of Habitat for Humanity (HfH) in Thane 
seeks to address the challenges with maintenance 
of community sanitation systems through use 
of new technology and serves as an example of 
leveraging corporate funding for meeting urban 
sanitation requirements. The highlight of the case 
study is the use of technological advancements in 
community managed sanitation systems such as 
monitored access through smart cards, use of so-
lar energy, and other features, that are expected to 
alleviate some of the maintenance concerns that 
are well documented for community managed 
toilets. 
The ‘Sanitation Manager’ or SANMAN devel-
oped by Centre for Urban and Regional Excel-
lence (CURE), is a spatial and data analysis tool 
for the use by ULBs to do real time monitoring 
of sanitation deficits on a citywide (or small ad-
ministrative unit wide) scale. The case study doc-



uments the salient features and the historical de-
velopment of SANMAN and its use across ten 
ULBs. It is presented as a tool that forms a layer 
bridging ground conditions and its representa-
tion by community maps and the actual infra-
structure plans and maps at city level on a GIS 
platform. Specifically, its use and experience by 3 
city corporations, East Delhi, Shamli and Ajmer 
is documented along with the ongoing work of 
making the tool more user-friendly and diversi-
fying it to include other service delivery of Urban 
Local Bodies. 
The Mahila Housing Trust’s (MHT) case study 
of ‘Slum Electrification Program’ (SEP) in 
Ahmedabad is centred around provision of le-
gal electricity connections to slum dwellers on 
a    city-wide scale and is an example of how suc-
cess of service provision is achieved only through 
workable partnerships between resident commu-
nities, government officials, NGOs and various 
service providers. Though electricity provision 
to slum dwellers was mandated as a government 
policy, implementation was a challenge. The case 
study highlights these challenges and the steps 
that were championed by MHT in addressing 
them, reinstating the need to develop robust 
frameworks that support addressing implemen-
tation challenges.
Youth for Voluntary Action’s (YUVA) case study 
on ‘Malki Patta’ or land title rights to slum dwell-
ers in Nagpur, documents long term investments 
made by YUVA in developing local civil society 
strength and action in demanding land rights and 
entitlements for slum dwellers, for which govern-
ment policies existed but were not implemented. 
A brief timeline of the events and steps taken by 
the consortium of YUVA and the umbrella civ-
il society network called ‘Shehri Vikas Manch’ 
gives a glimpse of the strategies that this group 
developed to best utilise the political opportuni-
ties in accessing land tenure rights. The case study 
reiterates the need to invest in civil society action, 
providing them with resources and opportunities 
to make rational choices and bring outcomes that 
matter most to the urban poor.
The case study documentation of the process of 
Resettlement and Rehabilitation (R&R) of So-
ciety for Promotion of Area Resource Centres 
(SPARC) is another example of how leadership 

and participation of resident community groups 
can bring outcomes that matter most to the af-
fected families. It highlights the struggles of ur-
ban poor when they are relocated to make space 
for urban infrastructure, yet how organising them, 
strengthening them through developing their 
own data and savings, and providing post relo-
cation support can alleviate several of the chal-
lenges that communities face. The nuanced set 
of processes documented in the case study, that 
were developed by and have helped the affected 
families in the case study of Mumbai R&R pro-
vide opportunities for replication elsewhere, with 
relocation of slum dwellers becoming common 
and, in many cases, imperative in crowded urban 
spaces. 
The case study of Shelter Associates (SA) pres-
ents a practical approach to relocation of slum 
dwellers as part of the IHSDP sub-mission of 
JNNURM in Sangli-Miraj-Kupwad Municipal 
Corporation (SMKMC), based on a city-wide 
survey and keeping in view the scarcity of land in 
central locations. Design interventions developed 
in consultation with communities and SMKMC 
would result in higher density redevelopment, 
enabling all slum dwellers to be accommodated 
within lands already occupied by slums. Due re-
gard was also given to places for livelihoods such 
as cattle rearing. The case study documents the 
processes and the many challenges faced in im-
plementing the project. Some of these were find-
ing sites for transit housing, delays in approvals 
and fund flows and changing priorities of the 
ULB over time.

COMMON THREADS 
Exploring urban initiatives through the lens of 
these case studies has pointed to the evolving 
role of NGOs in addressing challenges related to 
improving conditions of living and livelihood of 
urban poor communities in ways that are innova-
tive and grounded in local situations. Although 
quite different and unique in themselves, the doc-
umented experiences have a number of common 
threads running through them, which can form 
valuable lessons to take forward into practice and 
policy. These are summarized below:
Investments in developing organised community 
networks and civil societies that are best placed to 



ensure demands and strategic actions that bring 
outcomes most favourable to them.
Building capacity of local government institu-
tions, providing them hand-holding support in 
developing partnerships with communities and 
supporting them with data and technical inputs 
can be instrumental is scaling up programmes.
Investing time and effort in building partnerships 
between diverse stakeholders to create conditions 
conducive to policy implementation that is more 
effective and efficient.
Investments in the prudent use of ICT to iden-
tify service gaps triangulating with community 
generated data, strategize to improve service pro-
vision on a city-wide scale, especially to the un-
served or underserved areas and monitor impact. 
One size does not fit all: Even when the objectives are 
the same, there are different paths which can be fol-
lowed to achieve them. For example, sanitation for all 
can have different starting points and nuances in dif-
ferent situations, within the same policy framework.

Finding opportunities to make a change and be-
ing flexible to make course corrections and incor-
porate both innovation and policy requirements 
in favour of expressed needs of poor communities. 

THE DOCUMENTERS
Banashree Banerjee, an experienced Urban De-
velopment Professional documented the SAN-
MAN Case Study of CURE
Shveta Mathur, an Architect and Planner, doc-
umented the OHOT Case Study of SA and the 
R&R Case Study of SPARC
Pushpa Pathak, an Urban Expert, documented 
the SEP Case Study of MHT
Vinodkumar Rao, an experienced Documenter 
working on urban issues documented the CSC 
Case Study of HfH and the Malki Patta Case 
study of YUVA
Ross Plaster, a UK trained Architect with over a 
decade of experience documented the IHSDP 
case study of SA
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INTRODUCTION
Nearly one-third of India’s population 
lives in slums. The state of Maharashtra 

alone accounts for 18% of the slum population 
of India and holds the largest share of the slum 
population of the country. A significant portion 
of this population migrates from rural areas to 
fast-growing cities that offer prospects of well-be-
ing through diverse economic opportunities and 
a respite from the delicate rural livelihood. Large 
metropolitan towns become magnets for mi-
grant populations in search of better livelihoods 
in cities. In return, these migrant communities 
contribute to the city’s development and econo-
my. However, much of this population often goes 
‘unrecognised’ as they reside in unplanned areas, 
in dense slums with limited access to basic urban 
services, making it vulnerable to health and san-
itation hazards, limiting their opportunities for a 
better quality of life. City authorities often have 
limited or no data on their living conditions, and 
communities in urban slums are often left to fend 
for themselves.
Women and children living in these communities 
are the most vulnerable as they are most affected 
by water, sanitation, privacy, and safety concerns. 
The density of the settlements and the lack of safe 
and hygienic sanitation facilities not only have a 
direct impact on health but are also cause of high 
rates of crime against women and children in 
these neighbourhoods. As stated in the snapshot 
of the ‘One Home One Toilet’ project by Shel-
ter Associates, “this arrangement costs India the 
lives of 140,000 children younger than five years 
every year, results in 30% of Indian women being 
violently assaulted, and in 2006 cost India 6.4% 
of the country’s GDP ($53.8 billion). On an av-
erage, women and girls in Indian cities, hold their 
bladders for 13 hours a day, leaving them at risk 
of Urinary Tract Infections (UTI) and Reproduc-
tive Tract Infections (RTI).”
In 1993 Shelter Associates (SA) was set up in 
Pune to address the needs of the urban poor living 
in slums. In keeping with the skills of its found-
ing members in the field of architecture and plan-
ning, the organization hoped to provide technical 
support and facilitate access to better housing and 
essential services. With their formative training 
in rights-based organizations working on land 

tenure in Mumbai and Pune, the founders at SA 
were committed to a participatory process ensur-
ing an active engagement with all stakeholders, 
including community, local governments and 
elected representatives. However, they soon real-
ized that while the need to improve basic services 
in slum areas had been well established globally, 
there was very little disaggregated data available 
with local authorities that could help inform and 
plan for community-based infrastructure inter-
ventions. Local authorities were unaware of the 
scale of the problem, where and how to intervene 
and were mostly disconnected from the problems 
that affected communities in slums, within their 
own municipalities.

APPROACH
Shelter Associates therefore began by 
addressing data gaps by creating map-

based data for slum communities that records 
existing conditions of slum infrastructure using 
a GIS (Geographic Information System) plat-
form. Shelter Associates worked actively with 
Municipalities and smaller towns in the state 
of Maharashtra for developing data driven plat-
form for planning housing and infrastructure 
interventions in slum communities. The map-
based outputs were able to accurately represent 
the infrastructure problems of slum communi-
ties through a powerful visual that captured the 
attention of the authorities. At the same time, 
the community engagements during data col-
lection, helped SA establish connect with the 
communities on the ground. They were able to 
represent the needs of individual families and 
households on a map where water and sanitation 
infrastructure was needed. This was in stark con-
trast to the nameless and faceless lists of slums 
and beneficiaries that were left unaddressed.
Their engagement with slum communities 
helped SA raise and represent ‘felt needs’ of 
communities. Shelter Associates continued to 
refine its technology interface and deepen its 
community engagement. It developed a three-
pronged strategy of i) generating spatial data ii) 
advocating for improved sanitation services and 
iii) planning and negotiating with the local and 
state governments for access to housing and se-
curity of tenure for the urban poor.
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The potential of the data driven model of SA was 
recognised by the Municipal Commissioner of 
Pune who supported a city-wide slum mapping 
exercise in the year 2000 that was carried out 
by SA. Shelter Associates collated the informa-
tion on a GIS platform and their data and their 
maps reflected that even though 70 percent of the 
slums had household water connections, sanita-
tion services were the most neglected. It especial-
ly brought out the problems faced by women due 
to the lack of such facilities by showing distance 
and condition of community toilets, and the ad-
ditional effort of women and young girls for ac-
cessing safe sanitation services.
The survey revealed that less than 20 percent of 
households had toilets at home. It also revealed 
the plight of the slum communities due the lack 
of toilets, poor waste management and water 
supply in their neighbourhoods. Unhygienic and 
poorly maintained community toilets, harass-
ment of women and young girls in and around 
community toilets and open defecation sites was 
a common narrative of nearly all of the 216 slums 
that were surveyed initially.
The maps, at one level, helped understand the 
scale and geographic extent of the problems and 
at the micro level were able to identify and tar-
get the most vulnerable families within a slum. 
The survey revealed that slums had spatially ex-
panded and covered a much larger area than esti-
mated boundaries in government records; several 
slums had never been mapped and new slums 
had emerged in the city. Based on this survey SA 

shifted its focus on home toilets or shared toilets 
as means to a safe and dignified life for the ur-
ban poor. Later in 2013 a Rapid Infrastructure 
Mapping (RIM) was carried out for 313 slums 
in Pune. This was supported by the Dasra giving 
circle grant.

THE PROJECT AND ITS 
PROCESS
In 2013, SA set up the ‘One Home One 

Toilet’ (OHOT) program with the aim of ensur-
ing home toilets in slum areas. The OHOT proj-
ect was an outcome of SA’s experience in facilitat-
ing 1500 household toilets in slum communities 
in Pune and Sangli between years 2005 - 2012. 
The project aimed to support the construction of 
household toilets in slums through a methodical 
and systematic approach to sanitation and with 
the active engagement of the end users. In line 
with SA’s approach the program can be divided 
into three main components of – 1) creating a 
spatial database to identify gaps and highlight 
vulnerable families, 2) mobilizing communities 
to ensure effectiveness and ownership and 3) de-
liver household toilets to families through a cost 
sharing model
The project received great impetus with the 
launch of the Swachh Bharat Mission in 2014 
and has been scaled up in seven other cities of 
Maharashtra of Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal 
Corporation (PCMC), Kolhapur, Navi Mumbai, 
Thane, Panvel, Pune and Sangli where all notified 
slums were mapped. This documentation focuses 

Figure 1 Approach adopted by Shelter Associates for addressing sanitation problems for the urban poor

 

Deliver household toilets where adequate water and sewage networks were available 
Encourage local bodies to expand water and sanitation networks to slum communi-
ties

Demonstrate effectiveness of a Map based data base for the urban poor to govern-
ments/local bodies
Generate a city- wide spatial data base for developing a  sanitation plan  for the poor

Mobilise and  generate awareness on sanitation among communities 
Identify and prioritise the most vulnerable communities and individuals based on 
the GIS data base  

1

2

3
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on the OHOT model as implemented in Pune 
where the focus has been on ensuring sewerage 
networks in slum areas followed by home toilets 
for individual families. 
Community Engagement and Mobilisa-
tion 
SA has always first engaged with the local gov-
ernments in order to be able to plan compre-
hensively for all slums in select cities. In all cities 
where Shelter Associates has worked, it has first 
demonstrated the benefits of a comprehensive 
planning process and the use of technology for 
rapid and accurate data collection and analysis.
Once this has been established, the community 
team of SA initiates focus group discussions and 
informal meetings around the issue of sanitation 
after meeting with the Local Elected Represen-

tative. There have also been cases where political 
representatives have initiated discussions. An 
example of this is Khumbarwada, a small slum 
settlement of just 49 households in Pune where 
the Councillor contacted Shelter Associates after 
a group of women in her Ward complained about 
an incident where a young girl was harassed at 
the nearby public toilet.
The community mobilisers start off by conduct-
ing street corner meetings and organise aware-
ness programs around the benefits of improved 
sanitation and how it can positively impact their 
quality of life. Specific to the needs of the OHOT 
project IEC (Information, Education and Com-
munication) materials have been developed to 
help communities understand the impact of poor 
sanitation on their health and livelihoods.

CREATING 
SPATIAL DATA1 MOBILIZING 

COMMUNITIES2

DELIVERING 
TOILETS3

The systematic 
arrangement of granular 
data on a GIS platform 

identifies gaps in 
sanitation services and 
highlights vulnerable 

families who lack safe and 
hygenic arrangement for 

defecation.

The participation of the 
local community 

guarantees that proposals 
are appropriate and 

effective by ensuring that 
the interventions are 

sensitive to local 
conditions and respectful 

of local culture.

The delivery of individual toilets to 
individual families with a cost sharing 
model. The beneficiaries provide the 
funds to cover the cost of labour and 

the construction materials are provided 
at their threshold using Corporate 

Social Resposibility (CSR) funds raised 
for OHOT project. 

KEY REQUISITES FOR THE OHOT TOILET TO HAVE THE DESIRED IMPACT ARE:

Separation of 
human waste from 
human contact.

To provide privacy 
to the user for the 
duration of its use.

Be well lit. There should be 
a provision for artficial 
lighting when natural 
lighting is unavailable so 
that it can be used at any 
time of the day or night.

Be well ventilated. There 
should be provision of 
ventilation to ensure that 
the air changes through 
the course of a day to 
prevent the accumulation  
of foul air and moisture.

Be secure. access can 
not be gained by 
unauthorised persons.

Be safe to use, simple 
to clean, and easy to 
maintain.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Figure 2 The OHOT Model (Source: Community mobilisation toolkit, Shelter Associates) 
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While field facilitators initiate focus group dis-
cussions with the community, a parallel team 
does a Rapid Infrastructure Mapping (RIM) to 
identify the location of public facilities, commu-
nity toilets, water stand posts, water supply, sew-
age network and solid waste management. These 
maps are shared with the concerned ULB offi-
cials who verify them on the ground. The maps 
are prepared using Google Earth satellite images 
of the site to create a base map over which it is 
digitised. The following are some of the essential 
physical parameters that are digitised over the 
satellite image.

All building plots are numbered and provided 
a Unique Identification Number (UID). This 
number is then linked to the household profile 
of families living within the building or plot. It 
is also linked to qualitative parameters of quality 
of service and condition of buildings. The UID 
therefore helps link the spatial data on the map 
with the non-spatial data and socio-economic 
data of the families residing in the area.
SA focussed on developing a methodology that 
could help in reaching out to as many households 
as rapidly as possible. Over the years SA had fine-

Figure 3 Building awareness around sanitation a) a community meeting using IEC material to demonstrate 
how the neighbourhood will change with household toilets b) girls in a community engrossed in a game 
designed for demonstrating benefits of cleaner surroundings c) a snakes and ladder game designed for 
children around sanitation 

(a) Rapid Appraisals,                   (b) Data Collection                          (c) Mapping and Analysis

Figure 4 Digitisation of Maps using Google Earth

• Housing plots 
• Religious buildings 
• Community toilets 
• Water stand posts 
• Water networks 
• Drainage network
• Sewerage network and outfall
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tuned its data collection methods. Starting with 
data collection by slum communities in their ini-
tial years, SA has moved to using trained commu-
nity facilitators equipped with smart phones who 
collect household profiles and information on 
housing and basic services using the mobile ap-
plication ‘Kobo Collect’. This has eliminated hu-
man error in data entry and reduced the time of 
data entry drastically. As stated by the field facili-
tators at Balaji Nagar slum in Pimpri Chinchwad, 
one facilitator can collect data for up to a hundred 
households in a day. This data is uploaded by the 
facilitator at the end of the day and it is ready for 
use within a day of data collection. 
The quantitative data collection is done for specif-
ic indicators with pre-loaded drop-down options/
menus for choices. A typical household form col-
lects data on 25-30 indicators that include ac-
cess to water and sanitation facilities (distance of 
community toilets and availability of household 

and community toilets), use and timing of sup-
ply of water, community toilets, electricity, waste 
management services, condition and type of 
house structure. It also develops a brief household 
profile. It specifically documents households with 
pregnant and/or lactating mothers, senior citizens 
and persons with disabilities. 
Qualitative information is recorded through vid-
eos and photographs during community meet-
ings. Community facilitators are trained to keep 
a record of their meetings on the OHOT project 
on the Kobo Collect App. Facilitators note down 
the date and time of household visits and com-
munity meetings with a brief summary of their 
meetings.
The data collected is compiled and shared with 
the local elected representative and the local bod-
ies for verification. It is also shared with the com-
munity through neighbourhood groups or samitis 
comprising women from the neighbourhood who 
support the community facilitators in reaching out 
to households for toilet construction. These sami-
tis are also supported in negotiating with the local 
bodies for improvements in their neighbourhoods.

WEB PORTAL
All the data collected from the field is compiled 
using an open-source GIS platform and shared 
with the local body. The aggregated and sum-
marised data and maps are shared on the web 
portal of Shelter Associates and can be accessed 
online from anywhere. SA has partnered with 

Figure 5 Data entry on smart phones using Kobo 
Collect App 
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Figure 6 Maps of PCMC slums a) area of Pimpri Chinchwad with location of all slums as 
seen through the web portal b) one ward with three slums boundaries in PCMC c) the slum 
boundary of Balaji Nagar in PCMC

Figure 7 Infrastructure services for Balaji Nagar
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an IT firm that has helped develop a web por-
tal linked to the shelter associate’s website which 
is validated by the concerned ULB. This makes 
the data available to local bodies, researchers, stu-
dents and other NGOs at all times and from any 
place online. Household information and names 
of beneficiaries and their details are not up on the 
web portal and are used internally only, for tar-
geting beneficiaries and project interventions.
Analysis, Targeting Households and 
Construction of Toilets 
The query-based system of GIS is used to devel-
op maps and identify households that are most 
vulnerable. This includes households that do not 
have toilets in their homes, families living far 
away from community toilets or families that 
have access to community toilets that are in very 
poor condition.
At the macro level, the maps are used to highlight 
the condition of community toilets, condition 
and existence of sewerage network in slums is 
discussed with the local body to develop a com-
prehensive plan for upgrading and expanding 

sanitation infrastructure at a city-wide level.
At a micro level, the GIS platform allows for 
multiple queries in order to identify the most 
vulnerable groups. For e.g. a double query can 
be done to identify households that have a 
girl child or senior citizens, differently-abled 
individuals and pregnant women so that they 
may be prioritised in case there are no toilets 
in their homes. This identifies and targets the 
most vulnerable. Similarly a double query on 
income levels and access to toilets can be done 
to identify the poorest households with no toi-
lets.
The map outputs are shared back with the 
community facilitators who use it to carry 
out house to house discussions for con-
struction of household toilets. The facilita-
tors report back daily on the progress of 
construction of toilets through the mobile 
application and the teams meet regularly 
on a weekly and monthly basis to discuss 
challenges at the field level.

Figure 8 Households in Balaji Nagar showing houses with girl children who have received toilets 
under OHOT
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Figure 9 Status of toilet coverage in Balaji Nagar in PCMC before and after 
intervention under OHOT
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Figure 10 Printouts of Maps used by field 
facilitators 

Figure 11 Agreement before construction of 
toilets between SA and the family
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Figure 12 Provision of material and construction of toilet in progress

Figure 13 Different types of toilets constructed under OHOT 
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Figure 14 Parameters for toilet construction set under OHOT

CREATING 
SPATIAL DATA1 MOBILIZING 

COMMUNITIES2

DELIVERING 
TOILETS3

The systematic 
arrangement of granular 
data on a GIS platform 

identifies gaps in 
sanitation services and 
highlights vulnerable 

families who lack safe and 
hygenic arrangement for 

defecation.

The participation of the 
local community 

guarantees that proposals 
are appropriate and 

effective by ensuring that 
the interventions are 

sensitive to local 
conditions and respectful 

of local culture.

The delivery of individual toilets to 
individual families with a cost sharing 
model. The beneficiaries provide the 
funds to cover the cost of labour and 

the construction materials are provided 
at their threshold using Corporate 

Social Resposibility (CSR) funds raised 
for OHOT project. 

KEY REQUISITES FOR THE OHOT TOILET TO HAVE THE DESIRED IMPACT ARE:

Separation of 
human waste from 
human contact.

To provide privacy 
to the user for the 
duration of its use.

Be well lit. There should be 
a provision for artficial 
lighting when natural 
lighting is unavailable so 
that it can be used at any 
time of the day or night.

Be well ventilated. There 
should be provision of 
ventilation to ensure that 
the air changes through 
the course of a day to 
prevent the accumulation  
of foul air and moisture.

Be secure. access can 
not be gained by 
unauthorised persons.

Be safe to use, simple 
to clean, and easy to 
maintain.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Figure 15 A house being repaired and upgraded 
by a family in addition to toilet construction under 
OHOT

SA has developed a standardised model for toilet 
construction for all. It is based on a cost sharing 
model where SA provides the material sourced 
from locally available vendors and the family is 
responsible for the construction of the toilet. SA 
facilitators help the families in identifying the lo-
cation of the toilets and insist that the toilet be 
located within the house with access to it from 
the inside, ensuring that no new construction 
happens outside the house obstructing the streets. 
The quantity of the material is clearly mentioned 
in an agreement form between SA and the house-
hold which is signed once the family has agreed 
to build their toilets. 
The houses in the slums are small but, in most 
cases, families take great care in building their 
toilets and many of them add additional features 
such as a bathing shower, washing area, a western 
toilet seat or additional tiles from their own sav-
ings. Families either build toilets on their own or 
hire a mason. A household toilet is ready within 
10-12 days of commissioning.
This includes provision of material by SA to the 
household which are delivered to the household 
at the nearest point to their homes and this is fol-
lowed by construction by the family. The mate-
rials provided under OHOT include bricks, and 
Indian toilet pan, piping, a chamber to connect to 

the sewerage network and other smaller fittings 
along with bathroom tiles for the floor and walls 
(up to a height of 4ft.) to ensure that the toilet is 
built with good quality material using all com-
ponents for a safe and hygienic toilet connected 
to the sewerage system. The material is procured 
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Figure 16 Construction material distribution phases and time line for construction of a toilet under 
OHOT (Source: Shelter Associates: Toolkit on Delivering Toilets)
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by SA through pre-selected dealers and vendors 
who provide material in bulk. 
The community facilitators on the ground keep a 
record of households that have received material 
and they continue to keep a track of the construc-
tion activity during this period. Barring a few 
rules, the households have complete freedom to 
build their toilets as they like. None of the toilets 
prescribe to a particular design and each one of 
them is customised by the family as per its need.
Since a mason is employed, families often choose 
to upgrade their homes at the time of toilet con-
struction. Improvements in kitchens by adding 
a kitchen slab or tiling, white washing, adding a 
bathing area and in some cases home extensions 
are also done by the families at their own cost. An 
internal and external impact assessment carried 
out by SA shows that nearly 50 % of the families 
upgrade their homes.
As the responsibility of the construction of toilets 
is with the families, toilets are built simultane-
ously in many homes in the slums once material 
is provided. Each family sources its own labour 
and contributes to the construction themselves 
to save cost and time. This also makes the con-
struction process rapid and free from dependence 
on any external factors such as the contractor or 
government-led labour contracts that sometimes 
cause delays.
Costing and Finances
The OHOT model is based on a cost sharing 
model where material cost is covered by Shelter 
Associates and the cost of labour is the responsi-
bility of the family. Under OHOT all households 
in slums connected to a sewerage system are pro-
vided with a standardised list of items essential 
for a safe and hygienic toilet. The material of one 
toilet costs INR 13,000. The cost of labour can 
vary from INR 6,000 to INR 9,000 across cities. 
SA funds nearly all of its toilets through grants 
from Corporate Social Responsibility funding. 
As mentioned earlier, many families used this as 
an opportunity to upgrade their homes and have 
invested a lot more than just the cost of build-
ing a basic toilet. Families have spent up to INR 
15,000 in upgrading their toilets.
Apart from Corporates such as Bank of Amer-
ica among many others, Shelter Associates has 

received funding from Dasra Philanthropy and 
friends of Shelter Associates and Chintu Gudiya 
Foundation.
Even though Shelter Associates actively part-
ners with the Government for the project, their 
agreements with the city governments have been 
non-financial.

PROJECT OUTCOMES 
The OHOT project has till now facili-
tated over 17,400 toilets across 7 ULBs 

of Maharashtra. The Pune Municipal Corpora-
tion replicated the OHOT model under SBM 
the OHOT model and was ranked the first across 
India for delivering 46,500 household toilets to 
slum dwellers and impacting 3,67,000 persons.
It has also developed a robust database of all 
slums in these cities, most of which is available on 
an online platform accessible to all. The project 
has also demonstrated that ‘scientific data exists 
for the urban poor and can be used for planning 
purposes’.
This database has also helped Urban Local Body’s 
(ULB) such as PCMC to prepare a comprehen-
sive plan and provide for budgetary allocations on 
sanitation initiatives under the Swachh Bharat 
Mission (SBM). The table below shows the in-
vestment that the ULBs have made in strength-
ening infrastructure based on the slum mapping 
data. Based on these findings, Shelter Associates 
estimates that the investment for mapping & 
spatial data creation is only about 2% of the total 
project cost that it leverages.
While the material costs support to the families 
has remained standard and consistent the benefi-
ciaries have leveraged this support and invested a 
lot more in their homes. The small support pro-
vided by SA has catalysed home improvements 
and facilitated hygienic practices on hand wash-
ing and sanitation within homes. The support re-
ceived from SA for the toilets has helped families 
begin the process of upgrading their homes for a 
better quality of life.
Based on their experience, Shelter Associates has 
also developed practitioner’s toolkits on the three 
major components of the project which are aimed 
at supporting facilitators, governments and other 
organisations as well as any one individual or or-
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ganisation who may want to replicate the model 
in their own regions. The three toolkits are on:
• Creating spatial data
• Mobilising communities
• Delivering toilets
The introduction of household toilets leads to a 
better, cleaner and healthier life for the families. 
This is especially true for women and young girls 
who can use the toilets within the safety of their 
homes.
The project, during its course of implementation 
also sets up neighbourhood groups or samitis 
mostly comprising women to negotiate for better 
services in their areas. These samitis are not pres-
ent in all slums but have helped empower wom-
en to improve their neighbourhoods and access 
government resources. These samitis have also 
supported poorest households in accessing these 
toilets and local masons have carried out free of 
cost construction for such families.

SCALABILITY AND 
SUSTAINABILITY

• The OHOT model has been fine-tuned over 
the years, with a focus on collecting data and 
delivering toilets as rapidly as possible. After 
initiating it in Pune and Sangli, it has been 
replicated in five other cities of Maharashtra - 
Kolhapur, Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Cor-
poration, Thane, Panvel and Navi Mumbai. On 

an average it takes approximately three months 
to deliver 100 household toilets to the urban 
poor under OHOT program. This includes all 
three aspects of data collection, community 
mobilisation and toilet construction. With the 
use of technology, especially GIS and mobile 
applications, SA has been able to automate and 
fast track many tedious procedures of data col-
lection, monitoring and reporting. This has also 
helped reduce errors in data collection.

• An independent policy review paper1 compares 
the three models of toilet construction for the 
urban poor in PCMC which includes the In-
stalment Model of SBM, the Contractor Mod-
el of SBM and the OHOT Model of SA. The 
survey carried out for this paper concludes that 
the OHOT model was more effective than the 
others as it ensured key components of quality 
control, quick construction and connection to 
the sewerage network. The SBM models failed 
to create a sense of ownership as contractors 
were quick to build but did not ensure quality 
and connectivity to sewerage. The Instalment 
Model was slow and families had no support in 
the procurement of good quality material.

• The use of Google Earth open-source GIS 
software and android-based mobile technol-
ogies, have also made their methods accessi-
ble and user-friendly. This has also made the 
OHOT model highly replicable and scalable. 
The database developed by SA is shared with 
the ULBs who have also leveraged it for oth-

(Source: Shelter Associates)

Details
Pimpri Chinchwad

(100% HH covered - mapped &  
surveyed 76 slums 35,352 HH)

Kolhapur
(100% HH covered- mapped &  
surveyed 53 slums 14,052 HH)

% of household toilets 11 to 57 23 to 49

% of drainage coverage 33 to 57 19 to 26

Investments by ULBs 
towards strengthening 
infrastructure

INR 737 lacs INR 277 lacs

1 The Policy review was carried out by an external agency and was headed by Padmaja Nair, an external expert. The survey for the review 
was independently carried out by CHF India Foundation. 
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er sanitation projects on waste management, 
community toilets and expansion of sewerage, 
drainage and water supply networks.

• Its cost sharing model and its focus on individ-
ual toilets with the ‘freedom to build’ has high 
acceptability and ownership among communi-
ties. Even though SA closely monitors toilet 
construction and has a standard method for ap-
proaching all households, it does not prescribe 
a design to the families. It limits its interven-
tion to ensure that basic requirements of light, 
ventilation, hygiene and safety are met in the 
constructed facility. This flexibility in the design 
process gives families the freedom to customise 
their space as they please.

• The individual families have complete owner-
ship of the new asset ensuring its long-term 
use and sustainability. A third-party evaluation 
carried out by the Gokhale Institute of Politics 
and Economics; Pune concluded that 93% of 
the toilets were still in use 3-6 months after 
project completion.

• The availability of all resource material on 
their website in the form of easy-to-use 
toolkits help governments, donors and other 
stakeholders understand the model and intro-
duce it in other regions/cities. Some of these 
resource materials have also been shared on 
the national website of the Ministry of Hous-
ing and Urban Affairs.

CHALLENGES 
While SA has made considerable efforts 
towards standardizing processes of the 

OHOT model, the adoption of the model still 
depends on the willingness and intent of the local 
bodies and its Municipal Commissioners. Unless 
there is buy-in by the local bodies, the OHOT 
model cannot be introduced in a new city as it 
is based on a city- wide intervention and data 
collection. In some cases, such as Navi Mum-
bai and Thane the OHOT was started as a pilot 
project and then scaled up.  Data collected by SA 
is shared with the local body in order to support 
them in expanding their sanitation infrastruc-
ture and networks and thereby pave the way for 
household toilets connected to a sewerage system. 
In Kolhapur, where it was not possible to expand 
the networks, SA has tried other technologies 
that are off the grid, however, with the support of 
the local body.
Nearly 75% of SA’s expenses are towards the 
purchase and distribution of quality material for 
construction for which continuous funding is re-
quired for the same. SA also invests in upgrading 
its data collection and adopting new technologies. 
Government budgets for household toilets are 
limited. The need for household toilets in many 
cities far supersedes the funds that are allocated 
against SBM.  SA has sought funding from Cor-
porates and international donors; however a per-

Investing in a Monitoring System

The internal monitoring system created under the project helps provide 
dynamic data for project management. It is an end to end monitoring tool 
from data collection, delivery of material in a phased manner, community 
mobilisation and payment to vendors. This tool helps the project manager 
understand project progress and problem areas and allows them to take 
decisions and changes in strategy based on the results of the internal 
monitoring system. This has had a positive impact on the scalability of the 
project and has helped reduce time in project completion. 
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sistent effort is required to ensure a continuous 
flow of funds for the project and this has limited 
the scalability of the project.
The use of the technology for data collection and 
analysis using GIS platform requires intensive 
training of government staff. Despite efforts by 
SA, the data analysis and collection using mo-
bile applications and GIS has been managed by 
their own staff and there is resistance among gov-
ernment officials to adopt new technologies. SA 
has, therefore, developed the web-based portal 
that enables easy access to summarised data for 
all slums that they have worked in so that it can 
be used by other NGOs, government and other 
stakeholders alike. Recently the PCMC used the 
data for provision of water connections in their 
wards.
Despite SA’s scientific and neutral approach to the 
problem of sanitation, there have been a few in-
stances when communities do not come together 
or agree to the terms of the OHOT model. Many 
a time, such cases are politically motivated. In 
some cases, families living as tenants are unable 
to construct toilets in their rented homes unless 
the owner agrees to the construction. However, 
there have also been instances where the SBM 
model was tried out and families have preferred 
and opted for the OHOT model. 

LESSONS FOR 
REPLICATION

a. Use of Technology: the use of GIS and mo-
bile technologies for developing dynamic 
map-based data has helped build a strong 
foundation for understanding the sanitation 
problems at a city level. The visual represen-
tation of data helps ULBs target government 
funds to areas in need. It has also helped speed 
up the process of data collection and moni-
toring of project implementation eliminating 
human error to a large extent. The use of open-
source software has also made it affordable and 
highly replicable once users and facilitators are 
trained in technology.

b. Standard Procedures: the transparent and 
standard procedures for data collection and 
mobilisation and the availability of toolkits 
demonstrating the step by step approach for 
data collection, mobilisation and construc-
tion of toilets help speed up the process and 
keep it transparent and free of any biases. At 
the same time, it has room for local innova-
tions, skills, and needs making it acceptable 
to the communities.

c. Internal Monitoring System: the end to 
end monitoring system is a robust project 
management method that can help minimise 
delays and provide dynamic information. It 
has helped SA scale up their program and 
complete projects in given time frames or 
even earlier. 

d. Policy Interventions: The OHOT mod-
el proposed by SA has demonstrated its ef-
fectiveness under the SBM and has helped 
reach the sanitation targets in cities such as 
Pune, Sangli and PCMC. It has also been 
recognised by MOHUA as a successful case 
study for household toilets for the poor.

e. Macro to Micro: the comprehensive ap-
proach of the project of collecting city-wide 
data on the sanitation data of slums has not 
only ensured that sanitation networks are 
provided by the government before construc-
tion of household toilets but has also helped 
prepare plans and build awareness on other 
sanitation issues of waste management, de-
funct community toilets and water connec-
tions in slum areas.

f. Data Base Creation: The data created under 
the project has multiple uses and can easily 
extend itself to other services such as health 
care, waste management and education. It can 
also be used by multiple agencies and gov-
ernment departments to plan comprehensive 
interventions in slums that can address other 
aspects of development in slums to improve 
the overall quality of life for residents. 
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

• Best Practice recognition for OHOT by 
MoUD

• Best Practices in Sanitation (jointly with PMC) 
by HUDCO - 2015

• Swachh Puraskar for delivery of individual san-
itation by PMC

• Felicitated by PCMC for Sanitation Contribu-
tion in 2016-17

• Winner of NASSCOM Social Innovation Fo-
rum 2017 under the Environment category for 
building and end-to-end GIS based solution 

that maps sanitation across slums

• Special Recognition award for innovative use 
of spatial data to deliver sanitation under the 
NFP category 2018, by ISC, FICCI 

• Third Party Impact Assessment of the OHOT 
Model and the Policy Review Paper comparing 
SBM & SA models for delivery of household 
sanitation with recommendations, have been 
validated and uploaded on the Government of 
India’s Swachh Bharat Urban website

• SA has received appreciation letters from dif-
ferent MCs for contribution to sanitation ser-
vices across India
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BACKGROUND - 
ORGANISATION AND CASE 
STUDY 

Organisation
Habitat for Humanity India’s (Habitat India) 
operations prioritises Decent and Affordable 
Homes, Disaster Response and Preparedness, 
and Innovative Partnerships. In the affordable 
homes vertical, Habitat has worked on building 
individual housing units in both urban and ru-
ral India. The core of the housing projects being 
housing for the disabled or families dispossessed 
due to rural distress. In these projects, Habitat 
India promotes the active participation of the 
house owners in contributing to the construction 
either through sweat equity or in materials.
Under the sanitation vertical, Habitat India’s 
work is across community sanitation blocks, in-
dividual household toilets as well as upgrading 
sanitation and hygiene facilities in schools. Habi-
tat India believes that sanitation and hygiene can 
bring good health and cleanliness to the family 
and community. A lot of effort is put into be-
haviour change to engage communities and build 
inclusive action towards operations, maintenance, 
and sustainability. Even post-disaster response in 
urban areas in India has seen Habitat India in-
vest in rebuilding lives through sanitation and 
water projects in schools and slums. Another 
key feature among its work is the investment in 
building strategic partnerships with a range of 
stakeholders, including officials, government de-
partments, corporates, and institutions. Habitat 
India is committed in building a collective nar-
rative around urban sanitation through its work 
across slum settlements in India.  
The Case Study
Taking note of the large open defecation chal-
lenge in India, Habitat India launched “Sensitise 
to Sanitise” campaign in 2014 to address this 
problem by building sanitation units as well as 
promoting behaviour change. In July 2015, Hab-
itat India launched the Sensitise to Sanitise Co-
alition, a network of organizations that aims to 
end open defecation. The 25-member S2S Co-

alition has served over 26 million people across 
the country2 and includes sanitation technology 
companies and NGOs. Habitat India holds the 
secretariat. 
The S2S campaign was noticed by the Munic-
ipal Commissioner of Thane Municipal Corpo-
ration (TMC), who approached the director of 
Habitat India to bring innovation in sanitation 
provision in slums. His view was to remove the 
tag of “Toilet” and develop the new age “Com-
munity Sanitation Complex or CSC.” An MoU 
was signed between TMC and Habitat India to 
take up construction of 10 such CSCs. The first 
of this, built-in Sathewadi Slum located in Thane 
West, a suburban city of Mumbai governed under 
the jurisdiction of Thane Municipal Corporation, 
is the centre of this case study documentation. 
The key element of this case study is the 4P 
model of partnership – Public Private People’s 
Partnership. The project brought Habitat India, 
TMC, corporate, and the community together to 
build a state of art sanitation structure! Habitat 
India was able to bring in corporate funding to 
build the community sanitation block, enhance-
ments to standard community sanction blocks 
with use of technology tools for enhanced user 
experience and improved perception of sanitation 
service and maintenance by local resident wom-
en’s groups.
The technological enhancements to communi-
ty-managed sanitation bocks represents a new 
dimension of generating community demands of 
rightful access to state-provided improved sani-
tation systems. The case study and testimonies of 
community women managing the toilet reveals 
that the demand for this existed and Habitat In-
dia’s interventions gave the CSC concept much 
shape in the urban sanitation space. The participa-
tion of resident communities is evident from their 
demand placement through the locally elected 
representative, struggle to resolve local impedi-
ments in its implementation and a vibrant outlook 
towards the new asset. The new sanitation com-
plex not only provides the community with a clean 
place to use but has also given them an aspirational 
outlook on lifestyle and well-being. 

2 https://www.habitat.org/where-we-build/india
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MAIN SALIENT FEATURES 
OF THE CSC AT SATHEWADI
Physical features:

Inaugurated for use in February 2017 the CSC is 
a ground plus 2 storied complex with the top sto-
rey consisting of caretaker’s room, and a covered 
terrace; first floor has 11 toilets for men (one of 
them is western-style and others Indian); ground 
level having 6 seats for women (one of them is 
western-style and others Indian), 2 for children, 
2 for emergency use and a ramp enabled dif-
ferently-abled friendly toilet. The complex also 
has a shop/ counter space. A single entry leads 
to the separate entry doors to the women’s and 
the men’s section. Access cards are used for en-
try into the toilet by the residents, thus ensuring 
safety and restricted usage. 
Service connections
Water is sourced from a bore well. The TMC pro-
vides and is free, and electricity is provided and 
paid for by TMC. Sewage disposal is through 
septic tanks, which are emptied by TMC when 
requested.
Technological enhancements
Technological installations include contact-con-
trolled access to users who are given access cards 
based on regular monthly user contributions and 
submission of identity documents. 
Electricity from solar panels supports basic light-
ing and contact access systems; beyond basic use 
the charges are paid by TMC. 
Closed Circuit Camera systems monitor move-
ments in and around the CSC. 
Sanitary pad dispenser and incinerator are pres-
ent in the women’s section for safe disposal of 
sanitary pads. 

Other features include the use of jet cleaners and 
sensor LEDs for motion-controlled lighting. 
Operations and Maintenance by resi-
dent women’s group
Maintenance is led by four members of the 
community’s women’s self-help group members 
(SHGs) called as 4G group. The 4G group col-
lects a monthly fee of Rs 50 from each family 
(as of June 2019. This is now increased to Rs. 70 
per month per family as on Feb 2020). With a 
membership of 210 families, this earns about Rs 
10000, which is used to pay for 2 cleaners who 
come once each day to clean the complex, and 
purchase of cleaning materials as well as making 
necessary repairs. Except for repair costs, water, 
electricity, and sewage disposal have no month-
ly recurring expenses. Solar energy systems were 
under a 3-year maintenance contract, which has 
expired (as of June 2019), however regular main-
tenance such as cleaning the panels and battery 
maintenance are being done by the 4G office 
bearers. The group members take charge of the 
opening and closing of the CSC, collecting user 
fee and ongoing maintenance.

REVIEW OF THE CASE OF 
SATHEWADI CSC
The learning elements of this case can 

be divided into 3 logical phases - Planning and 
Design, Implementation, and Operations and 
Maintenance of this CSC. 
A rough timeline of the case study can be plotted 
as below:
Planning and Design
Habitat India launched its S2S campaign in 
2015 close to the beginning of the Swachh 
Bharat Mission (SBM), which was launched 

2015 2016 2017

July: Start of S2S S2S intensification & making of 
the coalition

Feb: TMC demolishes old toilet

  Sep: 1st meeting with Sathewadi 

    Oct: Contract signing with TMC

        Dec: Work order receipt

Feb: Start of Construction of CSC

   Nov: Completion of construction

Feb: Commission and 
hand over of the CSC to 
community and TMC
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in Oct 2014. This campaign intended to address 
open defecation through building sanitation fa-
cilities but also by promoting behaviour change. 
It was this campaign and its further intensifica-
tion by bringing more coalition partners in 2015 
that made the TMC Municipal Commissioner 
invite Habitat India to help them achieve their 
sanitation goals. “There was some coherence in 
the understanding of sanitation improvement 
among both Habitat India and the then Mu-
nicipal Commissioner of TMC, which meant 
looking at the challenge beyond just provision of 
toilets, but to enhance it to improve user experi-
ence, and therefore better maintenance and lon-
ger sustenance. The terminology was equally im-
portant and, therefore, not calling it a ‘toilet’ but 
a ’Community Sanitation Complex’, said Nilesh 
Karkare – Director Special Projects, Habitat In-
dia. The CSC was envisaged with more features 
than the traditional community toilet design, and 
technology played an important role in changing 
perceptions and consequently, behaviour. 
It is in this context that an NGO’s intense com-
mitment to address sanitation issues, a Municipal 
Commissioner’s commitment on the same with-
in his jurisdiction and an overall mission-mode 
sanitation goals communicated by the Central 
Government found a conducive environment for 
building this and the other CSCs. 
Habitat India signed a contract for 10 CSC con-
struction with the TMC! In each case, the neces-
sary permissions such as no-objection from land-
owner, connections to water supply, electricity 
supply would be taken up by TMC, and work or-
der for construction also issued by them. If there 
is an existing toilet structure, demolishing that 
and making land free of encumbrances is also the 
responsibility of TMC. Habitat India remains re-
sponsible for building resident consensus, survey 
to determine demand, bring design ideas and en-
hancements, construct the CSCs and then hand 
them over to TMC as they will continue to be 
the property of TMC. In each of these 10 toilets, 
the contractual agreement includes the recurring 
costs of water, electricity, sewage disposal, minor 
repairs to fixtures to be borne by TMC. 
It was understood at the beginning of this rela-
tionship that funding for the CSCs would come 

from corporate contributions, with the primary 
responsibility of raising corporate funds resting 
with Habitat India. Habitat India diversifies its 
funding and has the business been able to raise 
corporate funding for various projects. The cor-
porate funding comes in both through, fully 
private enterprises as well as from Public Sector 
Companies (PSUs). Habitat India has bilateral 
agreements with private enterprises that fund 
their projects, which also includes some of the 
CSC constructions elsewhere in Thane and in 
Mumbai. 
In the case of the Sathewadi toilet, funds were 
not acquired at the beginning of construction of 
the CSC, and Habitat India had contributed the 
bridge funds. SBI Capital Markets (SBICAP) 
came in later and contributed 50% of the total 
capital costs of the CSC construction. Habitat 
India clarifies that the other CSCs under the 
contract were built with full capital from PSU 
or corporate funding. Please refer to the table-2 
in annex which details the current set of CSCs 
being taken up under this contract and receiving 
PSU funds as project capital.
Implementation
Per the office bearers of the 4G group main-
taining the CSC, Sathewadi has about 200-250 
households mostly living in two-storied struc-
tures. The land belongs to the Thane Mental 
Hospital, which is close by and is named after the 
original settler called “Sathe” who used the land 
to grow vegetables. Later families began settling 
on the vacant land.
At the geographic location of the Sathewadi 
CSC, there was an existing toilet structure with 
all necessary service connections. However, the 
residents were unhappy about its presence due 
to its poor appearance and maintenance. The 4G 
group members claim that the toilet was built in 
the early 20th century, was rarely cleaned, was 
stinky, and embarrassed them as it is situated 
right at the entrance of their settlement. Besides 
this toilet, there are 2 other toilet blocks that 
provide, in total, 16 seats (11 of them for wom-
en with one of the blocks with 6 seats fully used 
by women). These blocks do have water, sewage 
disposal, and electricity, however unmanned and 
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managed and maintained by TMC themselves. 
As of June 2019, these were freshly renovated 
and freely available for use by residents. About 50 
odd residents have their own toilets inside their 
homes.
Habitat India’s assessment before starting con-
struction looked at the resident’s needs, basic 
population statistics and acceptance in general. 
Habitat India also invested in doing an assess-
ment of the conditions of existing toilet blocks in 
the area. Eliciting resident support and leadership 
that would oversee construction and take own-
ership of resolving local disputes was considered 
before and during the construction. According to 
Habitat India, the Sathewadi toilet was chosen 
for demolition and reconstruction by TMC for 
3 reasons; having dire sanitation needs, existing 
old structure at the brink of collapsing, and open 
defecation causing health challenges among chil-
dren in the slum. 
Habitat India then commissioned the design of 
the new CSC with a set of base parameters to 
be included in the design. This included taking 
into account the existing structure layout, land 
size, separate entrances for men and women, in-
clusion of children’s toilets, disabled friendly and 
emergency use toilets. Use of technological en-
hancements such as contact access, motion sensor 
lights, security cameras, sanitary pad incinerator, 
use of solar energy to cover electricity costs and 
provide backup supply etc. as well. Functional 
water tanks, storerooms, community interaction 
space, care taker’s resting room, storerooms, and 
wash basins are included as essential elements of 
the design. Construction was contracted through 
Habitat India’s standard procurement procedures 
(competitive bidding). Habitat India confirms 
that the community was consulted in general for 
the basic layout, however, 4G group members 

claimed they were not fully involved in the de-
sign and have requested that the dysfunctional 
children’s toilet be converted into more toilets for 
women.
The CSC has 11 seats for men, 6 for women, 2 
for children, and one each with separate ramp ac-
cessed entrance for disabled and aged. The space 
on the first floor that occupies 11 toilet seats for 
men is the same space afforded for building the 
women’s, children’s and disabled toilets as well as 
space for counter. Therefore, per Habitat India 
the design did not permit providing equal seats 
for men and women in this CSC. Design chal-
lenges also resulted into the stairway blocking the 
entrance to women’s toilet partially.
Implementation challenges and the 
role of residents
Both Habitat India and residents claim that the 
local challenges caused 6-8 months delay in the 
construction. While everyone agreed to the re-
vamp, few supported in resolving conflicts, which 
were primarily around land occupation. The 
residents living in houses adjacent to the toilet 
claimed space for extending their structures and 
also sought the contractor’s support. This meant 
constant disruption to the construction schedule. 
However, there was adequate support from the 
local political leader, who on receiving resident’s 
complaints, requested police intervention. Many 
other minor altercations during the construction 
were mostly resolved by resident communities 
(predominantly women!). For example, nearby 
residents claimed rights over parts of the land 
where the toilet existed, challenged the place-
ment of entrance, window of the toilet etc. In 
such events of resident hostility, it was the larger 
resident community, primarily the women (large-
ly from 4G) who negotiated for the larger good 
of the community. Habitat India also faced chal-

TABLE-1: POPULATION AND TOILET SEATS AVAILABLE

Population using CSC Sathewadi CSC seats Other toilet seats
Female 519 6 12
Male 398 11 4

Differently abled 2

Total 917 19 16
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lenges from local political leaders who wanted to 
claim credit of the work. Many such local chal-
lenges did produce delays, yet the Habitat’s proj-
ect team and the women from the resident com-
munity persevered, worked together and sought 
support of each other where necessary. 
Budget: The capital cost of Sathewadi CSC alone 
is Rs 52,00,000 and an expenditure of close to 
10% of the capital was made on project manage-
ment, technical support, monitoring, supervision 
and administration.

OPERATIONS AND 
MAINTENANCE BY 
RESIDENT WOMEN’S 
GROUP

Per the contract between Habitat India and 
TMC, post-construction, the CSC were to be 
handed over to TMC who then takes the respon-
sibility of identifying agency that will take over 
the maintenance. In the case of the Sathewadi 
CSC, Habitat India insisted on handing over 
the responsibility of the maintenance to resident 
community groups. TMC also prefers handing 
over the maintenance to resident women’s SHGs 
that are already registered with TMC. Therefore, 
in the case of Sathewadi, 4 women belonging to 
2 different registered SHGs, ‘Shabari’ and ‘Dya-
neshwari’ were selected as nominated by the local 
municipal corporator.
The group was named as 4G which stands for 
Give, Grow, Gain and Glitter. The name was sug-
gested by Habitat India. They were capacitated 
by Habitat India primarily on the aspects of the 
toilet maintenance. 4G is unregistered as a group, 
though the initial savings groups are registered 
with TMC as Self Help Groups. There is a 5-year 
maintenance contract between 4G and Habitat 
India with their roles and responsibilities listed. 
Water is freely available via the bore well, which 
was paid for by local political leaders, but the 
group pays for its breakdown and repairs from 
the collected user fees. Electricity is freely avail-
able, mostly subsidised by the solar panels, but ex-
cesses paid by TMC. Septic tank overflow outlet 
is in the nearby drain but emptying it and easing 
chokes and other plumbing issues only require 
placing a complaint with the TMC who are re-

sponsible for its resolution. Habitat India has an 
ongoing contract with TMC, where Habitat In-
dia has provided a mechanised septic tank clean-
ing vehicle to TMC, and TMC in return pro-
vides free water, electricity, sewage disposal and 
plumbing services to CSCs built by Habitat In-
dia. Therefore, 4G group is eligible to access these 
services at no charge from TMC by approaching 
the relevant officer.
The technological enhancements required ca-
pacity building to understand their maintenance, 
and when expert interventions are required. 4G 
members are capacity built for that, and Habitat 
India continues to support and handhold where 
necessary.
Regular set of activities such as collecting user 
fees, managing open and closing times, appoint-
ing cleaners and supervising their cleaning, pur-
chasing cleaning materials in bulk, resolving mi-
nor disputes with the use, resolving minor repairs 
such as replacing broken taps, vandalised fixtures 
etc. are divided and managed by the women in 
the 4G group and their families. 
Usual set of challenges that come with any com-
munity toilet structures appear such as vandalism, 
random spitting, rough use, breaking fixtures, are 
evident in this CSC as well, but the 4G group 
feels that being maintained by women, they are 
able to pull it out better. They perceive higher 
levels of cleanliness with women maintaining it 
predominantly.
The top floor of the CSC has a large covered 
community space and a caretaker room complete 
with kitchen platform and sink. The space is used 
for smaller occasions, but since the access is only 
through the toilets, it cannot be used for many 
purposes and therefore monetisation of the space 
use is difficult. The 4G plans to use it for income 
generation activities among women. The 4G is 
not looking forward to giving away the space for 
caretaker use since it does not trust their inten-
tions. The group is also fighting pressure from 
other men in the settlement who want to take 
over the maintenance. The women perceive the 
men having vested interest with this community 
space and its use for undesirable activities. 
Habitat India has also invested in behaviour 
change communication (BCC) and has put up in-
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struction posters at strategic locations inside the 
sanitation block. Habitat India feels that people 
need BCC training to adjust to the urban way of 
living such as washing hands after toilet use, us-
ing water conservatively, proper disposal of used 
sanitary pads, etc. Habitat India trained 15 par-
ticipants from 2 SHGs on BCC with an inten-
tion that they will train the other residents and 
estimates that is has been able to sensitise 1500 
people so far with its BCC program, through 
train the trainer approach. Significance of hand 
wash among children and family members was 
the primary subject and Information materials 
were provided to trainees for this training.
Besides, the residents also separate waste and ac-
cordingly dispose to the municipal services. There 
was a plan of composting and using the terrace 
space of the toilet towards home gardening as 
a means to enhance local livelihood for women. 
Habitat India also invested in setting up a com-
posting unit, however, the location of the toilet 
structure does not allow for ample sunlight and 
an environment conducive for bacterial growth. 
However, the idea and investment are not aban-
doned, but moved to a different sanitation com-
plex. Habitat India also supports and liaises with 
TMC where possible to develop other livelihood 
opportunities for the SHGs such as sanitary pad 
making, by utilising the community space, and 
subsidies available from TMC. 
The 4G members perceive enhancement of safe-
ty and maintenance due to presence of security 
cameras. 

OBSERVATIONS, LEARNING 
AND LESSONS
Leveraging Corporate Funding 
and innovative partnerships

The case study offers another example of how a 
tripartite partnership between an NGO, corpo-
rate donor and a Government body can support 
Government programs on improving sanitation. 
This arrangement now exists in different forms 
via both bilateral and tripartite relationships be-
tween the three entities among various Govern-
ment bodies in India, on various development 
challenges. Interests, ideologies and methodolo-
gy of addressing development needs can be quite 

different between NGOs, Corporate and Gov-
ernment functionaries. Careful balancing of these 
is imperative to ensure that such relationships 
achieve the larger interests of communities whose 
challenges are being addressed. NGO experience 
of working on people’s challenges brings certain 
value. Government involvement is imperative in 
terms of the strength they add to project comple-
tion and sustainability. Under the Companies Act 
in 2013, companies are mandated to spend a part 
of their profits towards development activities 
under the banner of “Corporate Social Responsi-
bility (CSR)”, and therefore bring with them crit-
ical capital that can be tapped in for bridging the 
financing needs for projects where Government’s 
financial capacity is limited. 
While many NGOs struggle to tap into CSR 
funds, the context of sanitation is important. 
Both Urban and Rural sanitation improvements 
were made priority with a strong nationwide tar-
get to make the country open defecation free. 
Strong political will and push from Governments 
at all levels meant ‘sanitation’ would receive inter-
est among corporate spending. While sanitation 
programs have been implemented in India over 
several decades, the flagship scheme ‘Swachh 
Bharat Abhiyan’ has directed CSR spending to 
sanitation in India. 
Habitat India’s S2S program and a strongly com-
mitted leadership from TMC were equally im-
portant factors and these simultaneous coherent 
interests and commitments favoured the forma-
tion of such a tripartite. It is worth noting that 
Habitat India does diversify its funding portfo-
lio and has associates who constantly negotiate 
with corporates on funding development proj-
ects, and therefore have been able to leverage cor-
porate funding on many of their other projects 
as well. For e.g. there are also ongoing bilateral 
agreements with corporate enterprises towards 
rebuilding sanitation blocks in the jurisdiction of 
Greater Mumbai Municipal Corporation. 
Use of technology for enhancement of 
user experience:
The case study stresses on the technological en-
hancements made to the traditional community 
toilet to improve user experience. Habitat India 
believes in removing the stigma attached to a 
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“toilet” as a dirty place and building smart ele-
ments into it.  Here in the case of the “Commu-
nity Sanitation Complex,” with the overall capital 
costs, the technology enhancements, Habitat In-
dia has been able to significantly improve quality 
of service. 
Use of contact access cards can help control mis-
use, use of solar panels can reduce cost of elec-
tricity consumption significantly therefore reduce 
maintenance costs, using sanitary pad incinera-
tors to prevent unhygienic disposal of used pads, 
and use of security cameras discourage misuse 
and improve safety. Most importantly, such en-
hancements improve the perception of safety and 
cleanliness, which also acts as an important driver 
to maintain and sustain.
It is well documented that community spaces 
such as sanitation blocks are better maintained 
if they are ensured of access to services. The free 
provision of water, electricity, and sewage disposal 
by TMC is a very important factor that signifi-
cantly lessens the maintenance challenges which 
are otherwise common in other community san-
itation services. Expenditures on these 3 services 
alone can make maintenance unsustainable, with 
just modest user contribution. 
Community sanitation systems, common in dense 
urban settlements but devoid of access to basic 
services have existed for several decades. In the 
past 2 decades civil societies and activists argued 
provision of services to these community systems 
to improve their functioning and handing over 
its maintenance to the local resident’s group for 
maintenance, that could pay for these services 
and therefore sustain itself. The improvement 
over this model now sees municipal corporations 
such as TMC being able to absorb the ongoing 
costs of services. This case study taps into this po-
tential which significantly reduces maintenance 
cost pressures and allows for productive use of 
technological enhancements to further sanitation 
experience. 
Role of resident women and resident 
community participation
The Sathewadi CSC is maintained by women’s 
SHG groups whose selection is a strategic move 
on many fronts. There is a general sense that wom-

en are able to maintain sanitation facilities better, 
which also corroborates with the 4G group’s per-
ception on their CSC’s maintenance. The TMC 
also prefers handing over the maintenance of 
sanitation facilities to women SHGs, who are 
registered with them and access their schemes. 
The women also feel they are able to protect the 
toilet spaces better. Their natural leadership was 
evident in their forefront role of resolving local 
conflicts during the construction and post-con-
struction maintenance. They feel empowered to 
approach municipal officials to get maintenance 
challenges sorted out. There is also a general sense 
of empowerment in being able to manage a large 
sanitation complex, with improved technological 
systems for access, safety and good maintenance.
Two glitches in the overall construction can be 
highlighted. There are disproportionate seats for 
men and women in spite of their populations 
being nearly equal. Entrance to women’s toilet is 
partly obstructed with the staircase requiring en-
tering through bending. As the architect of the 
toilet is no longer accessible, the reason for this 
design glitch cannot be ascertained, but the local 
challenges did restrict the designer’s imaginations.
However, there was no expression of deep dis-
agreement or dissatisfaction with the design from 
the community. Habitat did face severe challeng-
es with nearby residents producing everyday chal-
lenges in the actual implementation of the design, 
which naturally resulted into some amount of dif-
ference in the expected vs actual layout. Also, it 
is after using it for over a year, that 4G felt that 
some parts be modified, which is natural as one 
begins to visualise change once the actual physical 
structure is built. 
The deep participation of the resident communi-
ties is evident in both, during the dissent in the 
initial stages of construction, and the keenness 
in maintaining it post-completion. Initial resis-
tance from the residents on the layout, design and 
its resolution through dialogue, primarily by the 
resident women indicates strong participation of 
local women. The uptake of its maintenance and 
operating independently indicates the acceptance 
and interest of the resident women in maintain-
ing the public asset. A translated quote from Su-
nanda, Shobha and Shubhangi, 3 of the 4G office 
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bearers: “What we had before was shameful, we 
were embarrassed to show our relatives where we 
live, let alone the foul smell and misuse of the toi-
lets that existed here before. What we have now 
is something we take pride in, feel good about 
showing it to our friends and relatives.”
Being first of its kind, this CSC is to be seen as a 
learning crucible that shaped much of the other 
CSC constructions by Habitat. This CSC gave a 
template to understand what the enhancements 
meant, how using various spaces and features in a 
regular community toilet block in enhanced con-
ditions, enhanced the user experience.  
Community Sanitation Maintenance
One of the biggest challenges with sustainable 
working of community toilets is its ongoing oper-
ations and maintenance. Several models have been 
tried and the most effective model has been when 
the toilets are maintained by resident community 
groups. The Sathewadi toilet has free electricity, 
water and sewage disposal systems. These 3 are 
the largest ongoing expense for any toilet, costs 
of which potentially result into unsustainable 
operations in a setting where user contributions 
are not always guaranteed. Since the Sathewadi 
toilet is only 3years old, O&M sustainability can-
not be adequately judged at this point of time. 
However, the technological enhancements to the 
toilet block take away much of the maintenance 
costs, and therefore is an attempt to demonstrate 
a model of building sustainable community san-
itation centres. 
The efforts spent by Habitat India for exploring 
ways to ensure the CSC continues to be main-
tained beyond the project cycle is noteworthy. 
Habitat India has done a detailed impact assess-
ment for their funding partner SBI Capital in 
April 2018. In the impact assessment report, all 
the different elements of the toilet design, its en-
hancements and maintenance were studied in de-
tail and challenges were noted. Design challenges 
included elements such as, presence of bathing 
areas, which are actually not in use and consid-
ered unnecessary by the residents, and some seep-
age and stagnation of water as well. Maintenance 
challenges included elements such as rare use of 
toilets for differently abled, who prefer to use reg-

ular toilets; poor maintenance of enhancements 
such as the incinerator. User experience about 
the CSC is quite satisfactory and in general is 
perceived positively. General levels of cleanliness 
in the settlement, toilet maintenance, menstrual 
hygiene, garbage management has shown mixed 
results during the assessment. The impact assess-
ment is an important element of the process, be-
cause it helps in the understanding of challenges 
with the design, as well as O&M of CSCs, espe-
cially when they are enhanced, thereby allowing 
scope for refining as more CSCs get built.  
Underlying to this model of improvised commu-
nity sanitation systems is a partnership between 
NGO such as Habitat India, a Government 
body such as the Thane Municipal Corporation, 
a corporate funder such as the private and pub-
lic owned institutions contributing through their 
CSR mandates, and most importantly the resi-
dent community groups. It provides a blueprint 
of the efforts involved in realising improved san-
itation needs to communities that have compro-
mised sanitation facilities in urban India. 

CASE STUDY 
DOCUMENTATION 
METHODOLOGY

The case study document submitted by Habitat 
India was used as the basis for further inquiry 
and documentation. The documenter sent ques-
tions on the base document prior to face to face 
meeting with the projects team. The documenter 
interviewed the projects team at the Habitat India 
office in Mumbai on 20/05/2019 primarily on the 
questions forwarded in advance. Interviewees in-
cluded Nilesh Karkare, Director, Special Projects, 
and project staff which included Tayabba Sheikh, 
Shashikant Patil and Geeta Laharu. This was fol-
lowed up with a site visit to the toilet block on 
04/06/2019 accosted by Geeta Laharu. The 4G 
group was represented by Sunanda Jadhav, Shobha 
Amkar and Shubhangi Shelke, who were inter-
viewed in the toilet’s community space. 
The case study was enhanced further in Feb 2020 
through conversations with Lara S. Chandra, 
Strategy team member at Habitat India and Nilesh 
Karkare, Director, Special Projects, Habitat India
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PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE VISIT DURING DOCUMENTATION:

ANNEXES

TABLE 2: List of current CSCs completed/in progress and under the 10 unit contract with 
TMC

S. 
No. Location Financed by Project 

Timeline Status Approx 
Cost Seats

1 Sathewadi
Habitat India 
India &SBI 
Caps

Oct 15-
Jan17 Operational Rs 57L Men:10   

Women:5

2 Jaibhim 
Nagar

Dow 
Chemicals

Sep 17-Jun 
18 Operational Rs 80L Men:12.  

Women:8

3 Azad Nagar Credit Suisse May 17 - 
Dec 17 Operational Rs. 57L Men:12.  

Women:8

4 Azad Nagar

BPCL

 

Apr 18- Jul 
19

 

Operational

Rs. 163L

Men:14   
Women:8

5 Gholai Nagar Operational Men:12.   
Women:8

6 Kailash Nagar Operational Men:12.   
Women:8

7 Dhokaligaon In progress Men:12.  
Women:8

Common enhancements include: 24hrs water, electricity, LED motion sensor, Solar 
panels & backup systems, access controlled entry, CCTV monitor, jet cleaning system, 
multipurpose hall and caretaker room.

(a) The front facade of the CSC.   (b) The inside of the men’s section of CS.
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(c) Entrance to the women’s section of CSC. (d) Caretaker room in the CSC

Recognition to the CSC: The CSC was award-
ed the First Prize under the “Swachh Sarvekshan 
2018” which recognises the best maintained com-

munity toilets under the Swachh Bharat Program. 
The efforts of the CSC construction were equally 
appreciated by the Thane Municipal Commissioner. 

Source: Habitat India
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BACKGROUND
Sanitation Manager (SANMAN) is a 
Spatial Data and Analysis Tool for ULBs 

to plan and achieve sanitation goals of open def-
ecation free and garbage free cities, set by the 
Swachh Bharat Mission (SBM) of the Govern-
ment of India. Mission cities are trying to provide 
and upgrade toilets and waste treatment systems 
wherever these are deficient or lacking. The im-
portance of spatial data is highlighted in SBM 
but most Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) are hard-
ly geared up to generate or use spatial data. This 
is a serious limitation that prevents ULBs from 
assessing and planning the distribution of sani-
tation services in their respective cities. There are 
many neglected, underutilized or over-burdened 
public toilets and community toilets; and gaps in 
solid waste management. 
Recognising this gap as an opportunity, the Cen-
tre for Urban and Regional Excellence (CURE) 
developed SANMAN, a GIS-based spatial anal-
ysis tool that can support cities to achieve and 
benchmark their sanitation services for citizens, 
especially the poor, while optimizing the city’s 
land and resources. CURE has been working with 
slum communities in several Indian cities with 
the objective of improving access to good quality 
affordable services to the poor. Community map-
ping has emerged as a key element in co-creating 
local solutions in partnership with communities. 
SANMAN was designed by CURE as a way of 
linking community maps and data with city maps 
and investment planning - a major step forward 
for scaling up these initiatives to a city-wide scale. 
SANMAN was piloted in East Delhi Municipal 
Corporation (EDMC) in 2016. Since then it has 
been applied in nine other Indian cities in various 
ways and for different sanitation facilities.      
Apart from scaling up across ULBs, SANMAN 
has the potential as a multi-variable tool to assist 
decision making by ULBs, as it enables addition/
customization of various environmental, health 
and social services falling within the purview of 
local bodies. Starting with sanitation services in 
its first phase, SANMAN is now being expand-

ed to URBMAN (Urban Manager) to include, 
among other services, need for primary health 
care delivery in different locations; spatial eval-
uations of education services; and allocation of 
infrastructure and human resources in different 
parts of the city. 
This study of SANMAN is based on resources 
shared by CURE and detailed discussions with 
the technical team and city teams of CURE; in-
terviews with the engineering team of EDMC; 
and interactions with officials representing the 
ULBs of Dharamshala, Shamli, Rourkela, Gazia-
bad and Shahjahanpur at the workshop on SAN-
MAN and URBMAN organised by CURE at 
Tijara on 24-25 May 2019.  
This documentation is structured into the follow-
ing sections:
1. It informs about the concept and approach of 

SANMAN and places it in the trajectory of 
ICT tools and applications that can provide a 
bridge between community maps and data and 
city maps and plans.

2. It describes SANMAN - the GIS-based ap-
plication developed by CURE to address the 
water and sanitation requirements of the urban 
poor by a city by integrating information from 
the ground with planning for service delivery.

3. It discusses the operationalisation of SAN-
MAN in ULBs, the outputs and outcomes 
and its process of scaling up and diversifica-
tion. The experience from three ULBs across 
the class-size of urban areas – EDMC, Ajmer 
Municipal Corporation and Shamli Nagar 
Panchayat – is used to highlight ground reali-
ties in applying SANMAN.

4. Finally, the documentation examines the op-
portunities and challenges of applying SAN-
MAN across ULBs; and raises issues of sus-
tainability, replication and benefits. 

5. In this context the next ICT application, UR-
BMAN or Urban Manager being developed 
by CURE is briefly reviewed to see how far it 
can take care of present limitations and con-
tribute to replication and scaling-up.  
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CONCEPT, APPROACH AND 
INSTITUTIONAL BASE OF 
SANMAN

How did the Concept of SANMAN De-
velop?
Since its inception in 1998, CURE’s work has fo-
cused on three interrelated tracks, at the centre of 
which is the demystification of technology and 
simplification of its application for improving the 
lives and livelihoods of the poor and supporting 
decision-making in urban spatial settings (Figure 
1). Visualisation of information in the form of 
maps is an essential part of this process. The use 
of maps finds an important place in its engage-
ment with communities and ULBs. A beginning 
was made with generating data using community 
mapping and participatory processes to under-
stand the spatial distribution of services inside 
slums, as also the area’s closeness to city infra-
structure. This helped to incubate and innovate 
simplified sanitation solutions that are equalizing, 
integrating and inclusive. During these exercises, 
it was realised that maps were also an excellent 
visual tool to engage with local government for 
the delivery of services to slum communities.      
However, it was a challenge to take CURE’s local 

initiatives to a city-wide scale. In its first engage-
ment with mapping for city-wide service delivery 
in 2013, CURE found that city data was inade-
quate in most cases and even when available, it 
was not collated across departments or used for 
planning. Then it was difficult to reflect commu-
nity sourced data in city plans for service delivery. 
What CURE was attempting to do was very dif-
ferent from the way of working of ULBs and it 
was felt that the value of introducing the spatial 
dimension of distribution of and access to ser-
vices to create a strong evidence base for planning 
would need to be demonstrated. This was the 
provocation for CURE to pilot SANMAN as a 
tool for visualising complex urban data to assess, 
plan and manage service delivery to un-served ar-
eas and populations.  
CURE has successfully collaborated with several 
urban local bodies, parastatal agencies and state 
governments to converge a large amount of spa-
tial and non-spatial data and transfer them into 
digitized maps. CURE has used technologies 
like Quantum GIS, GPRS, GMS and web-based 
application for documenting, analysing and visu-
alizing city infrastructure and public systems so 
that ULBs can respond better to specific require-
ments of under-served communities and areas. 

Figure 1 Technology and urban spatiality at the centre of CURE’s Work
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Projects Time 
Period Tools Developed / Applied

Swachh Delhi Swasth 
Delhi (CBIS) 2008 -10

Community Based Information System (CBIS) on GIS 
used to map city’s slums and water and sanitation infra-
structure and prepare the city-wide slum upgrading plan; 
Ward Sanitation Plans for 4 wards prepared.

Localising sanitation 
development
EDMC, DUSIB

2011-12

Ward Sanitation Plans digitised & developed for 24 
Wards in EDMC to localize the City Sanitation Plan (CSP) 
at an area level to enable efficient planning and optimi-
zation resources.

Participatory Block Development Plans prepared in 14 
Blocks of Savda Ghevra Resettlement Colony, New Delhi 

Service Level Bench-
marking - C (SLB-C) 
EDMC

2013 -14

Piloted in two EDMC slums: a mobile-based app devel-
oped by WSP for citizen’s engagement and feedback on 
basic services, including training local youth for house-
hold survey and feedback.

Community toilet map 
EDMC 2013 -16

Digitising city base map and located community toilets, 
public toilets and urinals and strategizing location of new 
facilities.

Slum free city plan of 
Action (RAY) Ludhiana 2014

Developed a mobile app for smart phones for household 
survey in slums; Google maps and GIS used for slum 
mapping.

Participation App Swa-
chh Agra 2015

Developed app for basic mobile phone, people indicated 
problems and generated solutions, conveyed to con-
cerned officer in ULB. Built local capacity to use app. Not 
geographically referenced. 

SANMAN 
10 Cities 2016 -18

Developed amalgamation of Geo-Spatial Tools to do a 
cross-sectoral city-wide analysis on GIS to locate and 
assess quality and quantity of sanitation facilities and 
optimise human resources.

PASS
EDMC, NrDMC, Agra 2016

Pani aur Swachhta mein Sajhedari (PASS) used SANMAN 
and behaviour change communication programme for 
delivery of WASH services to poor communities.

USPaCES
PASS ULBs, Shamli, 
Rourkela, and Jaipur

2018 

Expansion of PASS:  Adapt and reproduce three signif-
icant and scalable models (SANMAN GIS application, 
decentralized and inclusive models of WASH and BCC to 
nudge behaviour change to attain ODF status 

URBMAN
10+  Cities 2019

Expansion of SANMAN to include spatial planning of 
other municipal services (health, education, etc.); custo-
misation of buffers for each city; change to web-portal, 
making it more user-friendly.  

Table 1 below gives an overview of projects/ 
programmes in different cities for which CURE 
has developed and applied ICT tools for spatial 
and non-spatial information. SANMAN, being 

applied across ten cities, has learnt from and 
built on the previous experiences of the organ-
isation of developing and putting into practice 
these tools. 

TABLE 1 Overview of ICT tools for mapping and surveys developed/ applied by CURE
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What does SANMAN do?
The visualisation of information on maps is a 
very powerful tool for making information trans-
parent and easily understandable. The GIS pro-
vides SANMAN a dynamic and customizable 
visualization of data pertaining to municipal 
departments viz. sanitation, water, health, waste 
management, etc. making spatial associations 
and multi-sectoral analysis that leads to pro poor, 
inclusive and responsive development of the city. 
SANMAN is a ‘Volunteered Information Sys-
tem’ i.e. the data is volunteered by the city offi-
cials and communities and fed into the system to 
make multi-variable decisions. This way SAN-
MAN acts as a bridge between community data 
and city planning, integrating community needs 
into development. 
The information system thus developed has sup-
ported Smart and Intelligent decisions by cities 
to locate new municipal services and allocate, 
target, optimize resources and manage these ef-
fectively. In the current scenario, SANMAN is a 
useful tool that enables cities to primarily achieve 
the goals of the GoI Swachh Bharat Mission 
(SBM) to create access to sanitation services and 
eliminate open defecation (OD) and effectively 
manage solid waste. 
SANMAN is an ICT tool both for equitable 
distribution of services in different parts of the 
city, as well as for ensuring their effectiveness and 
user satisfaction. Existing toilets are located on a 
map, spatial gaps are analysed according to GoI 
norms, the number of toilets needed are assessed 
as per the standards, and possible locations to 
accommodate new toilets are proposed. The tool 
also prepares a series of maps on the functional 
efficiency of public / community toilets, helping 
cities to manage and monitor them. 
Another important function of SANMAN is 
to optimise solid waste management. The infor-
mation systems can carry out spatial analysis of 
manpower deployment for solid waste collection 
and help to rationalise manpower distribution 
based on waste generated in particular areas and 
under-served areas. Route planning for garbage 
collection vehicles and trip monitoring is also 
planned with SANMAN. In Agra SANMAN 
was used to map water infrastructure and resourc-

es, providing vital spatial data for the Jal Shakti 
Mission. In Delhi, in settlements with household 
level data, the SANMAN was able to estimate 
the time taken to walk to water collection points.  
The capability of SANMAN to visualise infor-
mation on multiple dimensions of service deliv-
ery is being expanded further in its next phase 
- URBMAN or Urban Manager.
How does SANMAN work?
SANMAN consists of a toolkit that combines 
and visualises geographical and non-spatial data 
and makes it available for decision-making. Re-
liable data is a key input for giving desired re-
sults. CURE has successfully collaborated with 
ULBs, parastatal agencies, NGOs and state gov-
ernments to crowd-source city-wide spatial and 
non-spatial data. A large amount of secondary 
data and information regarding city utilities and 
public service systems are available with the city 
authorities. However, this information is avail-
able in bits and pieces in different forms and re-
mains within line departments most of the time. 
Through SANMAN this information is collated, 
processed, digitized, analysed and made available 
in a systematic and useful form easily accessed by 
the users. All data and information are summa-
rized into a GIS data base and visualized in the 
form of a Map Book and / or a Web GIS.
At present SANMAN processes and present the 
data and information across six key thematic ar-
eas:
i. Land use, administrative and ward boundar-

ies, topographical profile etc., 
ii. Road networks, traffic volumes and transpor-

tation corridors,
iii. Toilets - public and community, urinals, OD 

areas, fecal sludge and septage management 
(FSSM); sewage system - pressure lines, trunk 
sewer, auxiliary pumping station, STPs, etc. 

iv. Water supply sources: command areas, OH 
tanks, distribution network - current and 
planned, 

v. Solid waste management, dhalaos, collection 
and disposal infrastructure, route maps, etc. 
and 

vi. Specific spatial information and analysis re-
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quired by different city agencies, viz. heritage 
sites, installations of national significance, 
ecologically sensitive areas, etc.

An amalgamation of Geo-Spatial Tools is used 
to do a cross-sectoral analysis on GIS. The fea-
tures are divided in point (e.g. location of toilet), 
line (e.g. road network) and polygon feature (e.g. 
ward of the city) that are input and analysed.
Simply put, SANMAN has a collection of 
SMART Geo-Spatial Tools providing automat-
ed solutions to achieve desired outputs. Once the 
task is decided, e.g. ‘which of the urinals need in-
vestments?’ the respective tool(s) are selected, and 
the spatial and the non-spatial data is fed into 
the system, including data from the communi-
ty on quality, quantity, assess and availability of 
sanitation services and infrastructure. The system 
then generates a range of maps on GIS platform 
that can be overlaid on each other to enable ad-
ministrators to assess the current situation, short-
falls, future requirements and resources needed 
for improvements. Thus, SANMAN is a logical 
framework of an array of tools that work based 
on certain inputs given by the user, with a desired 
output in view.
The methodology adopted for the creation of the 
tool for locating toilets in any city is shown in 

Figure 2. This is further illustrated in Annex 1 
with the example of the workflow for locating 
new public toilets in any city.

OPERATIONALISING 
SANMAN 
What is the Geographic and De-
mographic Focus of SANMAN?

SANMAN was developed to help CURE’s proj-
ect cities to plan and implement their SBM goals. 
The tool was piloted for East Delhi Municipal 
Corporation (EDMC) in 2016, and has there-
after been replicated in seven other cities across 
India namely Agra, Noida, North MCD, Sham-
li, Shahjahanpur Dharamshala and Rourkela. 
CURE also helped PRIA, the leading NGO to 
replicate SANMAN in two of their project cit-
ies, namely Ajmer and Muzaffarpur. Apart from 
Shamli, all other cities are class 1 cities. Table 2 
below summarises the different interventions in 
the project cities.
The tool is specifically designed to impact the city 
as a whole, covering the entire socio-economic 
strata of society and all physical aspects of the 
city. However, the poor and women, who suffer 
the most due to lack of public sanitation facilities, 
are expected to benefit the most.

 Figure 2 Example of workflow for locating toilets
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who are the partner organisations?
There are two levels of partnerships forged 
through SANMAN:    
• Partnerships with communities and organisa-

tions for collection and collation of ground data 
through volunteering, and

• Partnerships in the form of MoUs with cities 
and other NGOs in making use of this tool in 
implementing their city sanitation strategy.   

what are the resources and processes 
that have gone into SANMAN develop-
ment and application?
The financial resources for developing and apply-
ing SANMAN to ULBs are part of the partner-
ship arrangement between USAID and CURE 
for building up a Technical Cell that can support 
ULBs to move towards their sanitation goals 
under SBM. The partnership was set up for the 
period 2015-2023. It was earlier called PASS 

TABLE 2 Summary of SANMAN intervention in project cities

ULB/ City Time-line Interventions Partners

EDMC

2013 -16
Digitising city base map, locating community 
toilets, public toilets and urinals and strate-
gizing location of new facilities 

EDMC

2016 -18
Qualitative assessment of sanitation facilities
Resource management and optimization for 
efficient solid waste management

Agra 2017

Zonal analysis for multi-functional planning 
for the city (sanitation staff redeployment for 
street sweeping and D2D solid waste collec-
tion)

Agra Municipal 
Corporation

NrDMC 2017 CTC analysis
North Delhi 
Municipal Corpo-
ration

Noida 2017 Solid waste: mapping dhalaos and planning 
collection routes Noida Authority

Rourkela 2017 Public toilets mapping and assessment Rourkela Munici-
pal Corporation

Dharam-
shala 2018 Waste bins location; Smart garbage trucks 

route planning; Landfill and legacy waste

Dharamshala 
Municipal Corpo-
ration

Ajmer 2018 Basic data analysis for toilet location and 
planning for ODF

PRIA, Ajmer 
Municipal Corpo-
ration

Muzzafar-
pur 2018 Basic data analysis for toilet location and 

planning for ODF

PRIA, Muzzafarpur 
Municipal Corpo-
ration

Shamli 2018 Digitising base map; 
Existing public and community toilets map

Shamli Nagar 
Parishad

Shahjah-
anpur 2018

Digitising base map;
Community and public toilet mapping and 
assessment

Shahjahanpur 
Municipal Corpo-
ration
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Figure 3 Roles and responsibilities in SANMAN design, piloting and roll-out

(Pani Aur Swachhta mein Sajhedari) and is now 
expanded to USPaCES (Urban Sanitation Plan-
ning and Capacity Enhancement for Scale), to 
work city-wide and across cities. 
Hardware (computers, printers, scanners, mobile 
devices etc.)
Purchase of licensed GIS software
Human resources for development of software, 
apps, data generation, working with ULBs and 
communities
Human resource inputs in the form of ICT 
professionals and field staff are most critical for 
SANMAN. They work together and in collab-
oration with ULBs in relevant roles, which to 
some extent are fluid to respond to the situation 
in ULBs and requirements of SBM initiatives 
taken up by them. An understanding of human 
resource inputs into SANMAN can best be at-
tempted through a description of the processes 
adopted for the development of the tool and its 
application in ULBs.
At the outset, the two GIS professionals in 
the Technical Cell of CURE worked for three 
months full time to develop the software and 

algorithms. This was done in close collaboration 
with EDMC engineers, as EDMC was the pi-
lot ULB for SANMAN. Some of the work was 
outsourced to ICT professionals. The CURE city 
team of five persons were already working with 
communities in EDMC to map their resources, 
gaps and strengths. Paper maps were linked to 
boundary mapping of slums and then other in-
frastructure was mapped. The City Team provid-
ed logistical support and generated data through 
ground surveys; and helped to collate spatial and 
non-spatial data already available with EDMC 
departments. Based on the data, discussions with 
EDMC and SBM standards, the tool was fine 
tuned. 
The GIS professionals provided extensive and 
intermittent capacity building to EDMC offi-
cers and discussed the software and outputs. The 
generation of map layers for different sanitation 
components such as public urinals, public toilets, 
dhalaos, etc. was done by the GIS professionals. 
A workshop was held in Dharamshala in 2017, 
which was very significant for validating and 
scaling up SANMAN. EDMC shared with 
other ULBs CURE was working with, the rel-

CURE Core GIS team + 
experts

(tool development, 
application and roll 

out, capacity building)

CURE City Coordinator 
and field staff in ULBs
(data generation with 

liaison, awareness and 
information)

ULB
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evance and usefulness of the tool for being able 
to visualise comprehensively at a city scale, all 
functions of a ULB, by collating information 
dispersed in paper files of different departments. 
Since EDMC had taken  it developed, it was de-
cided to share with other cities. CURE was able 
to present it as a tool which could improve ur-
ban governance and inclusion of the poor, going 
beyond the project approach where visual tools 
were already being used mapping was used in all 
projects supported by it. However, the starting 
point and algorithms for each ULB needed to be 
different depending on data and maps available 
and requirements of the city. The GIS profes-
sionals along with the City Coordinators (PRIA 
workers in the case of Ajmer and Muzaffarpur) 
carried out local training and worked with de-
partments of ULBs to take SANMAN forward. 
A review workshop for SANMAN with the 
ULBs was held in 2019. This workshop captured 
the learning so far to assist in fine tuning the 
next phase of SANMAN, called URBMAN, 
under development, improving and making the 
tool more useful as URBMAN.
CURE continues to play the lead role through-
out the process of design, roll out, tool evolution, 
and monitoring and assessment of its feasibility 
and outcomes.
How has SANMAN met the Require-
ments of Different ULBs?
Brief case studies of three very different SAN-
MAN ULBs are presented below to show how 
the tool can be used. 
• East Delhi Municipal Corporation (EDMC) 

is the pilot ULB for SANMAN, where it 
was used as a tool for assessment and loca-
tion planning of all sanitation facilities. It is 
located east of River Yamuna in Delhi and has 
a population of about 4.0 million and area of 
105.4 sq km. 

• Ajmer is a pilgrim centre and Municipal Cor-
poration in Rajasthan with a population of 
about 550,000 and area of 84.4 Sq. Km. SAN-
MAN was used for a toilet gap assessment 
and location strategy. 

• Shamli is a Nagar Parishad and district head-
quarters is in Uttar Pradesh. It is within the 

National Capital Region and has a population 
of 107,000. So far SANMAN has been used 
to generate a toilet map for the town.

A. East Delhi Municipal Corporation 
(EDMC): Planning and Management of 
Sanitation Services
The idea of SANMAN began with the work of 
CURE in EDMC in 2013 to analyse spatial gaps 
in sanitation services in and around slums. This 
was expanded to the city-wide tool SANMAN, 
by which all sanitation features could be added, 
including public toilets, urinals and community 
toilets to assess the prevalence of open defeca-
tion in the city and designated waste collection 
and disposal points to assess waste management.
Since 2016 CURE is collaborating with the 
East Delhi Municipal Corporation (EDMC) 
in building a GIS enabled Planning Informa-
tion System (GIS-PIS) – or SANMAN - to aid 
EDMC realize its goal under the Swachh Bharat 
Mission (SBM). SANMAN is a series of digi-
tized maps that have been developed with data 
on the sanitation infrastructure of East Delhi. 
The spatial and non-spatial data of service deliv-
ery norms and service level benchmarks is used 
to generate a range of maps on the GIS platform 
that enable EDMC administrators to assess the 
current situation, shortfalls and future projec-
tions, and highlight key areas for improvement 
and investment. 
SANMAN is helping EDMC to take smart and 
intelligent decisions on strategizing locations 
of community and public toilets and resource 
management and optimization for efficient solid 
waste management. SANMAN is also capable 
of monitoring and tracking the service delivery. 
Specifically, SANMAN has enabled EDMC to: 
• Plan investments in areas not covered with 

adequate services as per norms, 
• Use their resources efficiently by planning col-

lection routes, 
• Connect toilets to sewerage systems, 
• Link drains to outfalls and monitor service 

delivery, and
• Perform better than its counterparts in the re-

cently held Swachh Sarvekshan. 
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The salient technical features of SANMAN in 
EDMC are given in Annex 2.
B. AJMER: Toilet Gap Assessment and Toilet 
Location Strategy for ODF Ajmer
PRIA (Participatory Research in Asia associat-
ed with CURE as its technical partner to use 
SANMAN to assess Ajmer’s sanitation situa-
tion. Being a major centre for religious tourism 
with a floating population higher than the res-
ident population, the need for safe, accessible, 
clean and environmentally sustainable public 
toilets assumes greater significance than in oth-
er cities.
The SANMAN tool, already piloted in EDMC 
was applied in Ajmer but with some variations, 
especially in relation to data inputs and spatial 
analysis for open defecation and strategy for 
making Ajmer ODF. The specific tasks involved 
are outlined in Annex 3. Two principles were 

used to plan for entire spatial cover of Ajmer 
with Public Toilets and Community Toilets: 
1. Locate public toilets in uncovered areas along 
major roads, and 
2. Locate community toilets in areas having 
high OD incidences. 
It was found that only 25% of the city area was 
served by public toilets. CURE proposed loca-
tions for constructing new public toilets based 
on the assessment of uncovered areas. The lo-
cations given by the GIS tool, can serve as a 
guide to the ULB for selecting locations for 
new toilets based on spatial gaps. The exact lo-
cation may differ considering ground realities 
like availability of land, visibility, accessibility, 
etc. The tool recommends that Ajmer should 
plan for at least 45 new public toilet blocks, 
each serving a circle of 500 meters as per SBM 
standards.

Map 2: Gap analysis of dhalaos (solid waste dis-
posal points) in EDMC area

Figure 4 Examples of spatial information generated on GIS

Map 1: Location of community toilets, public 
urinals & SWM in EDMC area with their extent 
of coverage
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Fig. 5: Proposed Locations of new Toilets in Ajmer

The heat map of OD locations and the uncov-
ered area map (Annex 3) together indicate that 
there are about 7 locations where new commu-
nity toilets must be provided in order to provide 
people with adequate infrastructure. CURE has 
also suggested guidelines for design of toilet for 
tourists and the resident population.
C. Shamli: Locating Existing Public Toilets
In the case of Shamli, CURE had to begin with 
digitising the town map showing municipal 
boundary, ward boundaries, roads, railway line 
and canals. Public toilets were then surveyed 
along with the Nagar Parishad engineering and 
sanitation departments and located on the map. 
These steps will be followed by the spatial cov-
erage and gap analysis of public toilets of SAN-
MAN. Although Shamli has ODF status, the 
spatial analysis will help to locate future public 
toilets in un-served areas.

LESSONS, CHALLENGES 
AND PROSPECTS
Why is SANMAN Important for 
ULBs and Slum Communities?

SANMAN as a Geographic Information Sys-
tem (GIS) links together spatial and non-spatial 
data to perform complex analysis and multi-cri-
teria evaluation. It enables the capture, storage, 
analysis and display of geographically referenced 
information. Such information is a strategic as-
set that provides knowledge and added value to 
better understand and manage services and sys-
tems. For city managers, GIS-based systems are 
valuable as nearly 70 percent of city planning and 
management tasks are geographically referenced. 
Land use, roads, water supply, FSSM, sewerage 
networks, electricity distribution, property taxa-
tion, etc. all has geographical contexts. However, 
a majority of ULBs lack spatially rendered data 

Proposed locations for new public toiletsProposed locations for new community toilets
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and technical knowledge, which comes in the way 
of effective planning, delivery and performance 
monitoring of services. 
The sanitation requirements based on inputs 
from slum dwellers, travelling population and 
those visiting public places like markets, etc. are 
represented in the city-wide mapping of services, 
enabling prioritisation and targeting. 
In this context the initiative of CURE to take 
SANMAN to ULBs is highly appreciated by 
ULBs, especially as it supports them to access 
funding from SBM, SMART cities, AMRUT, 
etc. But primarily it upgrades their capability to 
plan for city-wide coverage and improvement of 
services by targeting under-served areas and pop-
ulations based on evidence. 
What have been the Benefits and 
Achievements Of SANMAN?
In general, SANMAN provides ULBs the bene-
fits which come to users from automation of de-
cision-making processes. These are:
a. Fast: Automated processes are significantly 

faster than manual processes in determining 
the probable location of facilities considering 
multiple parameters.

b. Repeatable: Users can repeat the process for 
different locations or with different parame-
ters.

c. Reliable: The tool performs precisely the same 
operation each time users run the process, 
thereby eliminating human error.

d. Comprehensive: The tool takes into account all 
the parameters and produces the best suitable 
location for facilities or allocation of resources. 

The CURE Team and ULBs are in agreement 
that the broad achievements of SANMAN so far 
have been: 
a. The collection and integration of data from 

community sources with city data; 
b. Collation of data dispersed across municipal 

services and departments to create a city-wide 
information system on a spatial platform that 
is easy to access and use for planning service 
delivery. It also results in improved service 
delivery and operations; 

c. City savings from reduced redundancy and 
duplication of efforts and better management 
of city assets and property; 

d. Seamless inter-departmental and inter-agen-
cy coordination producing convergence, pub-
lic safety benefits, and economies of scale, 
including from shared data; 

e. Continued improvement of workflows and 
optimized use of staff and scarce resources by 
integrating spatial and non-spatial data with 
city management systems.

Can SANMAN Be Called Innovative?  
The innovation of SANMAN lies in the simpli-
fied version of GIS that CURE has developed to 
integrate spatial and non-spatial data from com-
munities and the city to provide a realistic and 
comprehensive view of the city’s infrastructure 
challenges and potential solutions. It has creat-
ed an awareness of the possibilities and impor-
tance of geo-spatial analysis for decision making 
among people with no or limited knowledge of 
GIS. Municipal workers can participate by volun-
teering the data and inputting it into the system. 
The system then automates the GIS processes as 
per the required output. 
Is SANMAN Replicable and what is its 
Circle of Influence?
As with any automation system, SANMAN can 
be repeated in different locations and with vari-

Figure 6 Map of Shamli showing existing public 
toilets (green dots)
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able parameters. SANMAN as an idea is evolv-
ing itself since its inception in 2016. In a period 
of less than three years it has been scaled up to 
include 10 ULBs. That suggests its capability of 
wider application in other urban areas and in de-
livering the SBM objectives. What is more sig-
nificant is that CURE has, over time, successfully 
acquired the expertise to develop and manage a 
GIS platform and the capability to put in place 
the system architecture for it. This means that the 
process of scaling up can become more effective 
and user-friendly in terms of cost and operations. 
These features are incorporated in URBMAN.      
The partners of CURE so far were not only 
ULBs, but also an NGO, working in the area of 
sanitation in Ajmer and Muzaffarpur. CURE is 
also pitching this tool as a policy level interven-
tion to Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, 
which will help take this tool to every city in 
India. SANMAN hence has the potential, as a 
tool, to serve as a unified method for sanitation 
planning across the cities and use a common GIS 
enabled integrated system.
How Sustainable is SANMAN? 
Sustainability of SANMAN lies in its open-
source platform that is free to use by ULBs. It 
has no other recurring cost that would limit the 
use of this system. CURE is also developing a 
newer version of the tool named URBMAN that 
would be web-based and would integrate other 
municipal services that have direct correlation 
with sanitation viz. health, education and wa-
ter services. This would help cities to make cross 
sectoral analysis that would lead to improved re-
source management. URBMAN would have a 
greater potential in terms of usability, scalability 
and sustainability.
Is SANMAN Inclusive and Gender Sen-
sitive? 
SANMAN is seen as an engine of planning for 
the city as a whole. It is inclusive as it brings the 
entire city and its population into the analysis for 
decision making on sanitation facilities. It espe-
cially helps to target under-served and un-served 
areas. It is being used by cities to locate and man-
age community toilets serving the slum popula-
tion and public toilets and urinals serving people 
in public places. It is well known that women suf-
fer the most from the lack of proper sanitation 

facilities and will benefit the most. Further, even 
though the gender issue is not explicitly stated, 
the starting point for analysis are the gender 
differentiated quantitative and qualitative data, 
which highlight deficiencies for men and women 
and help to plan equitable facilities. 
What have been the Challenges in Im-
plementing SANMAN? 
Despite its achievements and benefits, there are 
several challenges that have been experienced in 
developing and using SANMAN, both from the 
point of view of CURE, the system developer, 
and from the point of view of ULBs, the users. 
The limitations faced by the two are not mutually 
exclusive and can be grouped into data availabili-
ty, skill levels in ULBs, working with generalised 
standards and benchmarks and capacity of the 
tool itself in relation to expectations of ULBs. 
a.  Data Availability and Reliability 
• The first and foremost hurdle is the limited 

availability and reliability of data. Data on 
existing services is spread across different de-
partments. For instance, for sanitation, build-
ing and engineering departments of ULBs and 
parastatal organisations like water and sewer-
age boards are the most likely data sources. 
Data is often incomparable, being for differ-
ent time periods and very often not updated. 
To overcome the problem much of the data 
is crowd-sourced but the CURE team has to 
carry out triangulation and verification of data 
before it can become an input. For example, 
city officials use their smart phones to share 
locational data, which may be accurate but al-
ways validated for quality. The validation pro-
cess is carried out by CURE in collaboration 
with city officials, improving their capacity 
and giving them a sense of ownership over the 
data they manage.

• Another issue is that in most ULBs the data 
is not geo-referenced i.e. the location of the 
facilities like public and community toilets is 
not available on a map. This results in con-
siderable time and effort being put in by the 
CURE Team and ULB to collect, collate and 
ground-truth the data for the tool to produce 
acceptably accurate results. Even base maps 
are invariably not available in a digital format 
and are outdated. In the case of Delhi, GSDL 
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(Geo-Spatial Delhi Ltd.) has mapped the en-
tire city at a high resolution in 2011. However, 
this information is not shared. 

• Land information like availability and owner-
ship is important for identifying potential lo-
cations of new infrastructure facilities like dha-
laos, composting sites and toilets as accurately 
as possible on GIS. This information is seldom 
available and much time and effort is wasted in 
selecting the appropriate site. 

b. Generalised Standards and Benchmarks
When the first phase of SANMAN was devel-
oped, the standards and benchmarks specified 
by SBM were taken in account. For example, 
for public toilets, 500 meters radius for cover-
age of each toilet block, 5% of city population 
taken as the floating population or users of 
public toilets (CPHEO standard) are taken for 
assessment of facilities required. It was found 
that situations vary with cities and many more 
factors need to be considered when proposing 
potential locations: Ajmer has a floating popu-
lation that is higher than the resident popula-
tion the 500 meters norm for accessibility does 
not always work in the case of hard barriers like 
railway, highway, water bodies etc. 

c.  Skill Requirements for SANMAN 
A serious limitation is that ULB employees 
do not have the GIS skills required to run the 
complex geo-spatial analysis required of SAN-
MAN. EDMC is the best resourced among the 
SANMAN ULBs, where the two senior-most 
engineers have GIS knowledge. In smaller 
ULBs even basic computer skills are absent. 
CURE did carry out capacity building exer-
cises in ULBs to introduce them to GIS and 
its relevance, but working knowledge is absent. 
As a member of the CURE Team puts it, the 
problem with a GIS based tool is that if you do 
not know the software you cannot do anything. 
CURE does everything on behalf of ULBs 
so there is no ownership of the tool by them. 
However, ULBs do provide data and appreciate 
the results. Now it is clear both to CURE and 
ULBs that ULBs will not acquire the required 
skill levels. It is with this in mind, that the 
next phase of SANMAN, called URBMAN, 
is being designed for interactive web-based 
operations and free software, which will make 

the tool more cost effective and will utilise the 
available IT skills of people / local government 
officials. ULBs will not need to have GIS skills 
or depend on technical experts in order to ben-
efit from SANMAN. 

d.  Expectations from SANMAN, the Tool 
One of the issues is that ULBs have certain 
expectations which go beyond the remit of 
SANMAN. EDMC engineers expressed con-
cern that data updating is not an easy task with 
SANMAN. They were also of the opinion that 
it should be possible for authorised persons 
in the ULB to enter mobile based GPS data 
into the system. Another concern was that the 
target for capacity building has been the en-
gineering department, whereas the sanitation 
department and particularly the ward level 
sanitary inspector have a major role to play. It 
was mentioned that the public does not know 
about SANMAN even after three years of its 
application; information generated through 
SANMAN should be in the public domain. 
Finally, it was mentioned that the software is 
beyond the affordability of ULBs, if they take 
over from CURE. These are also issues that are 
being considered in the design of URBMAN.

What are the Prospects of URBMAN, 
the next Phase of SANMAN?
a.   Expansion to Include all Municipal 
Services
SANMAN as a tool has a potential to impact 
policy on municipal services and implementation 
henceforth. The biggest impact realization would 
be in planning and budgeting of new municipal 
services and monitoring of existing. E.g. EDMC 
used SANMAN to plan its new toilet infrastruc-
ture to be built under SBM. Ajmer used SAN-
MAN to understand the OD hot-spots with 
respect to existing municipal infrastructure. Para-
statal bodies and ULBs have found SANMAN 
useful for convergence across departments / sec-
tors through horizontal and vertical linkages. 
It is proposed to transform SANMAN into a 
comprehensive tool that supports city planning 
and management. Apart from sanitation, SAN-
MAN has a potential to be fine-tuned to make 
decisions on various other services handled by 
Urban Local Bodies, such as general site suitabil-
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ity, health services delivery in areas, spatial eval-
uations for education services and infrastructure 
and human resource allocation. CURE is in the 
process of developing URBMAN, which will un-
dertake these tasks. CURE also aims to embed 
all the non-spatial data available with the corpo-
rations into SANMAN and make it a single tool 
for all planning and monitoring purposes. The 
dialogue with the existing SANMAN ULBs has 
already begun earlier this year.
b.  Changing to Cloud GIS
Considering the present difficulties, URB-
MAN will be on a centrally host Platform us-
ing cloud technologies, which will integrate all 
types of geographic information: maps, data, 
imagery, social media, crowd-sourced infor-
mation, sensor networks, etc., allowing remote 
access without the need for costly capital in-
vestment in software. Moreover, apps can eas-

ily integrate with imagery, big data, tabular 
data, real time sensors, etc. Web maps express 
these data as graphic expression pointing back 
to large data sets that can be easily visualized 
and analysed. It also allows integrating the data 
with live feeds and provides output in a variety 
of environments.
Initially EDMC shall be the host and administer 
the GIS application. Participating city agencies 
will be provided with user license to access the 
GIS Platform and the applications. The GIS phys-
ical hardware will be stored on site using devoted 
servers. Most data will be stored on the servers and 
will depend on integration for accessing informa-
tion stored on individual systems, i.e., informa-
tion available with the local agencies. Eventually 
CURE proposes to hand over the platform to Mo-
HUA for country-wide application. The proposal 
for this is already in the pipeline. 

Sanitation

Health
Multi- variable

Comprehensive

Inclusive

Spatial

Water

Education
Geo- 

process
Liquid waste

Solid waste

                  Spatial {     Alogorithms    }

{    Cross- sectoral    } {                         URBMAN                                  }

Attribute              input data{ }

Figure 7:  Transitioning from SANMAN to URBMAN
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ANNEXURES

Annexure 1: Workflow for Locating New Public Toilets
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Annexure 2: Salient Technical Features of SANMAN in EDMC 

Steps and Processes:
1. Developing the SANMAN Toolbox for EDMC by adding services and features incrementally.

Figure A2.1  SANMAN toolboxes

2. Preparing a map of the ULB on GIS platform, starting with ULB and ward boundaries and hier-
archy of major roads based on the EDMC base map of 2006.

Figure  A2.2  Location of EDMC, boundaries and roads Location of EDMC in the National Capital 
Region  of Delhi

EDMC  Boundary and Major Roads
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3. Assessment of toilets in all 62 wards using qualitative and quantitative indicators based on EDMC 
records and ground surveys

Figure A2.3 Indicators used for assessment of toilets

Quantitative Indicators Qualitative Indicators

• Total number of toilets according to 
norms (spatial and non spatial) 

• Classification on types of toilets – 
community toilets, public toilets 
and public urinals

• Number of seats and urinals – men, 
women, child and transgender.

• Number of users – male, female
• Number of users per seat
• Types of users

• Availability of treatment systems

• Water availability – flush and hand wash

• Electricity availability

• Odour

• Doors available

• Illumination or bulbs

• Availability of soaps

• Frequency of cleaning

• Structural condition

• Ventilation

4. Preparations of GIS map layers for each type of existing sanitation facility - public toilets, public 
urinals and sanitation resources in all 62 wards and locations of dhalaos and waste hot-spots. 

Figure A2.4  Example of GIS map layers
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5. Served – un-served areas mapped using existing facilities maps and service level bench marks of 
SBM.

Map 1: Location of community toilets, 
public urinals & SWM in EDMC area with 
their extent of coverage

Map 2: Gap analysis of dhalaos (solid 
waste disposal points) in EDMC area

Figure A2.5 Examples of spatial information generated on GIS

6. Generation of algorithms and working tools for locating public toilets in EDMC

Public urinals Buffer 500m

Total area 
EDMC

Uncovered
area

Tool: Public 
urinals allocator

Default_gdb Final locations:
public urinals

Tool buffer Erase

Figure A2.6 Example of detailed working of tool for locating public urinals in EDMC area
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7. Effective investment and management solutions generated by analysing spatial data together with 
quantitative and qualitative survey data for toilets, spatial data together with survey data on type 
of waste generated, volume, and community profile for solid waste management

Figure  A2.7  Demand assessment for public urinals through coverage analysis

SPATIAL NORMS POPULATION NORMS

A1  Total EDMC Area 105.98 
Urinal Coverage (@ coverage of 
500m)    59.048874 

 Uncovered Area 46.931126 
              44%
   
   
   
A2 Total EDMC Area 105.98 

Urinal Coverage (@ coverage of     
1km) 91.717198 

 Uncovered Area 14.262802 
              13%

B1 Total population of EDMC as on     
2013 3944029 

Total estimated migratory 
popula tion (at 5% of the total 
population) 197201 
Number of urinals as per 
Guidelines (Manual on Sew-
erage and Sewage Treatment 
Systems, 2013 Part A) one per 
100 persons 1972 

 Total Urinals available in EDMC 
              972 
 Shortfall 1000 51%

Figure A2.8 Map showing existing and proposed public urinals in EDMC
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Annexure 3:  Specific Tasks for SANMAN in Ajmer
The specific tasks carried out and the outputs are:
Preparation of Base Map: CURE prepared a base map for Ajmer with layers for major roads, local 
roads, railway lines and other natural features. The Ward boundaries were sourced from Dept. of Re-
mote sensing of a local university.
1. Location of public toilets and community toilets on map. The locations of the toilets were re-

corded through a GPS in a primary survey undertaken by PRIA in January 2018 of all the public 
toilets including community toilets and urinals in Ajmer. These GPS points were plotted on to 
the base-map, Ajmer to give a spatial understanding (geo-locations) of the existing Public Toilets 
and Community Toilets.

2. Mapping coverage of existing toilets and gaps in spatial coverage: Mapping demonstrates that only 
about 25% of the city area is covered through existing toilets, especially because the existing toilets 
are clustered in certain areas. This leaves most of the areas uncovered by public toilet facilities.

Figure A3.1 Existing toilet locations plotted on base map, 
Ajmer
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Coverage of existing toilets in Ajmer Existing spatial gap in public toilets

Figure A3.2  Areas covered and not covered by public toilets in Ajmer

3. Analysis of Open Defecation Locations: As indicated by the household survey conducted by PRIA 
in 2017, there is a large number of active OD locations through-out the city, even though Ajmer 
had been given ODF status. A large number of OD locations were found to be within 500 meters 
of public toilets, pointing to the need either for behavioural change or better quality of toilets.

OD spots in Ajmer OD spots within 500 m of existing toilet

Figure A3.3 Mapping open defecation in Ajmer
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In order to understand the pattern of incidences of open defecation, CURE ran a heat map assessment 
to show user behaviour. The data surveyed by PRIA is represented graphically through colour-coded 
grids with different values in the following map. The red colour denotes a high incidence of OD while 
blue represents nil.
4. Planning for New Toilets: To spatially cover the entire Ajmer with Public Toilets and Community 

Toilets, the planning is done with the principle:
1.  locate public toilets in uncovered areas along major roads, and 
2.  locate community toilets in areas having high OD incidences. 
a. Using the assessment of uncovered areas, CURE proposed locations for constructing new pub-

lic toilets. The locations given by the GIS tool, can serve as a guide for selecting locations for 
new toilet based on spatial gaps. The exact location may differ considering ground realities like 
availability of land, visibility, accessibility, etc. The tool recommends that Ajmer should plan for 
at least 45 new public toilets, each serving a circle of 500 meters as per SBM standards.

b. The heat map of OD locations and the uncovered area map together indicate that there are 
about 7 locations where a new community toilet must be provided in order to provide people 
with adequate infrastructure.

c. CURE suggested guidelines for design of toilet for tourists and the resident population.

Figure A3.4 Open defecation heat map
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Figure  A3.5  Proposed locations of new toilets in Ajmer

Proposed locations for new public toilets

Proposed locations for new community toilets
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Figure 1: Photo by Pushpa Pathak: Proud owner of legal metered electricity 
connection – Sheetalben in Sharif Khan Pathan
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INTRODUCTION
The development paradox of a rapidly 
urbanizing world is the co-occurrence 

of increasing prosperity of the affluent classes and 
persistence of poverty and inequality for large 
proportions of the urban population of develop-
ing countries. According to UN-Habitat, while 
the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) 
target of improving the lives of at least 100 mil-
lion slum dwellers by 2020 has been met well in 
advance, the number of people living in slums has 
actually increased since 2000 globally. An esti-
mated 40 per cent of the population in the cities 
of very poor countries currently lives in slums. In 
India’s urban areas, while income poverty is de-
clining, the slum population is on the rise. As per 
the Census of India, although the percentage of 
urban India’s slum population declined from 18.3 
per cent in 2001 to 17.4 per cent in 2011, the 
number of slum inhabitants increased from 52.37 
million to 65.49 million in the same period. Tak-
ing into account the under-enumeration of the 
slum population by the Census due to definition-
al reason, India’s current urban slums’ population 
is estimated to be about 100 million.
Global discourse on slums is guided by the reali-
zation that slums are here to stay and prevention 
of formation of new slums requires broader land 
and housing strategies. This is reflected in the 
International and National campaigns for Cit-
ies without Slums, as was the goal of the World 
Bank supported Cities Alliance the initiative 
launched in 1999. In India, Rajiv Awas Yojana 
(RAY) a central scheme announced in 2009, en-
visaged a “Slum Free India” by (i) Bringing all ex-
isting slums and informal settlements within the 
formal system and enabling them to avail basic 
urban amenities; and (ii) Redressing the failures 
of the formal system that lies behind the creation 
of slums by planning for affordable housing for 
the urban poor. When the central government 
changed in 2014, RAY was replaced by a more 
ambitious government program in 2015 called 
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (PMAY) with an 
aim to provide housing for all by 2022. As all 
states formulated their own policies and strate-
gies as per the national program guidelines, Gu-
jarat also prepared a Slum Rehabilitation Scheme 
(SRS) 2010, a revised SRS 2013, and it was fur-
ther refined as PMAY-Gujarat 2015.

Increasing rural-urban migration and rapid urban 
growth, particularly in the slums has outpaced 
most developing countries’ ability to provide 
public services like water, sanitation and roads. 
Despite the benefits of being nearer to potential 
employment and social services, these areas are 
plagued with poor health and risky environments. 
Slum up-gradation efforts tend to prioritize water 
supply and sanitation over legal electricity since 
illegal supply of electricity is widely available in 
slums. Being easy to steal, illegal electricity sup-
plies are almost universally available in slums. 
Slum dwellers are willing to risk the associated 
physical danger and possible prosecution to steal 
power themselves or enter into agreements with 
illegal service providers to pay more than they 
would for legally obtained electricity supply. 
Slum dwellers value the benefits of electricity 
very highly as they pay for it almost globally at a 
higher per unit cost than people in formally and 
legally served areas do. 
The successful case of city-wide Slum Electrifi-
cation Program (SEP) in Ahmedabad illustrates 
that moving to legal electric connections is pos-
sible and profitable, both to the slum dwellers as 
well as the service provider. The program has been 
quoted as a Global Showcase by USAID and has 
been cited in several national and international 
publications, including The Guardian and Global 
Network for Sustainable Energy Development 
(GNSED). The objective of documenting the ex-
perience of SEP in Ahmedabad is to understand 
what made it possible and what lessons can be 
drawn for scaling-up and sustainability of similar 
intervention in other cities.

AHMEDABAD CITY CONTEXT
Ahmedabad is the seventh-largest me-
tropolis of India situated in the more ur-

banized-industrialized state of Gujarat. Ahmed-
abad was known as the ’Manchester of India’ 
due to the presence of a number of large cotton 
textile mills. The textile industry across India 
experienced a slump followed by the closure of 
significant numbers of the textile mills in many 
cities during the 1970s and the 1980s, including 
Ahmedabad. However, through concerted efforts 
of the state and local government as well as pri-
vate entrepreneurs to rejuvenate the city economy, 
Ahmedabad has gradually regained its position 
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as an economically competitive industrial and 
commercial centre in India since liberalization in 
the 1990s. The economic growth pattern of the 
metropolis is reflected in its population growth 
trends. The population of Ahmedabad metropo-
lis, or Urban Agglomeration (UA), was 6.35 mil-
lion as per the 2011 Census of India. The decadal 
population growth rate of Ahmedabad UA was 
as high as 45.40 per cent in 1971-81, declined to 
29.22 per cent in 1981-91, picked up to 36.56 per 
cent in 1991-2001 and increased again to 40.57 
percent in 2001-2011.  
The core city of Ahmedabad metropolis is the 
Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation (AMC) 
area, with a population of 5.58 million in 2011. 
The AMC boundary has been expanded sever-
al times in the past four decades to incorporate 
continuous urban expansions taking place around 
this vibrant city. In 2006, the AMC area increased 
from the existing 190.84 sq. km. to 466 sq. km. 
to incorporate several surrounding small towns 
and villages which were fast urbanizing. AMC is 
known for being a pioneer in following innovative 
urban governance practices. On the one hand, it 
was the first Indian city to float municipal bonds 
of INR 100 Crore in 1998. On the other hand 
around the same time, AMC launched an inclu-
sive and pro-poor urban service delivery inter-
vention called Slum Networking Project (SNP).
While there is a debate on the exact number of 
slums and slum population in Ahmedabad, and 
whether Chawls (originally textile mill workers 
tenements) can be included in the list of slums or 
not, a few slums on private land falling under the 
Urban Land Ceiling Act, 1976 are going through 
market driven regularisation and are becoming 
housing projects. As per Census 2011, the pro-
portion of slum population in the AMC area was 
13.11 percent with 7,31,268 slum dwellers. There 
were 710 slums identified in the Ahmedabad 
City Development Plan 2006, which consisted 
of approximately 1,77,500 households (HHs) 
and 8,87,500 slum dwellers. The Socio-econom-
ic survey of slums conducted by CEPT Univer-
sity, AMC and Mahila Housing SEWA Trust 
(MHT)3 in 2009-10 and re-visitation of slums in 
2012 for preparation of the Slum Free City Action 

Plan 2014, indicated that there were 691 slums 
with 1,62,749 (HHs) and  7,27,934 population. 
This estimate was based on the AMC definition 
of a slum as ”A compact settlement of at least 10 
HHs with a collection of poorly built tenements, 
mostly of the temporary nature, crowded togeth-
er usually with inadequate sanitary and drinking 
water facilities in unhygienic conditions.” About 
63 per cent of these slums and 50 per cent of the 
total area under slums in Ahmedabad is on pri-
vately owned land. The Slum Free City Action 
Plan 2014 following the RAY guidelines and the 
principle of in situ upgrading to the extent ten-
able, and excluding the already rehabilitated 17 
slums qualifying for de-listing, proposed a strate-
gy for relocation of 102 slums and redevelopment 
of 572 slums.

SLUM NETWORKING 
PROJECT (SNP)

In 1996, AMC launched an innovative pro-poor 
initiative called Slum Networking Project (SNP) 
for the much needed provision of infrastructure 
and basic services with the objective of environ-
mental improvement in selected slums of Ahmed-
abad. This project was originally entitled ‘Pandit 
Deendayal Upadhyaya Antodaya Scheme.’ MHT 
named it Parivartan (change) signifying that the 
project will lead to the overall transformation of 
the slum communities. The project was to pro-
vide basic services at the household level (piped 
water supply, toilets and sewage) as well as slum 
level services (storm water drains, paved street, 
street lights and basic solid waste management). 
In 1998, a dedicated SNP Cell was established 
in AMC for project implementation and co-
ordination. By the close of the project in 2005, 
SNP was implemented in 50 slums and benefit-
ted about 10,000 HHs. SNP has demonstrated 
AMC’s willingness to serve the poor and also the 
slum dwellers’ willingness to share the cost and 
become partners in their own development. This 
successful initiative has received much national 
and international acclaim, including UN-Habitat 
Dubai International Awards 2006 for Best Prac-
tice to Improve the Urban Environment. The key 
innovative features of SNP were:

3 Self Employed Women’s Association promoted Mahila (Women) Housing SEWA Trust (MHT), which was established in Ahmedabad as a 
standalone NGO in 1994, specifically to cater to the housing and associated services related needs of the urban poor women.
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It was based on a unique partnership model be-
tween AMC, private sector (Arvind Mills that 
later withdrew from the project), NGOs (MHT, 
SEWA Bank and Saath4), CBOs and the slum 
dwellers. 
NGOs played a critical role as an intermediary 
between the people and AMC and the SEWA 
Bank, for social mobilization and community 
organization, creation and registration of CBOs, 
help in opening accounts in SEWA Bank, pro-
motion of savings, as well as a contribution in 
program design, implementation and coordina-
tion. 
Cost sharing where each slum HH contributed 
INR 2,000 of the total cost of infrastructure de-
velopment for service provision of INR 10,000, 
CBOs share was INR 100 and AMC contributed 
the rest.  Subsequently, when the cost of infra-
structure development went up significantly to 
INR 13,500, AMC paid the additional amount 
from its own budget rather than increase the 

slum dwellers’ or CBOs’ share of contribution.
SEWA Bank offered micro-credit to the needy 
slum HHs to enable them to make timely pay-
ments for their cost contribution. 
AMC followed a very positive pro-poor approach 
to delink service provision from tenure status or 
length of the slum dwellers’ stay in the city for 
providing basic services to improve the quality of 
their life.
The SNP slums selection assessment criteria was 
(i) location only on government or AMC owned 
land that would not be required in the short term, 
and (ii) location not likely to be affected by en-
vironmental risks like flooding on the Sabarmati 
river front. The selected slums were given a No 
Eviction Certificate for 10 years offering the 
slum dwellers de facto tenure security. This No 
Eviction status of the slums continues till today 
as the land is not required for any other public 
purpose, except in the case of one slum called 
Machhi Pir na Chappra, which was relocated and 
given alternative plots of land of 15’X10’. 
The SNP upgraded slum HHs were main-
streamed and regularized as tax payers, with each 
HH currently paying INR 490 house tax per year, 
including user charge for water. Even by paying 
tax at the minimum rate, they are being recog-
nized as rightful residents of the city. 

MOVING AHEAD FROM SNP TO 
SEP
Gujarat Electricity Regulatory Commission 
(GERC) established in 1998 identified com-
mercial losses of about 30 per cent as one of the 
major financial challenges faced by the Ahmed-
abad Electric Company/ Torrent Power Limited 
(AEC/TP).5 One of the main reasons for such 
loss was widespread power theft through illegal 
connections in the slums of the city. To address 
this challenge, around year 2000, the Govern-
ment of Gujarat launched a scheme to provide 
subsidized legal electric connections to the urban 
poor HHs financed by the Gujarat Municipal Fi-

4 Saath, meaning `together’, co-operation, a collective or support, was founded as an NGO in 1989 in Ahmedabad, which follows an inte-
grated multi-sector approach to improving the lives of deprived communities.
5  AEC was established in 1913 as a public limited non-government company and an integrated power utility for Ahmedabad and later on 
also served Gandhinagar. It was privatized in 2003 and was taken over by Torrent Power Limited with an all-round experience in power 
generation, transmission and distribution.
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Figure 2: Photo by Pushpa Pathak: Paved street in 
Sharif Khan Pathan upgraded under SNP and SEP
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nance Board. The scheme offered connections to 
slum HHs for a base fee of INR 100 plus some 
charges for labour etc. with state government 
subsidy for the remaining connection cost to be 
given to the AEC/TP. Its implementation pro-
cess was long and cumbersome as it required a No 
Objection Certificate (NOC) from AMC, proof 
of house ownership as well as people’s willingness 
to pay the regular power tariff that were feared by 
the poor HHs to be higher than the illegal power 
charges they were paying.
In 2001, AEC/TP started contemplating ways to 
modify the scheme for the poor HHs and to re-
duce the financial losses of the Company. At the 
same time, NGOs like MHT and Saath involved 
in supporting the successful implementation of 
SNP started a dialogue with AEC/TP and ad-
vocated that almost 90 per cent residents in SNP 
slums have expressed a demand for legal electrici-
ty after receiving water and sanitation services on 
part payment basis. The slum communities were 
ready to move from the illegal, unsafe and irreg-
ular power supply that they already had access 
to, but the process was very long requiring many 
clearances and documents for getting a legal con-
nection. USAID which was already engaged with 
AMC in structuring the municipal bond, also 
came forward to partially fund a slum electrifi-
cation pilot to demonstrate that the urban poor 
can be viable legal customers of a power utility. 
Through this multi-agency dialogue emerged the 
SEP or Ujala (light) program in Ahmedabad, 
which was to build on the SNP process to fur-
ther improve service provision and quality of life 
of the urban poor in the city. SEP got modified 
several times while addressing the challenges that 
emerged during the course of the implementa-
tion process as learning by doing by the various 
partners involved.
The initial main goal of SEP was to provide legal, 
reliable and demand responsive electricity con-
nections to the slum HHs, which were already 
equipped with basic services under SNP, and to 
reduce the electricity losses for the electricity 
company. The goal was widened to provide legal 
connections to all slum dwellers in the city after 
the successful completion of the pilot phase. 
This SEP goal was achieved through an approach 
of trust building and establishing a workable 

partnership between the key actors: a public-pri-
vate utility company, local government, NGOs 
and the community as well as between the com-
munity and manufacturers, distributors, whole-
salers and retailers of electrical hardware.

THE PILOT PHASE (2001-04)
The pilot phase of the SEP commenced 
in 2001 and ended in 2004. AEC/TP set 

up a dedicated Slum Electrification Cell in 2002. 
The SNP Cell in AMC also supported SEP im-
plementation. The pilot started with active partic-
ipation of some NGOs mainly MHT and Saath 
and limited participation of World Vision. These 
NGOs already had an established base in the 
communities and had built trust in partnership 
approach by successfully implementing SNP in 
many Ahmedabad slums. They started supporting 
SEP pilot implementation in different slums of 
the city, as was agreed in program coordination 
meetings with the AEC/TP and AMC. They also 
participated in joint program design, strategy and 
monitoring meetings at AEC/TP. The SEP pilot 
started initially with 5 slums which were covered 
under SNP. In 2002, USAID came forward to 

Figure 4: Shantadeep Cooperative Society 
formerly Abhuji na Chhapra participated in SNP, 
SEP and SRS
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support 1000 slum HHs to get legal connections 
in the pilot phase in these slums, which includ-
ed a part of the connection fee, one compact flo-
rescent bulb per HH, and INR 200 per HH for 
the NGOs for social mobilization and capacity 
building at the community level. 
In 2001, MHT started Pilot-I to support imple-
mentation of the government scheme of provid-
ing connection for INR 100 first in Sharif Khan 
Pathan then in other slums such as Patan Nagar. 
With considerable difficulty they were able to 
help about 300 HHs access legal electricity con-
nections under this scheme. But they realized 
in the process its limitations and challenges and 
started advocating for a new model. In 2002, 
MHT got involved in Pilot-II when SEP start-
ed and supported another 300 slum HHs to get 
electricity connections with the USAID project 
support. 
Saath was already working in a very large slum 
called Pravin Nagar – Gupta Nagar for SNP, 
which had about 1,500 HHs in the year 2000. 
For Pilot-I, Saath assisted 700 of these HHs to 
get legal electricity connections under the US-
AID pilot project. Simultaneously, based on the 
field assessment and demand expressed by the 
slum residents, Saath and MHT started negotiat-
ing with the AEC/TP to reduce the connection 
fee. AEC/TP agreed to support another larger 
pilot to be taken up without USAID funding and 
with lower connection fee for the slum HHs. The 
Pilot-II was taken up by Saath also in a mixed 
income large slum called Juhapura with 15,000 
HHs. Many of the middle income HHs were 
already connected. Saath supported 4,000 poor 
HHs to get connected in this slum. 

KEY LESSONS AND 
INNOVATIONS OF SEP 
PILOTS 

Although enabling state and local policies were 
in place, including the Gujarat State Govern-
ment’s scheme offering subsidized legal connec-
tion to the urban poor and the SNP policy of 
AMC to extend basic services to the poor slum 
dwellers irrespective of their tenure status, realiz-
ing the goals of these policies on the ground was 
not an easy task.  The implementation process of 

the pilot projects faced several hurdles that had 
to be overcome by adopting sensitive and innova-
tive approaches by all partners concerned. Some 
of the key hurdles and how they were addressed 
are important lessons to be drawn from the SEP 
pilot project:
1. Initial Opposition and Reluctance
In Ahmedabad as is the case in many other In-
dian cities, some of the slums HHs were directly 
tapping into the main power lines, which was very 
dangerous but free of cost. In most slums, only a 
few HHs had legal electricity connections and 
were paying a fixed rate per connection. Some of 
these legally connected HHs were offering illegal 
connections to 15-20 HHs for a fixed price per 
connection point. These HHs were paying INR 
200-500 per month for unreliable illegal power 
supply. The local illegal supplier’s mafia opposed 
SEP very strongly, so much so that the AEC / TP 
employees were reluctant to go to slums. NGOs 
and CBOs came forward to mobilize the com-
munity. It took a lot of effort to convince people, 
inform them about the legal connection process, 
connection fee and bill payment etc. There was 
also some reluctance on part of the people who 
were afraid they will have to pay more for legal 
electric connection.  Consensus building amongst 
all community groups, including the illegal ser-
vice providers and people afraid of high charges 
for legal connections, was important to start SEP 
pilot implementation.  
2. Legal Proof of House Ownership and 
Residence
One of the AEC/TP prerequisites was a legal ti-
tle in order to access legal connections. The slum 
HHs were required to provide 7/12 (saat baara) 
or legal property ownership records  as well as 
other proofs of residence such as utility tar-
iff bills, ration cards and election cards which 
the vast majority of slum dwellers did not have. 
Therefore, NGOs lobbied for the relaxation of 
such  stringent requirements and facilitated ne-
gotiations between AMC and AEC/TP to find 
an alternative solution. After AMC’s assurance 
that they will abide by the 10 year No Eviction 
Certificate given to SNP slums, AEC/TP ac-
cepted the de facto tenure status of slum HHs 
and SEP could begin.
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In addition, AEC/TP and MHT introduced an 
“Indemnity bond” to be signed by slum residents 
as an agreement stating that they would not pur-
sue legal proceedings against AEC/TP for any 
claims such as a refund of the connection fee if 
they were evicted from their homes or relocated 
in the future by AMC. The combination of No 
Eviction Certificate and indemnity bonds signed 
by slum HHs provided an adequate regulatory 
framework for the provision of legal electricity 
to slums. Also, MHT convinced AEC/TP not to 
cut off access to the illegal supply of electricity 
in slums until they had laid the cables and stated 
providing legal power supply to HHs. The In-
demnity Bond was also accepted by AEC/TP for 
other slums in the scale up phase, particularly for 
slums on private land which did not have a No 
Eviction Certificate and could not easily get a No 
objection Certificate from AMC. 
3. Building use Permission
The SEP implementation required some relax-
ation in the Development Control Regulations 
and Building-Bylaws.  Particularly difficult to 
tackle was Building Use Permission needed for 
getting electric connection, which most slum 
HHs do not have. Saath with Ahmedabad Cit-
izens’ Group filed a Public Interest Litigation 
(PIL) arguing that access to electricity was a ba-
sic necessity and Building Use Rules should not 
apply to slums. The Gujarat High Court accept-
ed their plea to facilitate slum HHs getting legal 
connections. 
4. No Objection Certificate from the 
Planning Department
The SEP also required a No Objection Certificate 
from the Town Planning Department. Based on 
the assessment conducted for selecting the SNP 
slums that qualified for non-eviction, Mr. Anand 
Patel (SNP Cell In-charge, AMC) gave a Mass 
No Objection Certificate to AEC/TP, which ap-
plied to about 65 per cent of approximate all of 
600 slums existing at the time. 
5. Standardization and Reduction of 
High Connection fee 

 MHT played a crucial role in negotiating a fair 
and uniform pricing policy. At the time of start-
ing the pilot project, the average connection cost 

for the entire city was INR 10,000. AEC/TP had 
initially worked out variable pricing from INR 
3,500 to INR 10,000 for different slums HHs 
depending on their distance from the electricity 
main lines. MHT convinced AEC/TP to adopt 
a standardized average pricing policy for all HHs 
to be included in the SEP pilot project. 
In 2002, Saath conducted Willingness to Pay 
(WTP) survey covering 50 slums HHs, which 
showed that about 84 per cent of HHs were not 
willing to pay more than INR 2,000 for connec-
tion fee and more than INR 108 for monthly 
consumption bill. AEC/TP survey conducted 
around the same time indicated much higher 
WTP with 40 per  cent slum HHs willing to pay 
up to INR 8,000, which was the average cost for a 
legal connection for slum HHs without any sub-
sidy. 
Hence, at the start of the USAID pilot in 2002, 
AEC/TP worked out the average connection fee 
with installation of internal wiring for a slum 
HH to be INR 7,750. The slum HH’s share of 
the connection fee was INR 3,350, while AEC/
TP and USAID contributed INR 2,200 each as 
subsidy. With security deposit and registration, 
the total cost to the slum HHs was INR 3,560. 
Some of the slums HHs were finding it difficult 
to pay this amount at one time and they sought 
credit from SEWA Bank through MHT. In 2003, 
AEC/TP saw the potential and introduced an 
option of EMI based payment, which required 
onetime payment of INR 3,560, or EMI based 
payment of INR 3,760 (60 registration+700 me-
ter installation+300 per month for 10 months).
During the pilot implementation, NGOs advised 
the slum HHs on the type of internal wiring to 
reduce cost and improve efficiency. The Test Re-
port of wiring for 500 watts connection per HH 
in slums would cost INR 300 - 400 by licensed 
contractors. MHT found someone to do the 
same for INR 10 for social welfare cause, which 
helped the poor HHs to considerably economize 
on the total connection cost.
In 2004-05, when the second Pilot started in Ju-
hapura without USAID subsidy, Saath went to 
court to get the connection fee brought down 
from INR 10,000 to INR 2,500 on the basis of 
the fact that SNP upgraded slum dwellers were 
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property tax paying and they had a right to ac-
cess legal electricity connection at an affordable 
cost. This was granted by the court in favour of 
the slum dwellers.  In 2006-07, AEC/TP reduced 
the connection cost for a slum HH to INR 2,500 
and made it possible for payments to be made in 
three instalments. Although the connection fee 
has been revised several times during and after 
the pilot it has remained relatively lower for slum 
HHs than for the rest of the city, which has really 
helped more and more poor HHs to access the 
service.
6. Access to Microfinance
In order to enable as many slum HHs as possible 
to benefit from the SEP, MHT designed and fa-
cilitated an Urja or electrification loan to pay for 
their one‐time connection cost. SEWA Bank fa-
cilitated access to electrification loans. The max-
imum amount offered as an electrification loan 
was INR 4,000. To borrow this amount an ac-
count holder had to deposit INR 500 into the ac-
count like other housing loans, the interest on the 
loan was 17 per cent and borrowers were required 
to pay INR 200 every month to be repaid with-
in 21 months through daily, weekly, fortnightly, 
monthly or bi-monthly instalments as per their 
own repayment capacity. A total of 35 Urja loans 
were given during the SEP pilot phase.
7. Metering, Billing, Tariff and cost 
Recovery
In Sharif Khan Pathan, where the slum electrifi-
cation pilot was started initially, meters were in-
stalled inside the houses. It was not possible to 
read the meters as many houses were locked during 
the day while people were out doing mainly daily 
wage work. Therefore, the meters were shifted to 
the outside walls of the houses. Then people expe-
rienced that the meter would short circuit during 
the rains. AEC/TP covered it with a plastic box 
to ensure safety and uninterrupted electric supply. 
This practice was applied in all slums during the 
pilot and scale-up phases of SEP.
AEC/TP normally send bi-monthly bills to all 
consumers. But it was difficult for the slum HHs 
to pay a large sum at one time because of their low 
and volatile incomes. MHT intervened on behalf 
of the slum residents and appealed to AEC/TP 
to issue monthly bills to the slum HHs. AEC/

TP responded positively by revamping its entire 
Management Information System (MIS) software 
to facilitate the issuance of monthly bills for ease 
of payment for slum HHs. This was another pro-
poor intervention. In addition, AEC/TP with the 
cooperation of NGO and CBOs made several easy 
bill payment arrangements in and around the slum 
communities. 
Since all slums HHs had metered connections in 
Ahmedabad, it was possible to apply a uniform 
lifeline tariff across the city, with the lowest two 
slabs being low and affordable for the poor fam-
ilies. In the year 2000, the residential consum-
er user charge for a single phase connection was 
INR. 2.70 per unit / month for the first 50 units 
and INR 3.00 per unit/ month for the next 50 
units. Therefore, most slums HHs paid between 
INR 140 and INR 305 per month, including the 
fixed charge of INR 5 per connection. Even after 
periodic tariff revisions, the power tariff has gone 
up only to INR 3.20 for the first 50 units/ month 
in 2019. Poor people of Ahmedabad have realized 
that user charge for a legal connection was lower 
than, or comparable to, what they were paying for 
an illegal connection. User charge payment de-
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Figure 3: Photo by Pushpa Pathak: Kantaben with 
her daughter Shilpaben and granddaughters – three 
generations of habitat and house upgrading in Sharif 
Khan Pathan
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faults are not common due to affordable pricing, 
availability of easy bill payment options, and the 
fear of being disconnected after the non-payment 
of two consecutive bills.  AEC/TP had also laid 
underground supply lines in the slums to prevent 
illegal tapping and theft. Given all these factors, 
cost recovery from Slum HHs in Ahmedabad is 
reasonably good.
8. Active Participation of CBOs 
MHT and Saath engaged the CBOs that had al-
ready been a part of the SNP in the SEP process 
as well. In the beginning of SEP implementation, 
CBO’ made home and street visits for creating 
awareness, motivating slum dwellers and facili-
tating slum dwellers to access legal electric con-
nection. MHT and Saath together with AEC/TP 
worked with each CBO to identify a woman who 
was trained to read household meters as well as to 
be informed about the billing and collection pro-
cedure. After people got legal connection, CBOs 
took meter readings. AEC/TP double checked 
meter readings to ensure that they both matched 
for correct billing. AEC/TP paid the CBO INR 
10 per meter reading for each billing cycle. CBOs 
also collected dues from the slum dwellers on be-
half of AEC/TP and NGOs to be deposited in the 
local collection centres or mobile collection vans of 
AEC/TP. 
9. Gender Considerations
Women’s participation did make up a critical mass 
as they came forward in support of SEP with hope 
that it would improve the lives of their families. 
The legal connections were given in the name of 
the women, which was opposed initially by men 
but accepted by all eventually. Also MHT ensured 
that in the slums they intervened, the HHs elec-
tricity bills were generated in the women’s name. 
This contributed in empowerment of women in 
the society.
Women were involved in monitoring of the project 
implementation and post-implementation opera-
tions. In the pilot slums, women from the CBOs 
were trained for HH meter reading and collected 

monthly dues from HHs, which was also an in-
come generating activity for them.
The project had various impacts on women. The 
profound impact was on their livelihoods. The 
availability of safe and uninterrupted supply in 
their homes, which also acted as workplaces for 
many of these poor women, had increased their 
productive hours and incomes.
The project also addressed the safety and security 
issues for women and children by giving them ac-
cess to clean energy, access to light in homes and 
streets as well as by reducing the incidence of haz-
ardous electrical short-circuits.
10. Unintended Outcome
Prior to SEP pilot implementation, the majority of 
slum HHs had illegal connections and paid INR 
50 per electric point with unlimited consumption. 
During SEP pilot implementation, with metered 
connection and volumetric consumption tariff, 
some slum HHs started receiving much higher 

6 Saath participated in consultation in the joint committee for the first six months, but was not involved in implementation in the scale-up 
phase. They felt they had demonstrated through the pilot projects that there is a market amongst the poor HHs of the city and it is the 
utility’s responsibility to provide affordable services. Moreover, Saath follows multi-sector integrated approach for slum upgrading and 
poverty reduction and did not want to devote a major part of its resources to improvement of only one service. MHT continued with the 
scaling-up phase as it fitted well with its mandate of slum upgrading with housing, services improvements and women’s empowerment.
7 With the average exchange rate of the USD 1 to Rs. 44 in 2007-08. 

Figure 5: Photo by Pushpa Pathak: Gitaben 
Rohitbhai Thakor in her one bedroom flat, 
Shantadeep Cooperative Society
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bills. Initially, there was a fear that people will dis-
continue the service. But, most slums HHs con-
tinued as it gave them reliable service as well as 
another proof of being legitimate residents of the 
city. The energy audit conducted by MHT also 
helped in lowering the electricity bills.
11. Proven Impacts
The slum communities witnessed various positive 
impacts after the availability of safe and unin-
terrupted power supply such as increased work 
productivity that led to an increase in incomes as 
well as children being able to better perform in 
their studies. The health and liveability aspect in 
the HHs has increased with most slums HHs ac-
quiring various electrical appliances, such as fan, 
fridge, mixer-grinder and television. The Average 
electricity consumption in these slums rose by 
200 per cent per day after getting a legal connec-
tion. The service provider also benefitted signifi-
cantly as the AEC/TP losses were reduced from 
27 per cent in 2001 to approximately 4 per cent 
in 2005 and 1 per cent in 2019.

REPLICATION AND SCALING UP
City-Wide Scaling up in Ahmed-
abad (2005-2008)
After the successful completion of SEP 
pilot, and drawing lessons from the pilot 

phase, all concerned partners, particularly AEC/
TP, AMC and MHT6, decided to scale up the 
program. Together they strived to achieve city-
wide scaling up of the program on a mission 
mode to eliminate unauthorized use of electric-
ity by regularizing connections and minimizing 
techno-commercial losses. The required enabling 
policy, institutional, regulatory, procedural and 
financial frameworks were already put in place 
during the pilot. AEC/TP itself took up a large 
campaign for marketing the service to poor HHs. 
The SNP Cell at AMC cooperated and provided 
whatever support was required. MHT and CBOs 
continued social mobilization and promoting 
demand for legal service at the community level. 
The result was city-wide scaling of SEP achieved 
in Ahmedabad at a remarkable speed.  The pi-
lot had connected about 5000 slum HHs in four 
years. The scale-up extended legal connections to 

about 1,58,000 slum HHs in another four years, 
excluding pre-SEP legally connected slum HHs. 
Commitment of the utility to cut their losses and 
serve the poor consumers, enabling policy envi-
ronment and support of the state government and 
GERC, as well as active engagement of AMC, 
MHT, CBOs have been important factors for the 
success of city-wide scaling-up of SEP.
In addition, the economy of scale worked as more 
HHs got connected and became paying con-
sumers, and AEC/TP became more convinced 
about the profitability of slum electrification, the 
one-time connection cost came down for all new 
customers, even for the non-poor HHs. In 2019, 
the current cost of a residential connection of up 
to 2 KW is INR 4,160 (fixed service line charge 
INR 3,500; security deposit INR 600; registra-
tion INR 40; and test report INR 20) for all resi-
dential connections across the city.
Replication in Other Cities
MHT’s advocacy for affordable legal connections 
and pricing policies for low income consumers 
have also benefited mainstream customers in 
general in the state of Gujarat. The program has 
been replicated in Agra (UP) and Bhiwandi (Ma-
harashtra) where the AEC/TP is operational. 
MHT is also supporting SEP replication in parts 
of some other cities where MHT is involved in 
slum upgrading, namely Surat (Gujarat), Bhopal 
(MP), Jaipur (Rajasthan), Ranchi ( Jharkhand) 
and Delhi. Unfortunately, this successful example 
is not being replicated in those cities in Gujarat 
which are served by the State Electricity Board.

SUSTAINABILITY
The SEP has been financially sustainable 
as it was largely self-financed by the con-
nection fee and user charges paid by the 

slum HHs, with some subsidy from the AEC/
TP and USAID in the initial years. No additional 
outside funding was required to extend the main 
transmission lines to slum communities. By the 
time SEP closed in 2008, about 1,58,000 con-
nected slum HHs in the city of Ahmedabad had 
paid a total INR, 400,00,000 (USD 909,091)7 in 
one time connection costs. Assuming an average 
consumption of 2 units per day per household, 
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slum dwellers in legally electrified slums now 
pay the AEC/TP  a monthly revenue of INR 
186,00,000 (USD 422,727). Therefore, the 
cost-benefit analysis by and large shows greater 
benefit to the utility.
In 2008, AEC/TP had institutionalized regular 
service to any new slum HHs wishing to get a 
connection in Ahmedabad for the same connec-
tion for all. The SEP Cell was integrated with 
the citywide service provision Department of 
the utility. In 2019, the connection fee was stan-
dardized at INR 4,160 for all consumers in the 
lowest slab. 
Continuing with the poor-friendly tariff poli-
cy, at the direction of the GERC, AEC/TP has 
started a BPL scheme of lower tariff for Below 
Poverty Line (BPL) families in 2010. In 2019, 
the BPL families tariff was as a slow as INR 
1.50 for the first 30 units per month and INR 
3.20 for the next 20 units per month making 
access to legal electricity truly affordable for the 
poorest families.
In the post-project phase, NGOs engaged with 
the SEP continue to apply program learning 
in other activities to support further improve-
ment in the lives of the urban poor. MHT is 
involved in conducting energy audit and help-
ing in increasing energy efficiency in the slums 
of Ahmedabad and other cities where they are 
active. Saath has set up five membership-based 
Urban Resource Centres in the low income com-
munities of Ahmedabad to assist slum dwellers 
access to government/ private services such as 
identity documents, vocational training and mi-
cro-finance. Both the NGOs are taking forward 
the inter-agency partnership model developed 
during the SNP and SEP process to support 
poor HHs accessing affordable housing through 
effective implementation of government pro-
grams like SRS and PMAY.

CHALLENGES
Some of the process oriented challenges 
have already been described in the SEP 

pilot implementation section. It is important to 
underline a few broader critical challenges faced 
by SEP in the course of its pilot and scale-up 
phases that may be useful to address while im-

plementing similar programs.
a. Unrecognized Status of Slums and 
Informal Settlements
In Ahmedabad, usually only slum listing is done 
after periodic surveys.  There is no system of noti-
fication or de-notification, other than in SRS and 
PMAY, or regularization of land tenure by giving 
land ownership rights (or pattas as in some oth-
er states in India). Therefore, most slum dwellers 
do not have any legal land and house ownership 
documents required for accessing several services 
such as legal electrify connections. This challenge 
was even more acute for a large proportion of 
slums located on private land in Ahmedabad. 
Finding an even interim de facto tenure alterna-
tive, and dealing with associated procedural hur-
dles, was very complicated and time consuming.  
b. Balancing Poor’s Affordability and 
Service Provider’s Financial Viability
The evolution of SEP in Ahmedabad has clear-
ly shown how difficult it is to balance the poor 
people’s affordability to access basic services and 
the service provider’s objective to achieve finan-
cial viability in their business management. In 
particularly, a public or private limited company 
like AEC/TP is not driven by social welfare cause 
to provide free or low cost service to the poor. It 
aims to at least break even, if not make profit, in 
their overall operations. It involved not only in-
tense advocacy by the NGOs but also a court case 
to bring down the connection fee for the poor 
slum HHs.
c. Fragmented Institutional Structure
Since the SEP approach had involved partners 
with different independent jurisdictions and core 
competencies, there were some instances of in-
ter-agency conflicts which caused delays in SEP 
implementation. This included road cutting for 
underground wiring by AEC/TP, and not re-
pairing timely to AMC’s satisfaction, instigating 
AMC to raise objection and even take up litiga-
tion. 
d. Low Sensitivity to the Importance of 
Community Mobilization
The primary interest of AEC/TP was to deliv-
er hardware without making particular effort to 
understand the importance of the community’s 
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participation and the constraints the partnering 
NGO faced in securing people’s consensus and 
participation in the SEP process.
e. Inadequate Recognition of the NGO’s 
Role
Although the partnering NGOs were fully in-
volved in the SEP pilot and scale-up phases there 
were no formal Memorandum of Understanding 
between AEC/TP and the NGOs recognizing 
their role. 
f. No Funding Available for NGOs
Only in the SEP pilot phase, UASID had provid-
ed a small amount of INR 200 per HH to NGOs 
for social mobilization and capacity building. But 
no funding was available for NGOs’ participation 
in the scale-up process. Therefore, only an NGO 
like MHT that could internalize the cost of its 
involvement through its own sources of revenue 
from micro-finance could continue to be engaged 
with SEP, which had put tremendous financial 
stress on the organization. 

LESSONS FOR UP-SCALING 
AND SUSTAINABILITY
The SEP experience in Ahmedabad 

has shown that it is mutually beneficial to give 
legal electricity connections to slums and in-
formal settlements as use of illegal connection 
is more hazardous for people and loss making 
for the utility. However, in the current chang-
ing context of new ways to enhance the access 
of urban poor to affordable housing and basic 
services when the slum upgrading programs are 
being replaced by integrated housing and ser-
vices programs like SRS and PMAY across the 
country, how relevant are the lessons of a case 
like SEP in Ahmedabad? Moreover, when the 
aim of the current central government policies 
and programs is to provide basic services like 
water, sanitation and electrification to all, it is 
not a matter of replicating a successful service 
improvement pilot in few other areas, but it is 
a mandate to go to city-wide scale for regular 
universal access to basic services. In this regard, 
a few lessons drawn from SEP that may be rel-
evant for sustainability of initiatives to deliver 
legal electricity service to the urban poor at scale 
in India are highlighted here:

a. Enabling Policies and Programs at 
the State and Local Level
Gujarat State Government’s scheme offering 
subsidized legal connections to the urban poor 
and SNP policy of AMC to extend basic services 
to the poor slum dwellers irrespective of their 
tenure status in Ahmedabad, which had been a 
major factor in the successful and speedy scaling 
up of SEP, had started much before the pro-poor 
changes in the national policy environment were 
pronounced. This indicates that political will re-
flected in the enabling polices and schemes of the 
state and local governments are very important 
for extending universal access of basic services to 
the urban poor.
b. Value of Pro-poor Subsidy and Tariff 
Policy
Contrary to common belief that private sector 
is not sensitive to the service needs of the urban 
poor, SEP case illustrates that even a private utili-
ty is willing to serve the poor with right incentives 
like initial subsidy for connecting the urban poor 
HHs. It also shows that affordable pro-poor pric-
ing policies, like lifeline tariff in the lowest slab of 
increasing block tariff, enables the poor HHs to 
pay their bills and the utility to recover at least a 
part of the cost. This is possible only with metered 
connections. SEP example has also shown that a 
fixed low rate per connection for unlimited con-
sumption for poor HHs can at times be misused 
or result in wasteful uses.
c. Realistic Relaxation in Urban Devel-
opment Rules and Laws 
Both SNP and SEP in Ahmedabad have allowed 
some relaxation of the Urban Planning and De-
velopment Control Regulations and Building By-
laws to facilitate these programs’ implementation.  
Therefore, strict adherence to these rules and reg-
ulations in slums is not applicable as it comes in 
the way of extending much needed basic services 
to the poor HHs in the short run.    
d. Effective Monitoring
All the key partners engaged in the SEP im-
plementation did their share of continuous and 
effective monitoring of the program. Most im-
portantly, the service providing utility AEC/TP 
wanted the SEP experiment to be successful to 
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cut its losses. Therefore, the AEC/TP staff fol-
lowed SEP progress with strict monitoring of 
the scale, speed and consumer satisfaction of the 
program. During the pilot phase, USAID also 
monitored the program with frequent visits to 
Ahmedabad by national and international staff.  
At the same time, the NGOs and CBOs were 
keeping a close watch on SEP implementation 
and getting feedback on the quality of service 
from the people at the ground level.
e. Workable Partnerships with Clear 
Institutional Structures
Partnership approach involving various insti-
tutions with different functions and specialized 
skill sets is effective, if there are commonly agreed 
goals and strategies, as it has been illustrated by 
the SEP case in Ahmedabad. It also shows the 
importance of implementing appropriate legal-
ized institutional structures for defining respon-
sibility and accountability of various partners for 
efficient coordination and cooperation as well as 
for avoiding overlapping and conflicting actions.
f. Commitment and Drive of the Key 
Partners
Without the full commitment and drive of the 
key partners concerned, it would not have been 
possible to achieve city-wide scaling-up of SEP 
in Ahmedabad in such a short time.  Leadership 
and enthusiasm of the AEC/TP and AMC as 
well as managers of their SNP - SEP cells to pro-
vide services to the poor was an important factor 
in the success of SEP. Equally important was the 
dedication of the NGOs like MHT and Saath 
and numerous CBOs to improve the lot of the 
urban poor. 
g. Recognizing the Champions
In addition to appreciating the entities involved, 
it is important to recognize a few individual 
champions for their leadership, commitment and 
initiative to help achieve their institutional goals. 
Noteworthy amongst these champions of SNP - 
SEP are: Mr. Ravi Vora and Mr. Murli Rangna-
than (then Managing Directors AEC/TP), Mr. 
K.S. Verma and Mr. P.U.  Asnanai (then Com-
missioner and Deputy Commissioner AMC), 
Mr. Anand Patel (then Deputy City Engineer 
and In charge of SNP Cell at AMC), Mr. Sid-
dharth R. Oza (then Manger SEP Cell at AEC/

TP), Ms. Bijal Brahmbhatt (Director, MHT), 
Mr. Rajendra Joshi (Managing Trustee, Saath), 
and last but not the least, numerous community 
leaders such as Ishwar Bhai (late) and Kantaben 
(Sharif Khan Pathan) and Gitaben Rohitbhai 
Thakur (Chairperson Shantadeep Cooperative 
Society Formerly Abhuji Na Chhapra).
h. Pro-poor Advocacy and Mobilization
As in the SNP, NGOs like MHT and Saath 
played a very strategic role in SEP of sensitizing 
the other stakeholders to the ground realities 
of the lives of the urban poor through rigorous 
advocacy toward expressing people’s demand for 
the service and their willingness to pay for it. 
NGOs also added immense value to the process 
by working with the slum communities to un-
derstand their difficulties, build confidence and 
consensus, and mobilize them to participate in 
SEP.
However, it is pertinent to ask: what lessons of 
SEP would be useful when the Pradhan Man-
tri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana – Saubhagya 
Scheme 2017 is extended to all urban slums, in-
cluding the non-notified informal settlements, 
to achieve universal household electrification in 
the country? According to MHT, some support 
would still be required, especially where electri-
fication process is slow, such as in Ranchi where 
MHT is currently engaged in slum up-grada-
tion work. The slum HHs would also need to 
be mobilized about issues such as cost recov-
ery, regular bill payments and energy efficiency 
when the Saubhagya scheme is implemented in 
urban slums.
i. Sustained Support for the Poorest
It is widely observed that incomes and aspira-
tions of the urban poor in India are going up.  
However, poorest 10-20 per cent amongst them 
are still really poor and need support. These 
mostly illiterate urban poor HHs would not be 
able to get the benefits of government programs, 
particularly due to their inability to follow the 
required legal documentation and other proce-
dures. Some of the programs’ implementation 
is very slow, such as the progress of SRS, and 
will take a long time to reach all the urban poor. 
In addition, some other programs like PMAY’s 
credit-linked housing scheme, is outside the 
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poor’s reach. Therefore, as in the case of SEP, 
it would be necessary to continue to offer 
hand holding support to the poorest of ur-
ban poor and finding suitable ways to main-
stream them into regular service provision 
with some cost recovery for considerable 
time in the future.
j. NGOs also Need Financial Support
The NGOs have played an important role as 
an intermediary between the policy makers 
and service providers on the one hand and 
the poor communities on the other in SNP-
SEP in Ahmedabad and numerous similar 
urban interventions in India and other coun-
tries. As NGO operations are getting more 
professionalized, with hiring of qualified and 
committed staff for engagement in the de-
velopment process, it is not possible for them 
to work voluntarily. SEP has indicated that 
it is not easy for most NGOs to participate 
without some financial support for their op-
erations and activities, be it from the donors, 
government, private sector service provider, 
or from the Corporate Social Responsibility 
pool of funds.
k. Lessons from the Ground to In-
form Policy Changes
Some of the earlier successful slums upgrad-

ing interventions have informed national pol-
icies on slum rehabilitation and housing for 
all on strategies and approaches to be adopt-
ed for achieving the goal of slum fee cities in 
India. Pioneer amongst these was the SRS 
in Mumbai, which started in 1995 initially 
to facilitate resettlement and rehabilitation 
of poor people displaced by the World Bank 
supported transport project. This was enabled 
by the Government of Maharashtra amend-
ing the Maharashtra Slum Areas (Improve-
ment, Clearance and Redevelopment) Act, 
1971, following the Afzulpurkar Committee’s 
recommendations. The widely recognized 
SNP launched in Ahmedabad in 1996, also 
presented a new partnership and cost-sharing 
based model of in situ upgrading and extend-
ing basic service delivery to urban poor. 
SEP has taken forward this process as most 
partnering organizations were represented in 
the national and state level pro-poor policy dis-
course and program formulation. In particular, 
they have contributed in the discussions on the 
Gujarat State Government policies on SRS 
2010, SRS 2013 and PMAY 2015. This valuable 
practice of bringing voices from the ground to 
national and state level strategic platforms is to 
be continued for realizing the goal of slum free 
cities in India.
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ANNEXURES

Annexure 1 : Persons collaborated with in Ahmedabad

Sl. 
No. Organization / Community Name and Position

1 Ahmedabad Municipal Corpo-
ration (AMC)

•	 Mr. Anand Patel, Former Deputy City Engineer and In-
charge of SNP (AMC), presently President, Nila Infra-
structure Ltd.

•	 Mr. P.U. Asnani, Former Deputy Commissioner, pres-
ently  Chairman, Urban Management Consultant (UMC 
Global)

2
Ahmedabad Electricity Com-
pany/ Torrent Power Limited 
(AEC/TP)

•	 Mr. Siddharth R. Oza, Former Manager SNP/SEP 

3 Ahmedabad University
School of Arts and Sciences •	 Dr. Dashini Mahadavia, Visiting Professor

4
CEPT University
Centre for water and sanitation 
(C-WASH)

•	 Prof. Dinesh Mehta, Professor Emeritus

•	 Prof. Meera Mehta, Professor Emeritus

•	 Mr. Dhruv Bhavsar, Senior Program Lead (C-WAS)

5 Mahila Housing SWEA Trust 
(MHT)

•	 Ms. Bijal Brahmbhatt, Director

•	 Ms. Bhavna Maheria, Program Manager, Energy & Cli-
mate Resilience

•	 Ms. Riddhi Ratnottar, Development Associate

6 Saath Charitable Trust
•	 Mr. Rajendra Joshi, Managing Trustee

•	 Ms. Chinmayi Desai, Urban Program Director

7 Sharif Khan Pathan
•	 Kantaben, Resident

•	 Shilpaben, Resident

8 Shantadeep Cooperative Soci-
ety, formerly Abhuji Na Chhapra •	 Ms. Gitaben Rohitbhai Thakur, Chairperson

9 Urban Management Consultant 
(UMC Global) •	 Ms. Anshita Pratap Asnani, Founder Managing Partner

10 USAID / Delhi
(Telephone Conversation)

•	 Mr. Ram Berry, Former Program Manager, Energy, En-
vironment and Enterprise Office and Chief of Private 
Sector Development
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BACKGROUND
Committed to enabling vulnerable 
groups to access their rights, Youth for 

Unity and Voluntary Action (YUVA) encourages 
the formation of people’s collectives that engage 
in the discourse on development, thereby ensur-
ing self-determined and sustained collective ac-
tion in communities. This work is complement-
ed by advocacy and policy recommendations. At 
the community level, through an integrated 360° 
approach, YUVA delivers solutions on issues of 
housing, livelihood, environment and governance. 
Through research, YUVA creates knowledge that 
enhances capacity building. Through partnerships 
in campaigns, YUVA provides solidarity and 
builds strong alliances to drive change8. 
In Nagpur, YUVA was instrumental in facilitat-
ing the coming together of and the formation of 
a strong network of citizens (comprising activists 
from slums and other parts of the city) who have 
been working together for decades on the city’s 
development issues, representing challenges to 
state agencies and spearheading the demands 
of the marginalised urban residents. Support-
ing and having a long relationship with resident 
activist groups in Nagpur, YUVA supported the 
formation of a civil society group called “Shehar 
Vikas Manch (SVM)” in 2004, which contin-
ues to spearhead the challenge of ensuring land 
rights (henceforth referred to as “Malki Patta” as 
it is called locally and translates into ownership 
lease) to every eligible slum dweller in Nagpur. 
Two important aspects of this case study stand 
out and form centrepiece of learning. YUVA’s 
role in forming and providing support to a lo-
cal civil society movement (SVM) in realising 
the rights of slum residents and its democrat-
ic conduct, and the unpacking of the nuanced 
challenges in implementation of a political com-
mitment of giving land rights to slum dwellers. 
While this case study limits to the work in Nag-
pur, this is a part of the Government Resolu-
tion (GR) by the Government of Maharashtra 
(GoM) which is applicable in most urban Ma-
harashtra (excluding  Mumbai, Pune, Pimpri 
Chinchwad, as specified in the GR), and has 

similarities with another ordinance being cur-
rently implemented in Odisha. The case study 
reveals that an intervention of this nature was a 
well-considered long-term transformative strat-
egy by YUVA which takes time to result in im-
pact, and cannot be contained within set project 
cycles. Therefore, lessons from the YUVA-SVM 
experience stand to benefit NGOs and civil so-
cieties working on land rights in other cities in 
India. 

NAGPUR CITY: ADMINISTRATION 
AND SLUM SCAPE
36% (8,58,000) of Nagpur residents live in 
446 slums in about 1,40,000 structures mak-
ing it the city with the 4th largest slum popu-
lation in India. 287 of them are notified slums, 
137 are non-notified and 22 are categorised as 
new pockets in the outskirts. They occupy both 
Government and private lands. Government 
land ownerships include the Nagpur Municipal 
Corporation (NMC), the Nagpur Improvement 
Trust (NIT), Maharashtra Housing and Area 
Development Authority (MHADA), the Ma-
harashtra State Government and the Railways.
NMC primarily provides basic urban services 
such as water supply, sewerage, waste manage-
ment, slum improvement, land use planning, 
maintenance of urban infrastructure and provi-
sion of basic education and health care. It has a 
democratically elected deliberative wing.
NIT is set up as a trust, as a local planning au-
thority under the Urban Development Depart-
ment of GoM. The board of trustees has repre-
sentations from the state as well as the NMC, 
and the Town Planning. It basically carries out 
the development of civic infrastructure works in 
the city.

UNPACKING THE GRS
While the timings and contents of Govern-
ment Resolutions (GRs) are to be looked at in 
conjunction with the demands placed by YU-
VA-SVM, a brief of the salient features of the 
4 specific GRs on a timeline will be useful to 
understand the case better.

8 Sourced from YUVA website
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GR published on 10 July 2002 (By Housing 
Department of GoM): Acknowledging the role 
of the State Government in ensuring access to 
basic services and tenure security, this GR lists 
rules of granting rental lease (or “Bhade Patta” in 
Marathi) to slum dwellers in Urban Maharashtra. 
It considers each slum dweller with the name list-
ed in the electoral roll as of 01/01/1995 as eligible 
to get rental lease of the land occupied by them. 
Where the occupied land belongs to State Gov-
ernment, Municipal Government, MHADA, or 
other Government / Semi Government bodies 
and is not required for public infrastructure or 
other purposes of the land owner, a 30 year lease 
(renewable) on the occupied land is allotted up 
to a max of 500 sq. ft. Where land is required for 
other purposes, they are to be suitably relocated 
and the relocated land be given on lease. There is 
a premium that is charged for this leasing. How-
ever, the actual lease allotted on paper is to the 
Cooperative society set up by the residents and 
not to individual households. 
GR published on 16 July 2016 (By Housing 
Department of GoM): After a long break of 
no implementation of the GR passed in 2002, 
a revised GR published on 16 July 2016 with 
amendments to the previous GR, acknowledged 
the failure of the Slum Rehabilitation Authority 
(SRA) scheme of housing to make any progress 
in Nagpur. Also to allow the slum residents to 
benefit from the Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana’s 
(PMAY) 4th vertical that provides the subsidy to 
economically weaker sections to self build their 
houses, the GR prioritised the allotment of the 
rental lease as envisioned in the 2002 GR.
GR published on 24 August 2016 (By the Ur-
ban Development Department of GoM): A 
fresh GR was issued based on letters from NIT 
(19/08/2015, 28/07/2016 & 03/01/2016) to the 
GoM, and a meeting of the GoM chaired by the 
Chief Minister (26/04/2016). The GR acknowl-
edged the requests in the letters from NIT which 
explained NIT’s intention to allot ownership 
lease to the slum dwellers currently settled on the 
NIT lands, in accordance with the land allotment 
powers, accorded to NIT in its land disposal rules 
1983. This GR approved the allotment of owner-
ship lease to slum dwellers from recognised slums 

on NIT land, by NIT on a certain set of condi-
tions. Key conditions include, not charging a pre-
mium to families from SC/ST/OBC/EBC and 
exempt up to 500 sq. ft.  for others; those with 
names in the electoral roll as of 01/01/2000 will 
be considered eligible; allotment should be in the 
name of both husband and wife.
GR published on 03 January 2017 (By Housing 
Department of GoM): In pursuant to the GRs 
in 2002 and 2016, an amended GR was passed in 
Jan 2017. Amended conditions mandate the for-
mation of the cooperative society within 2 years 
of allotment of lease rights, and nominating office 
bearers within 1 year after that, and after registra-
tion of each title holder with the cooperative so-
ciety, the aggregate land lease to be transferred to 
the cooperative; no premium to be levied on fam-
ilies belonging to SC/ST/OBC/EBC; families 
with names in the electoral roll as of 01/01/2000 
are to be considered eligible.

THE CIVIL SOCIETY - SHEHAR 
VIKAS MANCH
The centrepiece of this case study is the work of 
Civil Society called “Shehar Vikas Manch” (SVM) 
which translates into City Development Forum 
and the strategic support provided to them by 
YUVA. SVM is a civil society group (unregis-
tered), which has the primary set of key members 
(9 members) who are the organising committee, 
essentially consisting representations from slum 
dwellers of Nagpur and activists from profession-
al backgrounds. They also have other organisers 
(7 members) and coordinators who take on sup-
porting roles and lead the movement in different 
parts of the city that they represent. Their overall 
membership extends to several slum level local 
groups that become a part of the movement. The 
group primarily resolves to get “Malki Patta” to 
slum dwellers.

SVM TIMELINE
A rough timeline of the SVM’s work as docu-
mented in the information pamphlet published 
by them is useful to understand the movement’s 
primary resolve and its progression. 
1984: A movement was spearheaded by Anil 
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Wasnik, primarily in the most economically 
backward regions of Nagpur (north Nagpur), and 
was called “Uttar Nagpur Vikas Aghadi”.
1984 - 1990: The “Uttar Nagpur Vikas Aghadi” 
uses “Aandolan” or Protest to get access to basic 
services such as electricity, good roads, water in 
the North Nagpur region primarily belonging to 
the NIT. The demands also included regularisa-
tion of unrecognised slums.
1997:  The idea to form Nivara Haq in Nagpur 
was influenced by Mrunal Tai Gore (Ex MP 
Mumbai Leader of Opposition, Maharashtra). 
During her tenure, she had raised questions in 
the assembly on the issue of Basic services for 
North Nagpur and in the same year when YUVA 
was reaching out to all the social activists in the 
city who work on the issue of housing and ba-
sic services. Mr. Anil Wasnik had got in touch 
with YUVA. The North Nagpur Vikas Aghadi 
and YUVA initiated the “Nivara Haq Abhiyan” or 
the Right to Shelter Campaign with assistance 
from YUVA they started intensifying the public 
awareness on the rights to shelter.  On 20 Dec 
1997, there was a huge housing rights confer-
ence organised, to which Nitin Gadkari (the then 
PWD minister of Maharashtra cabinet), was in-
vited as the chief guest. The demands placed were 
to recognise the unrecognised slums and provide 
them land rights.
1999: On 19 Dec 1999, a large procession to the 
Nagpur Legislative Assembly building.
2000: On 11 Dec 2000, a large procession to the 
Human Rights Commission by YUVA in Nag-
pur.  
2001: On 25 Aug 2001, Right to Shelter Council 
(Nivara Haq Parishad) was organized by YUVA 
in Nagpur.
2004: The year Shehar Vikas Manch was 
formed. On 13 Jan 2004, the conference on City 
Development and Shelter rights, with a former 
cabinet minister as a chief guest. Nivara Haq 
Abhiyan was formed this day on 9th Feb 2004, 
North Nagpur Vikas Aghadi in association with 
Nivara Haq Abhiyan conducted a Awas Adhikar 
Sammelan (conference on Shelter rights). 
22 Aug 2004, more organisations working at a 
slum level were integrated into the Shelter Rights 

campaign. On 8 Dec 2004, the SVM took a 
large rally to the Nagpur Legislative building, 
and consequently the then Minister Rajendra 
Shingne accepted the memorandum that de-
manded ‘Malki Patta’ for the first time. And 
since then SVM continues to demand rights 
based on this memorandum.
2005: On 2 Feb 2005, protest against evictions 
of slum dwellers living in unrecognised slums 
and against the SRA implementation in front 
of the collector’s office in Nagpur. In the same 
year, intense public awareness through confer-
ence where the then Deputy Chief Minister 
was present, was organised and consequently 
the Deputy CM then called for a discussion on 
issuing Malki Patta with SVM and other rele-
vant Government officers.
2006: On 23 Mar 2006, another conference on 
Shelter rights. Demands on insuring access to 
housing under BSUP (program of JnNURM) 
to Nagpur slum dwellers.
9 Dec 2006 – Malki Haq Patte Sammelan was 
organized by SVM at India Peace Centre 
which was attended by State Housing Minister 
Pritam Kumar Shegaonkar.
2007: Increased awareness about the SRA pro-
gram and its irrelevance to Nagpur slum dwell-
ing conditions. Demonstration in front of the 
Nagpur Legislative building in protest of the 
non-implementation of the Urban Land Ceil-
ing Act. 
2008: A year of intensification of the move-
ment by demanding Malki Patta, access to sub-
sidies to build housing in the place of current 
dwelling, and meeting a series of senior minis-
ters and political party heads to intensify their 
demands for the well being of Nagpur slum 
dwellers. In a rally on 15 Dec 2008, the then 
legislator, Devendra Phadnavis supported the 
movement for Malki Patta and acknowledged 
the objections to SRA scheme, and represented 
these demands of people in the state assembly.
2010: On 10 Dec 2010 which is Internation-
al Human Rights Day, the movement began 
linking Shelter Rights as Human Rights and 
used it as a slogan in its rally. On 13 Dec 2010, 
another protest was led by organised workers 
group on Malki Patta.
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2011: On 9 Aug 2011, organised the “Go back 
SRA” protest at 10 different locations in Nag-
pur.
2012: On 10 July 2012, a massive protest to 
remind action on the passed GRs to accord 
Malki Patta. On 10 Dec 2010, another proces-
sion was taken to the Nagpur legislative build-
ing. Along with Malki Patta, access to Ramai 
Housing Program and inclusion of slums in the 
MIHAN area in the rights policy were the new 
demands placed by SVM.
2013: Along with Bal Haq Abhiyan (Child 
Rights Campaign), SVM placed demands on 
resettling slum dwellers living on railways 
lands. In Oct 2013, Anil Wasnik met the then 
Chief Minister of Maharashtra and placed the 
demand for Malki Patta. 30 Nov 2013, setting 
up of the Awas Vikas Parishad. More rallies 
in December to keep the demands alive and 
also make demands for housing rights of slum 
dwellers living on railway lands.
2014: In the beginning of the election year, 
SVM met leaders of various political parties in 
making demands on the Malki Patta, among 
whom BJP ministers Nitin Gadkari and De-
vendra Phadnavis gave positive the response 
and also included providing Malki Patta in 
their election manifesto. Phadnavis also pub-
lished a booklet on the fight to Malki Patta. 
After having sworn in as the Chief Minister, 
on 10 Dec 2013, SVM organised a rally titled 
“Vada Nibhao” translates into “Keep up the 
promise”. During this year, their struggle with 
the Bal Haq Abhiyan resulted into slum dwell-
ers on railway land being relocated into safe 
housing.
2015: During the entire year, SVM intensified 
the movement and asking the now Govern-
ment in power to keep up the promises that 
they made in the election manifesto.
2016: On 26 Nov 2016, rally to further demand 
execution of the GRs passed. A list of slums 
was submitted to the Government and SVM 
extended support to implement the Malki Pat-
ta GRs.
2017: On 1 Jan 2017, a few households were 
given Malki Patta as a token of starting the im-
plementation of providing Pattas. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF AND TOOLS 
USED BY SVM TOWARDS MALKI 
PATTA
Since land is a very political subject, SVM has 
been clear and consistent in its methods, which 
strategically brings political mileage to the is-
sue and the demands being made. By engaging 
a range of different organisations that are locally 
set up in different slums, and work on a local slum 
wide scale, it is able to make a city-wide represen-
tation, consolidate their demands and bring the 
volume and therefore increased attention to the 
Malki Patta demands. While being consistent on 
Malki Patta, its strategic enrolment of interests 
of different groups such as people living on rail-
way lands, organised workers, child rights activ-
ists, people living in unrecognised slums, etc. it 
has been able to consolidate its demand volume 
further and in essence brings in inclusivity in its 
representation of people’s rights and demands. 
“Morcha”, “Sammelan”, “Baithak” which rough-
ly translate into Protest rally, Conference and 
Meetings are primarily used to get the attention 
of the lawmakers and law implementers. Enrol-
ment of various slum organisations, organising 
slum level committees, and using popular modes 
of increasing awareness around rights among all 
slum dwellers are primarily used to develop con-
nections with the larger slum dweller population 
in the city.  
The 74th Constitutional Amendment of setting 
up and conducting meetings of Mohalla Sabhas 
is leveraged in this process. YUVA has played 
a significant role in facilitating Mohalla Sabhas. 
YUVA has offered guidance in terms of organiz-
ing communities and helping the SVM enhance 
their mobilization strategies. The group also in-
vests in a deep investigation of GRs, Government 
documents, their lawful applications, etc. and uses 
them to shape their strategy as well as help the 
public in general to understand them. YUVA has 
also helped in the GR investigation process, and 
helped draft and translate important documents 
– memorandums, applications, etc. 
An example of the documentation support is also 
the brochure on Nagpur’s tenure situation created 
recently, and the YUVA-IHF report on people’s 
housing demand that has supported SVM’s ad-
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vocacy efforts.  Considerable investments in the 
form of programs that do a deep dive into actual 
elements of Patta implementation, what it means 
for the slum dwellers who will get access to them, 
what documents they need to produce, what they 
would need to do after getting access, and what 
are the dos and don’ts to insure every eligible 
family receives the Patta and is able to fully enjoy 
the rights accorded to them by it.
The campaign around the rejection of SRA 
scheme is of particular significance. During the 
interviews, the SVM group members mentioned 
their detailed study of SRA such as reviewing the 
scheme, visiting projects in Mumbai and under-
standing what the slum dwellers in Nagpur stand 
to gain or lose from it. It was clear to them that, 
the SRA would restrict the size of houses that 
each can get which is considerably smaller than 
their current occupancy. SVM understood the 
pressures of doing so in cities like Mumbai where 
pressure on land is high, and the residents them-
selves were living in much smaller houses. But 
Nagpur did not have such pressures, and people 
had invested in developing their structures over a 
long time to suit their family size and needs. 
Over the years, because of sustained campaigning, 
many slum dwellers have been able to gain access 
to basic services such as water, electricity, paved 
roads, and drainage and sewerage systems. Giv-
ing lease rights in this context was felt most ben-
eficial. In their campaign to no SRA, the SVM 
activists used an opportune moment to paste out 
pamphlets saying “no SRA” on each slum house-
hold just before the elections, for the campaign-
ing candidates to see and be informed on what 
the slum dwellers’ demands are. Their constant 
bringing in of public and Government attention 
to no SRA also reflected in the official letter of 
the officer responsible for SRA to the GoM on 
the non feasibility of SRA in Nagpur, and even-
tual acceptance by important senior ministers. 
This is an example of how organised commu-
nity groups were able to drive a policy outlook 
change on a city-wide scale. Where appropriate, 
YUVA-SVM has demanded leverage of housing 
subsidy programs. Ramai Ambedkar Awas Yojana, 
the BSUP under JNNURM, and the beneficia-
ry-led construction of housing under the PMAY 
were seen as programs that enabled the improve-

ment of in situ housing conditions of the slum 
dwellers. YUVA-SVM has played a major role in 
enhancing people’s awareness of these housing 
schemes and easing their access to it.  
The timeline of the work of SVM and its pre-
decessor ‘Uttar Nagpur Vikas Aghadi’, clearly in-
dicates a strong Community Based Organisation 
structured around rights based movement. The 
SVM pamphlet mentions, participation of poor 
slum dwellers in the city development, inclusive 
and people centric development, shelter rights for 
everyone as the primary tenets on which SVM 
was formed and strengthened its work. 
The articulation of Shelter Right as a Human 
Right is also a strategic move that gave anoth-
er dimension to the movement. In the process 
of giving Malki Patta, there is a damage fee that 
is collected in lieu of the accorded lease rights. 
One predominant argument of SVM member, 
Rajkumar Vanzari was that, when Shelter Right 
is a Human right, how can one be penalised for 
having exercise her own right?

THE ROLE OF YUVA
SVM was initiated by YUVA in 2004, 
and YUVA continues to provide strategic 

and technical support to it. Residents of Nagpur 
slums were always aware of their rights but there 
was not adequate information or know-how of 
demanding these rights. The establishment of 
SVM was, therefore, felt necessary which pro-
moted collective engagement through which the 
residents were able to gain access to resources 
and knowledge towards accessing basic services, 
housing and land rights. This people-led proac-
tive stance inspired more to join who saw coher-
ence of the movement’s objectives to their own 
needs and aspirations.
It was not that people were unaware of their 
rights earlier, but there was a lack of guidance 
on how to access these rights. With the setup of 
SVM and the collective engagements by YUVA–
SVM, people were able to gain access to resources 
and collective discussions on basic services, hous-
ing and land rights. The proactive stance taken by 
people, with the support of YUVA–SVM, also 
inspired many others to join the movement, as 
these core issues being fought were encountered 
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and experienced by thousands daily. YUVA con-
tinues to provide human resource support and 
technical input as and when required.
Today, YUVA continues to provide technical and 
professional support when required to the move-
ment. Over the past 15 years, the main thrust of 
YUVA’s support to SVM has been around build-
ing the movement, facilitating exposure trips and 
confluences at local as well as national levels, pro-
viding inputs and supporting the campaign strat-
egy and advocacy efforts, through mentoring and 
capacity building.
YUVA maintains a principled approach that 
stresses group building, strengthening and value 
of group work in everyday challenges. It invests 
in supporting people’s organisations to strength-
en their network, deepen their knowledge and be 
equipped with tools that allow them to make ra-
tional choices and implement them. Both YUVA 
and SVM acknowledge each other’s complemen-
tary functions, especially in the recent past in 
achieving Malki Pattas to slum dwellers of Nag-
pur. YUVA makes a strategic choice to remain in 
the background as a facilitator and allow SVM to 
take lead on the actual movement building and 
producing outcomes for the slum dwellers. 

THE GR PROGRESSION AND ITS 
CONTEXTUAL RELATIONSHIP 
WITH SVM MOVEMENT
In the events of the “Nivara Haq Abhiyan” or the 
Right to Shelter Campaign since 1997 leading up 
to 2002, the first GR for providing lease rights to 
slum dwellers was implemented. Though consid-
ered quite ‘tokenistic’ in its structure, it signified 
that lease rights to slum dwellers were acknowl-
edged by state agencies and there is a political 
commitment to honour it. Being passed by the 
housing department of GoM, it applied to slums 
on all Government and Semi-Government lands 
and laid the principal set of conditions under 
which these titles would be transferred. 
The second GR came in only in 2016 and during 
the 14 years, there was consistent demand for the 
implementation of the Malki Patta by SVM-YU-
VA. Three important strategies during this period 
are noteworthy:
1. The pushback on SRA was clearly evident in 

the wording of the GR which considered the 
failure of SRA in Nagpur with no interest in 
either communities or private enterprises. 

2. The note on allowing Patta eligible families to 
access the BLC component of PMAY.

3. The politicization of according the Malki 
Pattas, by bringing political leverage to the 
demands, getting agreement from prominent 
political functionaries and opportunistic use 
of their positions in the Government. 

The first two strategies can be seen clearly as out-
comes of the demands placed by the movement 
during the 14 years and prove the effectiveness of 
the tools used by the movement. 
The third GR that came in 2016 specifically ca-
tered to NIT requirements, by addressing slum 
dwellers residing on lands belonging to NIT. This 
GR was instrumental in terms of specifying land 
sizes, which gave premium free allotment on ex-
isting to SC/ST/OBC families and nominal pre-
mium over 500 sq. ft. to others. It is to be noted 
that this GR was passed based on a request from 
NIT, by invoking its powers to accord lease rights. 
This is important as it indicates the institutional 
commitment of NIT, which itself was due to the 
inclusive demand made by the movement to in-
clude slum dwellers on all land types. This was 
also the first GR to then acknowledge eligibility 
with those having names on electoral roll as of 
1/1/2000.
The fourth and the latest GR improved upon the 
2016 GR by the housing department of GoM 
but mirrored on the NIT GR which expanded 
the implementation of allowing 30 year rental 
lease to slum dwellers on all Government and 
Semi Government lands. It now acknowledged 
eligibility of those having names on electoral roll 
as of 1/1/2000. It also mandated formation of so-
ciety and according joint lease of the settlement 
as a whole, along with individual Pattas. 

POST GR SCENARIO
Since the passing of GRs, the work of YU-
VA-SVM has uncovered several challenges with 
the actual implementation of the Malki Patta, 
which has evidently caused delays. 
Firstly, in order to accord lease titles, the existing 
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land ownership documentation needs to be thor-
ough. However, that is not the case. In order to 
accord titles, existing occupation requires doc-
umentation using Plane Table Survey (PTS) 
and the absence of a good agency to deliver 
this, meant a lot of time was spent on just ac-
quiring an agency. Consequently, this needed 
corroboration with the Development Plans 
(DP) and the necessary amendments to clear 
the title, before the actual titles are handed over 
to the eligible residents. 
Multiple lands ownership and different de-
partments within the land owning Govern-
ment bodies further complicated the process. 
In real-time, this means the movement of pa-
perwork through a complex web which without 
consistent follow ups is bound to delay further. 
The primary role played by YUVA-SVM in this 
is two-fold. One, it required constant follow 
ups with the authorities and officers involved 
in the PTS and the necessary clearance pro-
cedures, and two, it involved building resident 
knowledge and preparation on the process and 
the necessary documents they need to produce.
As an example:
Aug 2016 : GR is passed - NIT lands
Mar 2018 : Actual survey starts (Phase I with 
28/52 slums categorised as residential)
Jun 2018 : Actual titles accorded to 727 house-
holds
Another example of inadequate/incorrect land 
documentation was experienced in a slum 
called Angulimal Nagar. As per DP, this is a 
residential land with Collector’s ownership. 
The Collector transferred its ownership to SRA 
for housing, though the practice is to transfer 
non-notified slums to SRA, while this slum is 
a notified slum. This required bringing together 
several officials from Collector, Nazul and Rev-
enue department to resolve and transfer back 
to Collector for according Malki Patta.
In some cases, the challenge is more complex. 
In the Laxmi Nagar slum for example, though 
the slum was recognised in 1989, as per the 
DP, the land was reserved for public utility. 
This prevented them from being able to access 
the Malki Patta. Its conversion to residential 

use was imperative if Malki Pattas were to be 
given, but this demand was rejected by NIT. 
Consequently, YUVA-SVM publicised a rally 
demanding the change, and this received media 
attention. Ultimately, a resolution was passed 
to change its land use under MRTP Act and 
the same request was forwarded to GoM for 
implementation and a PTS was conducted in a 
single day’s time. 
Some slums such as Nandanvan because of 
their size can fall under multiple land owners 
and multiple land use. Nandanvan has 2 parts 
with the part I being notified in 1984, and is 
under residential land use. Part II is non-noti-
fied. With the GR only applicable on notified 
slums, Nandanvan in its entirety was exclud-
ed. Failed negotiations with NIT meant, or-
ganising Mohalla Sabhas and publicising them, 
which finally pressurised NIT to begin PTS in 
Nandanvan.
Indira Nagar is another slum which was ex-
cluded from the Patta implementation as it 
was claimed to be on land reserved for roads. 
However, the DP documents it as residential; 
it was regularised in 2004 and several houses 
were upgraded under the BSUP program. This 
again required negotiations with NIT as well 
as pressure building through awareness among 
residents. 

LESSONS AND LEARNING
There are 2 clear learnings that this 
case study offers.

First and foremost, the civil society movement 
is the backbone of this case study. Keeping it 
as a people’s movement with membership from 
slum dwellers has provided strategic engage-
ment of stakeholders, especially political and 
Government leadership which, by virtue of 
democratic governance, is better responsive to 
organised public demand. YUVA’s principle of 
championing voluntary action is evident in its 
professional support to such movement build-
ing, which is essentially made of voluntary ac-
tivists, predominantly from the slum residents, 
and other activists. The decentralised leader-
ship structure of SVM provides each slum to 
cater to local aspirations, as well as contribute 
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to the collective action. The fact that the move-
ment built itself and continues to have almost 
similar leadership composition over 3 decades 
indicates its sustainability. The tools used by 
the group are widely known methods of plac-
ing demands and accessing rights, yet their 
application in appropriate contexts and oppor-
tune moments is noteworthy. Though the in-
formal nature of this civil society setup makes 
it difficult for promotion by state institutions, 
their methods are formal and bring great val-
ue to actually help marginalised populations to 
demand and access their rights. However, the 
relationship between YUVA-SVM as a formal 
institution - informal organised community 
movement, with the actual power of decision 
making and raising demands residing with the 
latter provides lessons in how institutions com-
mitted to local development should be sensi-
tive to the needs of the people. Supporting 
such structures by state institutions in devel-
oping complex policies for e.g. tenure security 
as in this case, and its implementation can po-
tentially bring in more justice to people’s needs.
Second, implementation challenges in this case 
study add evidence to the low capacity of Gov-
ernment institutions in implementing Govern-
ment decisions, in this case with giving lease 
rights to slum dwellers. Inadequate, unreliable 
data on slums, their land ownership and other 
statistics and their incoherent records between 
different state institutions emerge as singular-
ly causing severe delays in implementation. In 
this case study, the working groups had to rely 
on information accessed from Right to Infor-
mation (RTI) cases filed, and several coordi-
nated negotiations between departments to 
resolve data challenges. 
One gets the impression that without the civ-
il society coordination and pressure, the GRs 
would never be implemented. While senior 
administrative and political leadership in state 
institutions offer great support and are singu-
larly instrumental in the actual declaration of 
the policy, its implementation depend much on 
junior officers’ capacities, who do not necessar-
ily exhibit coherence with the intention of the 
policy. Further comparisons may be made with 
“mission” type of programs that invest in ded-

icated centrally empowered officials that are 
capacity trained to coordinate between depart-
ments and authorities to insure better imple-
mentation that is coherent with actual policy 
objectives. 
YUVA-SVM acknowledges the positive role of 
media, which has been instrumental in bring-
ing attention to the aspirations, demands and 
rights of the slum dwellers. Where appropri-
ate this has placed necessary political pressure 
on state institutions and functionaries. YU-
VA-SVM has also made considerable invest-
ments in developing media understanding on 
the rights, the program, the implementation 
modalities and the challenges that are being 
addressed through this action. 

PROGRAM COST
YUVA estimates an expenditure 

of INR 18 lacs for the two year period 2016 
- 2018, that is the period after passing of the 
GR. This is predominantly the efforts spent 
on supporting the actual implementation of 
the GR, which primarily includes support to 
administrative functions, human resources, 
regular meetings, events, and advocacy and in-
formation dissemination. It is not possible to 
do cost benefit analysis, as SVM is primarily a 
voluntary organisation, and has spent voluntary 
efforts over 3 decades in the building up of the 
movement and finally accessing the rights.

ROLE OF WOMEN
The organising committee and area-wise 
leadership both include at least one wom-

an. The representation of women in the Mor-
chas, as well as in the methodology of advocacy 
is evident. Vimal Bulbule, the woman leader in 
the core committee and her team of women have 
set up a small savings bank that has in a decade’s 
time built up to INR 2 crore plus in savings. 
This savings bank was also formed by YUVA. 
Leveraging the outreach and strength of SVM 
she spearheads movements demanding rights of 
unorganised workers, especially women and as-
sists around everyday struggles such as receiving 
worker’s pension. She mentions how she feels 
empowered being a part of the movement and 
attributes it to the efforts of YUVA that helped 
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her and other women build skills to make strate-
gic choices and action. 
The Malki Pattas themselves are given jointly in 
the name of husband and wife and in the name of 
the person who singly heads the family. 

CASE STUDY 
DOCUMENTATION 
METHODOLOGY

The case study submitted by YUVA was used as 
a primary reference document, and a basis for 
further inquiry. The documenter sent questions 
on the base document prior to meeting with 
the project’s team face to face. The document-
er interviewed the project’s team at the YUVA 
office in Mumbai on 18/05/2019 primarily on 
the questions forwarded in advance. Interview-
ees included Roshni Nuggehalli, Marina Jo-

seph and Doel Jaikishen. This was followed by 
a 2 day visit to Nagpur (01/06 and 02/06/2019) 
by the documenter. Doel Jaikishen and Nitin 
Meshram from YUVA coordinated a meeting 
at the YUVA-SVM’s Nagpur office followed 
by site visits to Laxmi Nagar, Angulimal Nagar 
and Nandanvan and meeting with key mem-
bers of SVM. Members interviewed included, 
Anil Vasnik, Dilip Tambatkar, Ramlal Somku-
var, Rupchandra Gadre, Rajkumar Vanzari, Vi-
mal Bulbule, Ramdas Uikey, Shailendra Vasnik, 
Suman Somkuvar, Vimal Yesne, Kavita Tam-
burne. Residents at Angulimal interviewed 
were, Dileep Kotangale, Shailesh, Dileep, 
Ashatai, Kalpana, Jyoti Waghmare, and Kan-
ta. Marina Joseph provided additional reading 
materials and Anil Vasnik provided SVM’s 
pamphlet, contents of which have been used 
for reference and documentation.

Slums in 
Nagpur

Slum 
Households

Patta Eligible 
Households

Pattas 
Allocated as 

of 31 May 
2019

Total # 446 1.47 lacs 
Recognised 287 1,16,069 1,16,069 891 
Un-recognised 137 25,368 None None

New slums 22 Data not avail-
able None None

Slums Nagpur 
overall

On 
Collector 

Land

On 
MHADA 

Land

On NIT 
Land

On NMC 
Land

On 
Private 

Land
Total # 446 75 3 50 15 82
Recognised 287 53 1 33 7 56
Un-Recognised 137 22 2 15 8 26

TABLES
TABLE 1: SLUM SCAPE IN NAGPUR VS ALLOCATION OF MALKI PATTA:

TABLE 2: SLUMS BY LAND OWNERSHIP:
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Site Slum Population Stats Notes / Challenges / Lessons
Angulimal 
Nagar

Notified slum situated on Collector 
land and having about 100 house-
holds

Land use confusion. Per DP reserved 
for residential and under collector, 
who transferred it to SRA though 
wrongly, as this is a notified slum, and 
SRA applicable only on non-notified

Nandanvan I Notified slum situated on NMC, NIT 
and Collector land having about 2403 
households

Largest slum with over 14000 house-
holds. Part notified and part non 
notified meant lease rights policy was 
not being applied on entire slum. 
Advocacy to get notified part under 
implementation of lease rights

Laxmi Nagar Notified slum situated on NIT land 
having about 103 households

Reserved for public use per DP, but 
pursued to get it changed to residen-
tial use

Indira Nagar Notified slum situated on NIT land 
having about 366 households 

Houses rebuilt under BSUP yet con-
sidered under land marked for roads 
under DP, advocacy to get land use to 
residential and then lease rights

TABLE 3: SITES FOR COMPARATIVE UNDERSTANDING:
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INTRODUCTION
Rapid growth in cities is a result of the 
high population growth and poverty 

driven rural-urban migration. The number of 
migrants by place of last residence in India was 
314.5 million in 2001. The figure increased to 
453.6 million in 2011, showing an addition of 
139 million; an average of about 14 million mi-
grating every year’9. The flow of internal migrants 
is mostly from states like Uttar Pradesh and Bi-
har, followed by Madhya Pradesh to the states 
of Delhi, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, 
Andhra Pradesh and Kerala. These destination 
states are also the most urbanised. These destina-
tion states are rapidly urbanising and while they 
may be better equipped to manage their rapid 
yet natural growth patterns, they are faced with 
a bigger challenge of housing the migrants who 
are often the poorest and the most vulnerable. 
While the migrants join the workforce of the 
city and contribute to its economy, often taking 
up the lowest paying jobs, their needs for a safe 
and habitable living space has not been adequate-
ly addressed. The urban poor end up in inhos-
pitable and congested areas, slums or on vacant 
and un-serviced land, exposed to the perils of the 
city. For years state governments adopted the ap-
proach of clearance and eviction of families living 
on vacant land.  
In the mid-eighties SPARC (Society for the Pro-
motion of Area Resource Centres) began to chal-
lenge this approach of the state government of 
Maharashtra, arguing that the urban poor living 
on pavements were rightful residents of the city 
who should not be subjected to evictions.
SPARC was set up in 1984 by a group of 
like-minded professionals who had worked in the 
Byculla area of Mumbai through other NGOs 
with pavement dwellers especially women, on 
education and health care. Their work with the 
women and children on the pavements of By-
culla also exposed them to the problems they 
went through due to repeated evictions. With 
nowhere else to go, families would soon return 

to the same pavements after evictions but would 
have to restart their lives altogether. The women 
of the families bore the maximum brunt of the 
demolition and eviction drives. SPARC began to 
work with these women to understand the conse-
quences of these evictions in order to help them 
cope better and to counter the problem. Through 
resolute efforts of the women pavement dwell-
ers and SPARC, they were able to bring about 
a landmark change in the approach of the state 
government towards eviction of pavement dwell-
ers and their right to land in the city. 

PARTNERSHIPS 
SPARC actively worked with Mahila 

Milan, a CBO initiated in 1986 when 500 wom-
en who lived on Mumbai’s pavements organized 
themselves to successfully prevent the demoli-
tions of their homes10.
The primary activity of the Mahila Milan is man-
aging and operating a savings and credit facility 
for pavement and slum dwellers. Initially set up 
as a result of the work SPARC was doing with 
the pavement dwellers, the women of Mahila Mi-
lan started savings groups for housing however, 
it soon initiated another daily savings and cred-
it facility that could be used by women in times 
of need. The women of the Mahila Milan were 
and continue to be the champions of SPARC’s 
fight for land rights for pavement dwellers and 
in securing housing. Apart from the savings and 
credit operations, they have also partnered with 
SPARC on negotiations with Government bod-
ies and surveyed their own settlements to provide 
verifiable data on the number of households and 
family members; and later identified available 
land in the suburbs of Mumbai, participated in 
the design and construction of their homes once 
land was granted. In 1987, the National Slum 
Dwellers Federation joined hands with Mahila 
Milan and SPARC. Set up in 1974 the NSDF 
was an organisation comprising of men from 
slum communities who had been organising the 
poor for access to basic services and housing for 
slum dwellers.  

9 Kundu A, Mohanan P C, “Internal migration in India: A very moving story’ https://blogs.economictimes.indiatimes.com/et-
commentary/internal-migration-in-india-a-very-moving-story/ April 2017
10 www.sparcindia.org
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SPARC, Mahila Milan and the NSDF formed 
the Indian Alliance and their concerted efforts 
have brought together slum pockets and pave-
ment dwellers for securing housing and services 
for and by the urban poor in over 80 cities of In-
dia. The Alliance has been helping NGOs and 
CBOs in other countries in Asia and Africa on 
building similar partnerships.  Within the Alli-
ance SPARC has played the role of developing 
strategies and raising funds for its work. 

The NSDF and Mahila Milan play a critical role 
in mobilising communities and mapping neigh-
bourhoods that form an essential component 
of securing housing rights and in relocation.  
This documentation originates from a review of 
SPARC’s rehabilitation process, but it needs to 
be underscored that the wherever achievements 
of SPARC are mentioned herein, the role of the 
Indian Alliance is implied and credited.

Strengthing 
communities

Influencing   
policy 

Building a 
database

Strengthening 
communities through 

the formation of 
Mahila Milans

Savings and credit 
groups build financial 

security 

Women shared stories 
of their journey for 
better housing and 

encourage others to 
join hands 

Community- led 
surveys primarily 
managed by NSDF 

ensures accurate and 
verifiable information 

of families

The process of 
relocation is discussed 

and debated

Conflicts are resolved

Learning from the 
ground and 

formulated into 
strategies to influence 
policy change mostly 

led by SPARC

Funds, grants and 
loans are accessed for 

project activities
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THE JOURNEY AND ITS 
EVOLVING APPROACH

Over the years SPARC has negotiated for better 
housing with local, state and national Govern-
ments. At the same time, they have also ensured 
that their decisions and actions are rooted in the 
communities they work with. SPARC has had a 
unique approach towards addressing the problems 
of the urban poor where communities, especially 
women have been at the forefront. Their organic 
approach has been free from pre-conceived no-
tions of project management and has questioned 
existing norms in a proactive and participatory 
manner. SPARC has also ensured that it played 
a supportive role that enabled Mahila Milans to 
demonstrate the participatory approach towards 
better housing and basic services by sharing their 
stories with other groups of pavement and slum 
dwellers.
The first group of 88 pavement dwellers of By-
culla were relocated and housed in the year 2006 
after nearly 30 years of patiently negotiating 
and persisting with the Government. Over this 
time period, SPARC applied its learnings to in-
fluence and improve government’s approach to-
wards housing for the poor and continues to do 
so. While the relocation and rehabilitation of the 
Byculla group was a result of strong community 
dialogue and solutions were found in real time 
based on the problems they faced, the learnings 
from this group were widely communicated by 
SPARC to influence policies on relocation and 
rehabilitation. This helped leapfrog many chal-
lenges in the process of rehabilitation. Some of 
the critical process of mapping and data collec-
tion that SPARC had used to negotiate with the 
government for amending the Slum Rehabilita-
tion Authority (SRA) policy for including pave-
ment dwellers became the norm for relocation 
policies that were later developed under MUTP 
and MUIP. It must be noted here that while all 
relocations have a R&R policy, the overarching 
SRA policy provides the base guidelines. It was 
also able to demonstrate to the government a 
methodology that puts communities at the fore-
front, which was distinctly different from the 
government’s top-down approach of managing 
relocation where communities found themselves 
at the receiving end. In order to do this SPARC 
engaged with the governments at the local, state 

and national level and participated in projects 
that gave them an opportunity to scale up their 
activities.
In their journey from mobilising a small group 
of women to stop evictions for pavement dwell-
ers of Byculla to mobilising the networks of ur-
ban poor in over 60 cities in India, SPARC and 
the Alliance have been able to bring about land-
mark changes in the attitudes of governments 
that are reflected in the policy changes and proj-
ect management. Through their various projects, 
SPARC and the Alliance have used different ap-
proaches in order to achieve a win-win arrange-
ment between the poor who are keen to move to 
more habitable spaces and the State institutions 
who can recover land without causing a negative 
impact on the urban poor. 
In Mumbai alone the Alliance has worked on 
twenty different relocation projects affecting 
over 4,00,000 people in 80,000 households.  
Out of the twenty projects, eight projects are 
still ongoing the earliest of which was started 
as early as 1997. In relocating these families the 
Alliance has worked with different government 
departments (MHADA, MMRDA, MMRCL, 
Indian Railways, Government of Maharashtra 
departments and one private sector company, 
TATA Power). It has also worked with banks 
(HUDCO, HDFC) and several donor agencies 
that have provided bridge funds and grants for 
mobilisation and survey, bridge funds and loans 
for construction. While the Alliance has been 
part of surveys and mobilisation for all of these 
projects it has also taken up construction for se-
lected projects. 
The process of relocation still continues to be 
long and tedious, however with the chang-
ing government schemes and SPARC’s own 
achievements in influencing policy amendments, 
the challenges keep evolving. While the initial 
struggle of SPARC was around recognition of 
pavement dwellers as rightful citizens entitled 
to land, the new emerging challenges are around 
influencing design of relocation sites and colo-
nies to meet basic standards of well-being quali-
ty of construction, post relocation management. 
Today SPARC’s approach is more generic, based 
on standard survey formats and process however 
these processes have evolved from their past ex-
periences and learnings.
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TABLE 1: Relocation from implemented by SPARC and the Alliance

S.No. Start Date End Date Relocation Total Affect-
ed HHs

Total HHs 
Relocated

1 1986 Adarsh Nagar (Dindoshi, 
Goregaon) 42 42

2 1989 1990 Bharat Nagar to Mankhurd 
Jan Kalyan 105 105

3 1993 Borivali 140 140
4 1995 1998 Kanjurmarg Transit 900 900
6 1997 Ongoing MUTP (TOTAL) 22,734 17515

7 2000 Mankhurd Transit 3,014 3,014

8 2000 2000
Railway slum dwellers at 
Mankhurd moved to Mhada 
colony, Bldg. 98

1,900 1,900

10 2003 Oshiwara 1 Relocation 836 836
11 2003 Ongoing MUIP (TOTAL) 30,441 10768
13 2005 Ongoing MUTP II 122 88

14 1986 2006 Byculla Pavement Dwellers 
Relocation 536 88

15 2008 2011 TATA POWER - Phase I (Bhak-
ti Park) 238 245

16 2008 2009 Bombay Port Trust (BPT) 1,500 919

17 2009 2012 TATA POWER - Phase II (Na-
hur) 275 197

18 2011 Ongoing TATA POWER - Phase III 393 79
19 2011 Oshiwara 2 Relocation 1,036 1,036

20 2012 2012
2nd set of Byculla Pavement 
Dwellers Relocation to Indian 
Oil Nagar 
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21 2012 2012
Relocation of families from 
Mankhurd Transit to Maha-
rashtra Nagar

72 72

22 2012 2012
Relocation of families on 
Milan Nagar land to Maha-
rashtra Nagar

68 68

24 2012 Ongoing MSDP Part B Relocation

25 2015 Ongoing Relocation of families to Kur-
la and Chakala under Metro 3 2,681 1,020

26 2016 Ongoing
Mumbai Metro Rail Cor-
ridor-VII Proposed & 2A 
Proposed

150

27 TATA POWER - Phase IV 240 136

28 2016 TATA POWER - Tambewadi, 
Pant Nagar

Source: SPARC
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Year Landmark Achievements

1986
Relocation of Families of E Moses to Goregaon
Pavement families on E Moses road were relocated to Goregaon under sites 
and services approach.

1987-89

The Railway Slum Dwellers Federation 
The Indian railways asked the Department of Housing of the Government of 
Maharashtra (GOM) to undertake a census of slum dwellers along the railway 
tracks in Mumbai.  
Surveying of the railway slums was the first point of engagement between 
the state government and SPARC/NSDF. As a result of that first survey, the 
Railway Slum Dwellers Federation (RSDF) was formed. 

1989-90
Relocation of Bharat Nagar to Jan Kalyan Mankhurd
Alliance was asked to assist in moving 900 families to Jan Kalyan.

1995
Task force created to formulate an R&R Policy.
 

1996

Pavement Dwellers part of the SRA policy for resettlement
In 1996 the SRA policy was finally amended to include pavement dwellers 
within the resettlement entitlement lists. SPARC and NSDF were invited to 
interact closely with the task force.
1995 the Government of Maharashtra again invited SPARC and NSDF to par-
ticipate in the discussions involving the resettlement of slum dwellers along 
the railway tracks and proposed link roads for MUTP II.

1998-2000

Housing Planning
•	 Seeking access to land
•	 Start saving money in banks for housing
•	Designing homes with architects
•	 Assisting in the training of new groups
•	 Examining the impact of resettlement on occupation
Land was also allocated by State Authorities in Mankhurd for the Byculla 
Pavement dwellers to develop resettlement and rehabilitation housing.   

MUTP:

•	 First large scale resettlement in the city
•	 First time resettlement done in partnership with city and Railways
•	 SPARC awarded contract to do survey of all households, organise and shift 

households and build capacities post resettlement
•	 Entirely community managed
The participatory approach ensured that there was no violence or police 
force and set precedent for urban resettlement worldwide. The first set of 
families that moved demolished their own homes and built transit homes 
before they were relocated. 

2000
Mankhurd Relocation (2010-11)
First 1900+ households were moved into MHADA colony at Mankhurd. 

TABLE 2:   A snap shot of SPARC’s and the Alliance’s journey and landmark achievements
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Source: Extracted from data by SPARC

2003

Oshiwara I relocation as part of MUIP
Oshiwara I was Nirman’s first joint venture with a private Land owner. 
It set a precedent for gaining access to private land in or near the city. It also 
demonstrated how market based incentives could free private land for slum 
rehabilitation.

2004

Navi Mumbai
The municipality hears of federation expertise in this area and invites SPARC 
to do detailed survey of all slum families and plan an upgrading strategy for 
the municipality.

2005-2019

Relocation projects with different government agencies  for develop-
ment projects involving Urban transport, railways and road widening.

•	 Scaling up and expansion of Mahila Milan in other states and cities
•	 Adopting different models for rehabilitation including construction through 

TDR
•	 Addressing problems of relocation, condition and quality of housing 
•	 Addressing issues of encroachments in the new relocation sites 
•	 Supporting communities to form and registering housing societies
•	 Providing loans for home improvements  

REHABILITATION: THE 
PROCESS

Over the past years, SPARC has worked on dif-
ferent models of improving access to housing and 
basic services to the poor. Each model and project 
has been learning for future actions. Their mod-
els have included sites and services schemes, in 
situ redevelopment, far site relocation and con-
struction, redevelopment under TDR and relo-
cation of families to government/private sector 
built relocation colonies. The variations in the 
models were adopted to capitalise on available 
government resources and schemes yet ensuring 
that communities lead the process and state in-
stitutions do not use coercive means of clearing 
up land for development. Through the years the 
negotiations with the governments were refined. 
Data collections methods were also refined and 
standardised to address data gaps. The process of 
relocation as it stands today comprises four broad 
components.
• Strengthening Communities 
• Community led data collection
• Interim Housing
• Relocation 

Over the years, a fifth component of post reloca-
tion management emerged as a major challenge 
and area of intervention.

Strengthening Communities:
The survey initiated by the Railways of slum 
dwellers along railway tracks gave an opportuni-
ty to engage with other communities facing the 
threat of evictions. The first group of the Mahila 
Milan engaged with these communities espe-
cially women to share their stories and to help 
strengthen these communities through credit and 
savings. Even though they were met with scepti-
cism initially, women in these areas soon began 
to see the value and security that the savings and 
credit brought to the table and joined hands. 
New groups and leaderships were formed 
with exchanges and mainly by seeing chang-
es that women are able to bring in their set-
tlements and households. Today the Mahila 
Milan groups have vertical and horizontal 
exchanges within their groups as well as with 
the states and local institutions. 
These women have also been the focal points for 
organising families during and post relocation. 
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Discussions and actions around how housing so-
cieties are to be formed, addressing needs of the 
elderly and disabled during allotment of flats, re-
solving family disputes and discords, identifying 
encroachers, voicing community needs are man-
aged by the women collective. 
Community-led Data Collections: 
The basic element of relocation is the identifica-
tion or identity of families that are going to be 
affected and the socio-economic data around 
them. The process of identification or establish-
ment of eligibility is the most contested part of 
the process due to its political nature. With sup-
port from NSDF, communities undertake slum 
surveys themselves and advocate for this to be 
accepted by the land-owning authority. The sur-
vey is broadly divided into three components a) 
Basic Socio-Economic survey (BSES); b) a plain 
table survey that identifies each structure whether 
it is a residence or a community centre; and c) a 
family photograph against the structure that the 
family occupies. Each structure is numbered on 
the ground and the corresponding number is also 
placed on the map. All structures whether vacant 
or occupied are mapped to ensure that there are 
no new claimants against the same structure. The 
family photograph helps identify households with 
their house structures. The BSES survey gathers 
socio-economic data of the families and identi-
fies. The data is compiled in the form of survey 

formats, photographs and maps and submitted to 
the land owning agencies for approvals. The Ma-
hila Milan and the NSDF lead this process. They 
also carry out community mobilisation during 
this time where the women inform them about 
the savings groups and the NSDF discusses pro-
cesses of relocations, helps resolve community 
and internal conflicts. 
Interim Housing: 
Once the land owning agency decides to clear 
the land, the families are moved to a new location 
in transit camps as an interim arrangement. This 
is mostly done as new housing for the families 
is not available immediately. In the case of the 
first relocation of the railway slum dwellers the 
interim housing was built by the residents them-
selves. The interim shelters are simple one-room 
structures with common services. SPARC had set 
up and managed free community toilets in transit 
camps that were soon taken over and managed 
by the women’s groups. The cost of electricity and 
water supply was also borne by SPARC. Fami-
lies spend a minimum of three to four years in 
these camps however there are also those who 
have spent over 10 years in these camps. These 
families are mostly those who have not met the 
eligibility criterion due to lack of adequate iden-
tity documents. SPARC and NSDF have assisted 
many families in completing documentation. The 
Mahila Milans continue the savings groups in the 

Women in the lead for stopping evictions

In the case of the Byculla pavement dwellers, the Mahila Milan was responsible 
for adopting a non-violent stand on stopping evictions. From past experience 
they knew that any form of violence would mean a jail term for their men which 
would result in loss of income and added hassles from the authorities. Unlike 
the men’s groups the women negotiated with the authorities on adopting 
peaceful means during evictions. With support from SPARC they found ways 
of securing their household goods during evictions and took the initiative to 
dismantle their homes in order to avoid damage to their belongings and shelter 
which could be reused. The daily savings groups initiated here expanded to 
over 500 families in the area. Following the amendment in the SRA policy these 
women took the lead in identifying land for themselves in the city, planning 
and designing their homes, supervising construction and now overseeing the 
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camps and also form as per their groups and so-
cieties that were formed in their original location. 
The Relocation Aspect OF R&R
While the policy framework is built upon a reset-
tlement and rehabilitation approach, the practi-
cal dimensions of relocation are among the most 
complex aspects of the process.  When families 
were moved to the final sites, this was done in 
batches with the intention of keeping the exist-
ing societies intact and together. The old struc-
tures are demolished and families are encouraged 
to sell whatever they can salvage in order to use 
the money for purchasing new goods as per need 
in the new location. The decision of flat alloca-
tion within each building was done by the Ma-
hila Milan in consultation with the community. 
People with disabilities, senior citizens were giv-
en the first priority to occupy the ground floors. 
Even though many societies had to be split up 
between buildings, considerations for keeping 
neighbours together were addressed within the 
groups wherever it was possible. The range of ac-
tivities involved in the process of relocation and 
post relocation are evident in the relocations to 
the resettlement colony of Lallubhai Compound, 
built in 2003 in the Mankhurd suburb of Mum-
bai. This is one of the largest resettlement sites of 
Mumbai with 65 walk up apartment buildings of 
7 storeys and 5 storeys. Many people from Ma-
tunga and Kurla railways stations, P D Mello 
road and slum dwellers and pavement dwellers 
from other parts of Mumbai were moved here. 
SPARC was responsible for mobilising all com-
munities for relocation to this site. The families 
were moved in batches as and when buildings 
were completed and approved for occupancy. Post 
relocation, the next step was the registration of 
the housing cooperatives and to learn to live in 
apartments or tenements. They are also integrat-
ed into a formal system of building maintenance 
through monthly bills for water, electricity and 
waste management. 

POST RELOCATION 
CHALLENGES
SPARC has faced several challenges along 

its journey started with the challenge of getting 
recognition to slum dwellers to finding land in 
the city for housing for the poor. These have been 

well documented and over time, with experience 
SPARC has also been able to address many of 
these challenges. However, with the establish-
ment of the SRA and relocations under devel-
opment schemes such as road widening, metro 
projects, where families have been moved into 
large-scale resettlement colonies the challenges 
have also evolved and today, families need support 
in overcoming the post-relocation challenges.
a. Disruption in Social Fabric: Once relocation 

was done, families had to find their feet in the 
new settings. In most of the relocation sites, 
groups from different locations were moved 
together and in this process, all who were liv-
ing as a group in the slums may not have the 
same neighbours in the relocation buildings. 
Over time, they came together to restart sav-
ings, formed housing cooperatives and started 
looking at other issues in their colonies. For 
instance, the first lot of pavement dwellers 
were moved, 88 families from three pavements 
came together. Each floor had a mix of families 
from the three pavements. During the initial 
years, they found it difficult to interact or build 
relationships with one another, but now they 
live as a community. They collect a monthly 
maintenance fee from all residents for the up-
keep of the building. This is true for all other 
relocations sites where the maintenance fee is 
decided by the women’s groups. ‘Police Pan-
chayats’ were set up as a consortium of women 
that resolve issues before transferring them to 
the police; existing as a system at all places, ad-
dressing neighbourhood and family conflicts 
in the Lallubhai compound and in the India 
Oil Nagar. These Panchayats gave the women 
an opportunity to help resolve conflicts and 
disputes that emerged due to family and life-
style changes of a flatted development. It also 
helped reach out to the most vulnerable fam-
ilies and to collectively support them in their 
hour of need. 

b. Poor Quality of Construction: In the case, 
the Indian Oil Nagar families also faced the 
immediate problem of run-down infrastruc-
ture in the newly allotted buildings. Lifts and 
toilets were non-functional, the water supply 
was disrupted and the families were faced 
with the critical decision of accepting what 
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has been given or rejecting it and waiting 
for better options. The Mahila Milan groups 
played an important role in using their sav-
ings with support from SPARC to upgrade 
and build infrastructure. For a long time, the 
residents could not afford to repair and oper-
ationalise their lifts. With no assistance from 
the government for restoring these essential 
services, senior citizens and disabled faced a 
lot of hardships during this phase. There are 
still some buildings where the lifts are still not 
operational.   

c. Disruption in School Education: Some of 
the relocations were done during the school 
session and children had to either move 
mid-session or had to travel quite a distance to 
their old schools. SPARC has provided travel 
assistance to families in need. 

d. Disruption in Livelihoods: Many families 
also found it unsustainable to travel that far 
and were forced to find other opportunities. 
The period in which they had no jobs led to 
reduced or no income which added to the 
struggles of the change. Mahila Milan mem-
bers set up small canteens and started other 
home-based ventures to sustain families at the 
time. 

e. Living in Multi-Storeyed Apartments: The 
urban poor have largely lived in low rise tem-
porary structures sprawled on the ground and 
the change to multi-storeyed walk-up apart-
ments is quite a challenge. Communities that 
were habituated to using the open streets and 
incidental open spaces as common meeting 
points and extensions to their homes were 
now restricted to their one-room apartments 
in the buildings. They were also expected to 
pay monthly bills for maintenance. These were 
new and added costs to the monthly expens-
es. Even though the Alliance prepares families 
for these eventualities, when faced with these 
changes, the poorer families find it particularly 
challenging.

f. Design of the Building Complex: The gov-
ernment relocation sites have been built with 
the primary focus on accommodating as many 
families as possible in the given site. The result 
is a matchbox like construction stamped across 

the site. There is hardly any open space and 
the layout does not allow adequate light and 
ventilation for the residents. In some of the 
projects where flats have been provided, com-
munities had no say in the design and layout 
of the sites. SPARC has been able to inter-
vene in order to ensure wide corridors and the 
internal layout in the one-room flats, howev-
er, issues around parking, green areas, light 
and ventilation remain largely unaddressed.

g. Illegal Occupants: In the Lallubhai com-
pound SPARC realised that many of the flats 
had been illegally occupied at the time of pos-
session. The Mahila Milan groups identified 
these occupants and the flats were allotted to 
their rightful owners. This lead to delays and 
confusion during and after relocation for the 
affected families. 

h. Funding for Post-relocation Support: 
Many of the buildings when handed over 
to the families, were in a state of disrepair. 
Even though they were unused, the condition 
of infrastructure was very poor. The State in-
stitutions felt that their role was completed 
once the houses were handed over and had 
no funds for any repairs, while the families 
felt that they had not received what had been 
promised. In cases where buildings had lifts, 
substantial funds were required and it took 
a long time for residents to collect this sum. 

i. Maintenance of Services: The poor qual-
ity of construction also led to problems in 
maintenance. The housing societies collect a 
monthly fee for basic maintenance however 
problems of drainage, seepage and flooding, 
especially during the monsoon require great-
er attention. For instance, Indian Oil Nagar 
is prone to flooding every monsoon. Parveen 
Shaikh - a Mahila Milan group leader has 
been pursuing the authorities to provide her 
with the plans that show the sewerage net-
works. Despite several attempts, she man-
aged to get only a basic layout that does not 
show sewerage networks. The Mahila Milan 
in Indian Oil Nagar has set up a waste man-
agement system on their own initiative and 
with the support of NGOs. They have also 
prepared a plan for greening the area. 
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COSTING AND FINANCES
The costs involved in the process of re-

locations can be broken up into three categories:
1. Land, infrastructure and construction cost
2. Community mobilisation, surveys, legal and 

administrative support to affected families be-
fore, during and relocation. 

3. Post relocation management 
In the initial relocations while the land was pro-
vided by the state, the costs of construction were 
borne by SPARC through various loans it that 
took loans from banks as an organisation rath-
er than burdening each family with it. It also re-
ceived grants from various sources. SPARC also 
set up a construction company to access funds 
and land under TDR that was used for the con-
struction done in Dharavi. However, recovering 
costs through TDR proved to be long and te-
dious. Presently the state bears the capital costs 
of land and construction of the buildings, streets 
and pavements and other common infrastructure 
such as shops within the relocation site, street 
lighting, etc. Under MUTP, residential floor 
space of up to 20.9 sq. m. is provided free of cost 
to pavement dwellers and slum dwellers. Similar-
ly, for a commercial floor space, an area of 70 sq. 
m. out of which 20.9 sq. m. is residential, is pro-
vided free of cost to this group. 
There are several other costs to the process of re-
location. While some of the costs for community 
mobilisation, enumeration, surveys and mapping 
are now met through the projects that it under-
takes; these costs were not accounted for when 
SPARC carried out the initial relocations. These 
costs are in addition to costs for peer exchang-
es, stipend to administrative staff of the Mahila 
Milan, relocation and post-relocation support 
and building maintenance. Support has been met 
out of the funding that SPARC has sought from 
different donor agencies and corporates. SPARC 
estimates that the cost of relocation of one house-
hold is about INR 10,000 however, this is an in-
dicative cost that varies with time and context. 

PROJECT OUTCOMES
• Improved Housing: The Alliance through its 

campaigns and projects has been able to access 

better housing for slum and pavement dwellers. 
It has used different approaches ranging from 
in situ upgrading to far site relocation in or-
der to explore and capture all opportunities for 
better housing that the city has to offer for the 
urban poor. At the same time, the Alliance has 
opted for relocation as an option only when no 
other option exists and communities are equal 
parties in the decision making. 

• Bringing Communities to the Negotiating 
Table: The approaches adopted by SPARC 
have ensured that the urban poor communi-
ties are active partners in the process and not 
passive recipients. Within the communities, 
the women have played a lead role in the en-
tire process. The women have been responsible 
for many of the landmark achievements of the 
process with the initial struggle of stopping 
evictions, to managing post-relocation mainte-
nance of buildings. 

• Strengthening the Financial Base While 
Mobilising: The savings and credit program 
became the backbone of the process of seek-
ing better housing. The process of saving small 
amounts of money for future requirements be-
came a security net for women who felt in a 
stronger position with the added financial se-
curity and were able to take up greater respon-
sibility for better housing.  The savings process 
also served as an important mobilising tool, 
with the networks it creates actually strength-
ening the process.

• Standardisation and Refinement in Proce-
dures: Over the years SPARC has contrib-
uted to improving systems of enumerations 
by introducing important elements of map-
ping and photographic documentation. The 
BSES followed now for all relocation proj-
ects was initiated and refined by SPARC. 
The NSDF now has a well-established and 
trained team for enumeration that keeps 
increasing as more communities join hands 
with them. 

• Post Relocation Management: SPARC has 
continued its engagement with the relocated 
communities far beyond the established scope 
which ends with the registration of housing so-
cieties.
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• Building Audits: In the year 2014 -15, archi-
tecture students from New School, New York, 
US worked with the alliance and MM leaders 
relocated in various areas. Together, they iden-
tified design challenges in the overall layouts, 
between open spaces of buildings and the 
house design itself. They developed detailed 
documentation of these challenges and pre-
sented it to MMRDA (Mumbai Metropolitan 
Region Development Authority) that manages 
most of the relocations. As a result, now there is 
an audit of all buildings before the people move 
in to ensure that all amenities and services are 
working and in place, and a more detailed ex-
ploration of estate layouts and houses is being 
explored.11

SCALABILITY AND 
SUSTAINABILITY

SPARC has expanded its work across 80 cities in 
8-9 states across the country. It has also supported 
and shared its learning internationally with other 
groups of urban poor facing similar challenges of 
housing and services. The strength of SPARC’s 
model is its flexibility and its basic principle of 
‘communities first’. 
The model has also been scalable as women 
from slums and pavements who have been at 
the forefront of the struggle for better housing 
have also been the ones who have advocated it to 
other communities. New communities are more 
receptive to hearing stories of change and suc-
cess from within rather than listening to people/ 
professionals and NGO staff who may be seen as 
‘outsiders’. 
SPARC has been able to effectively transform 
its experience and learning from the ground into 
policy frameworks. These policies have been able 
to change and address the needs of all urban 
communities in similar settings. The inclusion of 
pavement dwellers under the slum rehabilitation 
scheme was a landmark policy change that helped 
address the needs of all other pavement and rail-
way track dwellers. SPARC was also invited to 
help develop the MUTP relocation policy which 
is now the basis for relocation for urban transport 

and infrastructure projects. 
With the Alliance undertaking slum profiles for 
over a decade, and more recently, cities in India 
developing a complete profile of slums under the 
Rajiv Awas Yojana (RAY) there was now a very 
good opportunity to utilize the data to prepare 
a comprehensive plan for relocation and in situ 
upgrading indicating sites that are tenable and 
sites where relocation is the only option. This has 
been shared with the GoI through a committee 
chaired by Sheela Patel, Director of SPARC, set 
up by the Ministry of Housing and Urban Pov-
erty Alleviation (HUPA), Government of India; 
the committee recommends this tenability index 
as the foundation of facilitating relocation and 
identifying community participation by develop-
ing a publicly transparent assessment of tenabil-
ity of slums allowing communities to participate 
in this process.

10. LESSONS FOR 
REPLICATION 
The pace of development in Indian cities 

is on the rise and nearly all urbanisable land in 
cities are being taken up for development. Trans-
port networks are being expanded to connect all 
parts of the city taking up every inch of available 
land in the city. While economic reasons were a 
primary driver for urban growth earlier, displace-
ment of communities due to climate change and 
conflict are also emerging as reasons contributing 
to migration towards cities. Poor communities 
are in the most vulnerable position and relocation 
processes will need to continuously evolve and re-
fine themselves to address their needs. 
• Relocation is the Last Option: SPARC and 

the alliance have always maintained that relo-
cation is the last option when no other viable 
option exists. All communities aspire for bet-
ter housing that is not necessarily met through 
relocation.  However well planned, relocation 
is a traumatic experience for families and all 
efforts need to be made to avoid it as far as 
possible. Where land is tenable options for in 
situ upgrading are preferable. The Alliance has 
carried out city-wide surveys under the Rajiv 

11 SPARC Annual Report 2014-15
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Awas Yojana to identify tenable land where in 
situ upgrading is possible and relocation can 
be minimised. Whenever relocation happens 
SPARC has ensured that wherever possible, 
the decision of where to relocate is done jointly 
by the land owner and slum dwellers, in other 
instances where choices are not great, the pro-
cess becomes tough about whether to move or 
not and people end up choosing the lesser evil 
rather than the best option.12

• Relocation is a Negotiated Process where 
Slum Dwellers are Active Partners and 
not Passive Recipients: SPARC has al-
ways followed the principle that relocation 
has to be negotiated and slum dwellers and 
land owners have to arrive at decisions that 
have been discussed jointly from a position 
of strength. 

• Community Engagement from the Be-
ginning Builds Trust: With the standardi-
sation of the relocation process, the process 
of relocation is sometimes broken up where 
different organisations handle the different 
components of relocation. For instance, 
enumeration and mapping is carried out by 
a separate agency while relocation support 
by another. Communities are left confused 
and unaware of the overall process. They 
lack trust with the authorities and the pro-
cess of relocation becomes even tougher for 
them is in many cases is not successful. 

• The Process of Relocation does not end 
with the Shifting of Families: Urban poor 
communities need to be supported even af-
ter relocation as they continue to struggle 
with poverty and their new settings. They 
face new challenges and changes in their 
daily lives due to the relocation. New chal-
lenges of maintaining buildings, addressing 
grievances due to the poor quality of con-
struction need to be met and communities 
cannot be left to fend for themselves. 

• The House is the Only Asset for the Poor-
est: Being poor and not owning any assets, 
families sometimes continue to face finan-
cial challenges after relocation and many 

find themselves longing for their earlier 
life. Often when asked, this is the response, 
yet few who feel supported in exploring 
their new options move back. Those who 
leave the area are often compelled by des-
perate financial burdens and seek to cover 
those costs with the house which is their 
only asset13. 

• Learning from Practice Must Trans-
late into Policy: SPARC has successfully 
demonstrated how experiences from the 
ground have translated into policy with 
the revisions in policy to include pavement 
dwellers, reduce the distance in far site re-
location, devise policy for urban infrastruc-
ture projects and carry out building audits 
to assess the condition of amenities at the 
time of relocation. Every challenge faced 
at the ground level was articulated and 
some of them have been addressed through 
changes in policy followed by state insti-
tutions. This continuous effort and strate-
gy have refined the whole relocation. This 
approach will have to continue as cities are 
evolving and there are new challenges to be 
addressed. 

• Building Partnerships Lead to Strength 
and Scalability: The unique model of part-
nership between SPARC Mahila Milan 
and NSDF lead to creating a strong collec-
tive that built upon each other’s strength. 
While NSDF and MM are largely vol-
untary groups consisting of affected slum 
and pavement dwellers that have helped 
mobilise other similar groups, SPARC, a 
fairly slim organisation consisting of pro-
fessionals has taken the learning and strug-
gles of the communities and advocated for 
change. It has also supported the other two 
organisations by providing administrative 
assistance and being the visible face of their 
struggles. However, SPARC has played a 
strategic yet supportive role, ensuring the 
affected communities lead the way. This 
has also ensured that the movement on 
the ground remains largely voluntary and 
self-driven. 

12 SPARC Annual Report 2015-16
13 SPARC Annual Report 2014-15
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INTRODUCTION
Many of India’s citizens live in slums 
without access to the security of tenure 

or essential services.  Slums are built environ-
ments which propagate a way of life that can be 
difficult for the residents; basic tenants’ rights/ 
responsibilities, and essential services (including 
water and sanitation) are limited. The absence of 
natural light, natural ventilation, and the presence 
of effluents and noxious fumes within slums de-
grade the health of the residents, and the narrow 
access lanes / pathways create extremely unsafe 
environments where access and egress are insuffi-
cient in the event of an emergency, such as a fire. 
Slum settlements demonstrate how poor habit-
able spaces can undermine the well-being of fam-
ilies and have a detrimental impact on their dig-
nity, education, health, privacy, and safety. Within 
slums, women are most vulnerable as they are dis-
proportionately affected by the privacy and safety 
issues associated with a lack of essential services 
and their role within the family makes them more 
exposed to Indoor Air Pollution (IAP). 
In 1998, three municipal corporations merged to 
form Sangli-Miraj-Kupwad, a peri-urban area in 
South Maharashtra that covers an area of approx-
imately 118 square kilometres and has a popula-
tion of 5,02,79314 people. After its inception, the 
Sangli-Miraj-Kupwad Municipal Corporation 
(SMKMC) initiated many reforms such as: (1) 
the preparation of the development plan through 
private consultants, (2) the collection of solid 
waste through private service contracts, and (3) 
road widening projects to alleviate congestion. 
The SMKMC was also keen to develop strategies 
to reduce the number of slums and increase the 
number of people living within healthy and en-
abling environments.

In 2001, Shelter Associates15 (SA) was invit-
ed by the SMKMC and Financial Institutions 
Reform and Expansion–Debt and Infrastruc-
ture  (FIRE-D), a United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID) activity, 
to conduct a rapid appraisal of all slums within 
Sangli-Miraj-Kupwad. SA’s survey showed that 
there were 99 slums16 which contained 10,87617 
slum huts that accommodated 12.45% of the 
population18. The SMKMC initiated slum im-
provement projects under existing Government 
of India (GoI) policies such as Lok Awas Yojana, 
Valmiki Ambedkar Awas Yojana (VAMBAY), 
Nirmal Bharat Abhiyan (NBA), Individual Toilet 
Program, National Slum Development Program 
(NSDP); and in 2004 the SMKMC started to 
relocate residents from some of the 99 slums to 
housing blocks built under the VAMBAY scheme. 
A total of 2,198 residential units were built in four 
locations on the edge of Sangli-Miraj-Kupwad; 
the residential units were extremely small with a 
carpet area of 14.8 square meters and included a 
toilet/bathroom, a hall, and a kitchen.
In 2005, the GoI launched the Jawaharlal Nehru 
Urban Renewal Mission ( JNNURM) with the 
objective of developing slums in a manner where 
housing and infrastructure were integrated.  Ur-
ban areas with the population of less than a mil-
lion were eligible for support under the Integrat-
ed Housing and Slum Development Program 
(IHSDP)19, a sub-mission of the JNNURM, 
where a fixed grant was sanctioned for building 
housing at a subsidized rate; the GoI contributed 
50%, the State Government20 contributed 20%, 
the beneficiary contributed 10% or if they were 
a member of a scheduled caste or scheduled tribe 
12%, and the Urban Local Body (ULB)21 con-
tributed the balance. The goal of the IHSDP was 

14 According to the 2011 census.
15 Shelter Associates is an NGO that was established in 1993 with the vision of an India where every citizen has access to the infrastructure 
essential for human survival and dignity and since its founding SA has designed and implemented many slum rehabilitation projects and 
influenced national policy.
16 According to data gathered by SA in 2001.  This figure includes both declared slums and undeclared slums.
17 According to data gathered by SA in 2001.
18 Calculated based on an average of 5 persons per slum hut using data gathered by SA in 2001
19 The IHSDP was a submission of the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM) which was a large-scale modernisa-
tion scheme by the Government of India’s (GoI) Ministry of Urban Development (MOUD).
20 The state Government in relation to this case study is the Government of Maharashtra (GoM).
21The Urban Local Body (ULB) in relation to this case study is the Sangli-Miraj-Kupwad Municipal Corporation (SMKMC). 
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to provide homes for the urban poor that offered 
adequate shelter, with security of tenure, essential 
services and infrastructure.

APPROACH
Out of the 99 slums, 18 on land were un-
affected by development plan reservations 

and were owned by either the SMKMC or the 
Government of Maharashtra (GOM). Individual 
Detailed Project Reports (DPRs) were prepared 
for only nine slums of the 18 slums and all these 
projects failed to start except the Bal Hanuman 
sites (refer to table 1). In 2008, SA was invited by 
the Municipal Commissioner of the SMKMC to 
develop projects for slums.  SA updated the 2001 
rapid appraisal survey and found that there were 
now 78 slums22 within Sangli-Miraj-Kupwad 
which accommodated 8,85123 slum huts, and that 
35 of the slums were on land that was associated 
with either a development plan reservation or a 
planned road widening scheme. It was also ap-
parent from SA’s survey that land available to the 
SMKMC would not be sufficient to rehabilitate 
all 35 slums. This is a common issue for ULBs as 
land for the poor is an extremely rare commod-
ity.  SA developed a strategy where seven slums, 

which were free of development restrictions, 
could be developed to provide housing for all the 
people in 29 slums. This strategy utilised the SM-
KMCs scarce land resource to its maximum po-
tential; rehabilitating the most beneficiaries with 
the least land.  
This strategy was facilitated by SA’s urban plan-
ning philosophy where projects are guided by 
three principles: 
The preparation of spatial information; 
The adoption of a city-wide vision; and 
A meaningful engagement with the ULB and the 
beneficiaries.  
SA presented the project at Yashwantrao Chavan 
Academy of Development Administration (YA-
SHADA), Pune, where the Joint Secretary for 
the Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Al-
leviation (MOHUPA) saw the potential for SA’s 
project to catalyze a paradigm shift in slum reha-
bilitation and was eager for the project to apply 
for funding under the IHSDP. Early in 2009, SA 
was appointed as consultant to prepare the DPR 
for the IHSDP in Sangli-Miraj-Kupwad which 
later received funding.

22 The number of slums decreased by 21 since the 2001 survey due to the implementation of the VAMBAY project.
23 According to data gathered by SA in 2001.

Figure 1: SA’s IHSDP city-wide vision where slums to be relocated are shown in red and receiving slums to 
be developed are indicated in blue
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TABLE 1: Tenable slums where DPRs were prepared by the SMKMC

REF NAME NUMBER OF SLUM HUTS
1 Durga Nagar Slum MIDC, Miraj 300
2 Indira Nagar Gharkul, Miraj 300
3 Sanjay Nagar, Miraj 325
4 Sanjay Nagar, Sangli 308
5 Aba Dhotre, Sangli 65
6 Indira Nagar Part 1 & 2, Sangli 800
7 Valmiky Mhetar Samaj, Sangli 61
8 Bal Hanuman 1, Sangli 88
9 Bal Hanuman 2, Sangli 87

THE PROJECT AND ITS 
PROCESSES

Rapid Appraisal / Mapping
Data provides the foundation for all SA’s proj-
ects; once the slums have been identified, slum 
data is methodically collected to prepare stan-
dardised data sets. SA, with the assistance of the 
community, collected data on each individual 
living within the 78 slums in Sangli-Miraj-Kup-
wad.  This slum level data was meticulously or-
ganized using a Geographic Information Sys-
tems (GIS) platform to link data with the slum 
hut that it was collected from to produce data 
sets of each slum.  The individual slum data sets 
were then federated using Google Earth®24 as 
a coordinating base map to form a city-wide 
profile. The spatial organization of slum data 
is a prerequisite for planning appropriately and 
sensitively for the urban poor as it allows an ac-
curate profile of the surveyed area, whether a 
city, a neighbourhood, or an individual slum, to 
be generated. This process creates information 
which is used to formulate rehabilitation strate-
gies that are context specific and enable limited 
resources to be directed on a priority basis.

Analysis
Once a city-wide profile, including all 78 slums 
was created, the situation could be viewed ho-
listically, and the data sets could be interrogated 
at a city level to create a series of outputs which 
showed information such as: (1) land ownership; 
(2) development plan reservations; (3) flooding; 
(4) or any other data which had been collected.  
From this city-wide perspective, SA saw an op-
portunity for the rehabilitation of 29 slums which 
were on land that was either: (1) owned by the 
government; (2) reserved for non-residential uses; 
or (3) affected by road widening schemes.  Of the 
29 slums, seven were on tenable land, meaning 
that they were situated on land owned by the 
government and designated for residential use, 
and the remaining 22 slums were on untenable 
land as they were on plots which could not be de-
veloped for housing. The city profile also showed 
that all the 22 untenable slums were within a few 
kilometres of one of the seven tenable slums.  SA’s 
design concept was simple, to redevelop the sev-
en slums on tenable land to a higher density so 
that they could become receiving sites for one or 
more of the untenable slums within 2-3 kilome-
tres. This way, all 29 slums were included within 

24 SA’s use of data superimposed on Google Earth’s remote sensing images to develop slum rehabilitation strategies earned SA the title of 
‘Google Earth Hero’ in 2009 and has enabled SA to win competitions and pass due diligence tests for sanitation projects in Pune, Pim-
pri-Chinchwad, Sangli-Miraj, Navi Mumbai, Kolhapur, and Khuladabad.  SA is the only organization in India to receive this award from 
Google for the innovative use of Google Earth.
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the rehabilitation process and none of the slum 
dwellers currently residing on untenable plots 
would be evicted to the outskirts of the city.  

Community Engagement and Mobiliza-
tion
The relocation of 22 slums would not have been a 
feasible proposition without the participation of 
the project beneficiaries, their elected representa-
tives, and the ULB. SA lobbied the state govern-
ment to mandate that the SMKMC hold weekly 
progress meetings as part of the implementation 
process and organised a series of meetings with 
the project beneficiaries and workshops with the 
children from the various slums associated with 
project. The workshops with children from IHS-
DP beneficiary families started in 2010 with the 
objective of providing the children with the op-
portunity to form friendships with children from 
other slums who would become their new neigh-
bours due to the relocations associated with the 
project. The workshops took place within halls 
outside of the slums to create a neutral environ-

ment where the children could get to know each 
other, and they took place away from schools to 
create an informal atmosphere. The focus of the 
first workshop was introducing the children from 
different slums to each other and was followed 
by other workshops which focused on health & 
nutrition; water; and sanitation & waste.  Each 
workshop was structured around varied activi-
ties such as discussions, storytelling, craft activ-
ities, drawing exercise, and games and included a 
shared lunch where the children recited the fol-
lowing prayer:

“As we taste the first mouthful, we remember 
Mother Earth,
As we eat this good food, we remember the hard 
work of the farmer,
Let not single morsels go to waste, let there be an 
abundance of water and food on Earth.”

The first workshop also included the ‘web of 
friendship’ activity and a demonstration of Goo-
gle Earth® where the children were shown their 
slums in the context of their neighbourhood, 

Figure 2: An example of a GIS output
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Sangli-Miraj-Kupwad, Maharashtra, India, and 
finally the world. For the web of friendship activ-
ity, the children gather into a circle and throw a 
ball of string to one another until a web is formed 
that includes all children, the web is then plucked, 
and the vibrations are felt by all. The purpose of 
the shared meal, the web of friendship, and the 
Google Earth® activity is to demonstrate that 
the children are connected to each other and to 
the world around them, and that every individu-
al bears the responsibility for ensuring a safe and 
healthy future. These workshops and their mes-
sage supported the effort of implementation of 
the IHSDP since the relocation of slum commu-
nities was a fundamental principle of the project 
and the workshops eased the process of merging 
communities. The children will be the future 
caretakers of the new developments and these 
workshops catalysed alteration in behaviour at 
the heart of the slum communities.

SA ensured the participation of the community 
in the IHSDP project by hosting meetings with-
in the slums to discuss the conclusions drawn 
from the data collected and to discuss the IHS-
DP and how each slum was affected by the pro-
posal. Some of the beneficiaries saw the value 
of the opportunity and joined SA as communi-
ty workers to support the activities of the social 
workers by championing the project and serving 
as additional facilitators of dialogue between the 
implementing agency and the beneficiaries. SA 
also arranged design sessions to involve the ben-
eficiaries in the design of the buildings and the 
layout of the residential units. Through this in-
clusive design process, the present and future re-
quirements of all beneficiaries were balanced with 
the requirements for a standardised design. SA 
was in a good position to strike this balance as SA 
employs architects, social workers, and commu-
nity workers and understands: (1) how to design 

Figure 3: The web of friendship activity
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places; (2) how to construct buildings; (3) the re-
quirements of the ULB; and (4) the situation of 
the beneficiaries. 
The data showed that the beneficiaries cook 
on the floor using chullahs that burn bio-fuel, a 
method of cooking which is associated with the 
risk of IAP. Therefore, the residential unit was 
designed to provide space for sit-down cooking, 
which could be altered, with the addition of an 
otta, to stand-up cooking in the future if desired. 
The unit was also designed to facilitate natural 
cross ventilation, and SA further reduced this risk 
to the beneficiary’s health by sourcing smokeless 
chullahs which were made available at a subsidised 
rate. The size of the unit was limited to 25 square 
metres  by the IHSDP policy therefore the po-
sition of internal walls, windows, and doors was 
of critical importance to ensure that the layout 
was as efficient as possible.  The data also showed 
that many beneficiary families used the tradition-
al method of sun-drying food, owned livestock, 
and had an average monthly income of INR 600, 
and many beneficiary children lacked a space that 
was conducive to home study. The provision of 
natural light and ventilation was also a priority to 
ensure that the beneficiaries were not obliged to 
pay high electricity bills to artificially condition 

their new environment.  
A range of techniques were utilized to develop 
the design and to communicate the proposal to 
the beneficiaries. Drawings and scale models 
were used to refine the design and ensure that the 
nuances of the community’s culture, and the real-
ity of their economic situation, were incorporated 
into the site layouts, the buildings, the residential 
units, and the communal spaces. Once a layout 
had been finalised, SA created a life-size drawing 
showing the layout of the residential unit on the 
terrace of SA’s Sangli office. This 1:1 scale draw-
ing was extremely effective at communicating as 
the beneficiaries could walk over the drawing to 
get a sense of the overall area of the unit and the 
arrangement of the rooms. Following on from 
this, SA fabricated a full-size model of the res-
idential unit using bamboo. This 1:1 scale mod-
el enabled the beneficiaries to get a sense of the 
volume of each room. Once construction had 
commenced, SA arranged for the beneficiaries to 
visit the construction sites to observe the prog-
ress, to get reassurance that the project was being 
implemented, and to get a sense of the site layout 
and the area of public space. SA also asked the 
contractor to advance the works associated with 
one unit so that it could be used as a show home 

Figure 4: Developing the design with the beneficiaries using scale models
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Figure 6: Beneficiary site visits to view progress and the ‘show home’

Figure 5: Developing the design with the beneficiaries using full size bamboo model
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during the beneficiary site visits.
When preparing the road map plan for the ex-
ecution of the city-wide slum housing project 
in Sangli-Miraj-Kupwad in 2011, 2-years after 
the funds had been sanctioned by the GoI, SA 
raised this issue with the GoM and insisted on 
the inclusion of a clause requiring the SMK-
MC, who were, the implementing agency, to 
convene a meeting every week with all stake-
holders to discuss the progress of the IHSDP. 
The clause was added to the road map plan and 
listed the invitees as: (1) the municipal com-
missioner; (2) the city engineer; (3) the slum 
officer; (4) SA, (5) the slum community lead-
ers; (6) allied government agencies; (7) the 
contractor; and when required (8) the emer-
gency services. This feature of the project has 
been instrumental in overcoming problems of 
implementation as the meeting provides a fo-
rum for all stakeholders to come together, dis-
cuss issues, and make decisions in a transparent 
and accountable manner.

PROJECT OUTCOMES
The residential units in each building are 

arranged around a courtyard, and the buildings 
are arranged on the sites to frame usable open 
spaces. This arrangement was employed to create 
a hierarchy of space: (1) public; (2) semi-public; 
(3) semi-private; and (4) private. This strategy en-
sures that all areas are well-surveyed reducing the 
opportunity for nefarious activities and creating 
an environment where the ownership of space, 
and therefore the responsibility for its security, 
maintenance, and cleanliness, is understood by 
all who live and visit the place. SA’s four storey 
buildings contain 31 residential units; eight apart-
ments per floor, except on the ground floor where 
one unit is removed to create an entrance into the 
internal courtyard and an area for two-wheeler 
parking. The buildings are capped with accessi-
ble terraces which provide the community with 
a place that can be utilized for: (1) sun drying 
papads and other foods; (2) drying clothes and 
kitchen utensils; (3) home study; (4) informal 

Figure 7: Weekly progress meetings which were attended by the beneficiaries
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Figure 8: 3D cutaway view of the ground floor of a building showing the internal courtyard

Figure 9: Plan view of a residential unit
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gatherings; and (5) social functions. The indi-
vidual buildings have the approximate shape of a 
Swiss cross so that when they are joined together 
alcoves are formed which can be utilized to pro-
vide accommodation for livestock. It was import-
ant to provide space for livestock as many ben-
eficiaries’ livelihoods depended on their animals.  
The alcoves provided the ideal solution space for 
this as they are near the buildings. The residential 
units all include a bathroom and a separate toilet 
which are connected to the municipal water and 
sewage infrastructure, and provide access to water 
and improved sanitation which benefits women 
and girls the most.
The internal courtyard included within the build-
ing design enables the residential units to be 
healthier and cheaper to run. Every residential 
unit has windows which face out of the build-
ing and windows which face into the courtyard. 
This arrangement allows for natural ventilation 
and natural lighting to be maximized. The bene-
ficiary families have a fragile economic situation, 
so the buildings were designed to minimize the 
requirement for artificial lighting and ventilation 
thereby minimizing the beneficiary family’s ener-
gy expenses.  As the residential units are accessed 
by single-loaded corridors which are shared by 
very few families the space can easily be appro-
priated to: (1) store chappals (slippers); (2) dry and 
air clothes; (3) cultivate plants; and (4) use as an 
external play area for small children.
The entrance was positioned to minimize the cir-
culation and to maximize the amount of usable 
floor area available to the beneficiary family. All 
water services have been positioned in one corner 
of the plan and the structure is a reinforced ce-
ment concrete frame; these two features give the 
beneficiary the maximum flexibility to remove in-
ternal walls and rearrange the layout if required in 
the future. The windows have been positioned to 
maximize natural ventilation and natural lighting 
and a window has been positioned directly over 
the area where the cooking is likely to be carried 
out. This ensures that the cook, typically the wife, 
mother or sister, is close to a window to ensure 
that the cooking area is well-ventilated and to 
provide a vantage point to survey the semi-pri-

vate areas. Ventilation was important because the 
slum data sets indicated that most cooking is car-
ried out using traditional methods that generate 
IAP and leads to severe respiratory problems.
Property rights will be provided to each benefi-
ciary family as each family will be a shareholder 
of a cooperative society that will lease the build-
ings from the SMKMC. The men and women 
will have an equal stake in their home which is 
important to ensure that women cannot be evict-
ed by their husbands without redress. The coop-
erative societies will be responsible for managing 
the entire civic infrastructure provided through 
the IHSDP including: (1) sanitation; (2) water; 
(3) roads; (4) electricity; and (5) a community 
centre.  

SCALABILITY
SA’s objective is to produce exemplary 
projects that can influence national pol-

icy and / or be emulated by other practitioners 
/ stakeholders involved in shaping India’s urban 
environment. The innovation of this IHSDP 
project is the process of development25 (identify-
ing slums, collecting and organising data, prepar-
ing data sets, producing a holistic vision, involv-
ing all stakeholders, working from the top-down 
and the bottom-up concurrently) which is broad 
enough to be scaled up across India and detailed 
enough to facilitate tangible results. The technolo-
gy used by SA is open-source and freely available: 
(1) Google Earth is used to aggregate multiple 
slum datasets into a city-wide profile, (2) QGIS 
is used to link household level data and slum level 
data with the slums where the data was collected, 
and (3) the Kobo Collect smart phone applica-
tion is used to collect household level data and 
slum level data. SA developed survey forms com-
patible with Kobo Collect to simplify the process 
of collecting slum data by removing the need to 
manually enter data into SA data system which 
allows the social workers and community workers 
to spend more time engaging with project stake-
holders. SA’s survey form templates can be edited 
to suit the specific context and objectives of simi-
lar projects across India. Projects implemented by 
ULBs to address the issue of slums are typically 

25 SA’s methodology has been documented in a toolkit that was published in 2017.
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devised and executed in accordance with a phi-
losophy where there is little understanding of the 
context and no holistic strategy for their area. The 
potential of SA’s IHSDP project was apparent to 
the JNNURM committee that was convened to 
discuss sanctioning the funds for the project who 
approved the project ‘in principle’ as a special case 
considering “the robust approach and implication 
for the country for adoption of a city-wide slum 
up-gradation strategy”26. The approach adopted 
by SA for the IHSDP also shaped the GOI slum 
rehabilitation policy, Rajiv Awas Yojana (RAY), 
which stated that a ‘whole city, all slums approach 
will be adopted, rather than a piecemeal, isolated 
approach, to ensure that all slums within a city, 
whether notified or non-notified are covered’27.  

CHALLENGES
In 2011, construction commenced at Aba 
Dhotre, Sanjay Nagar (Sangli), Sanjay 

Nagar (Miraj), and Indira Nagar Gharkul and 
while many of the buildings were completed 
in 2015, the IHSDP beneficiaries only started 
moving into their new homes in May 2018 due 
to the challenges that arose while allotting resi-
dential units to beneficiaries. Any project involv-
ing the development of land and the relocation 
of slum families is likely to face challenges due 
to the bureaucracy associated with the develop-
ment and the politics associated with altering es-
tablished vote banks.  The challenges associated 
with the implementation of the IHSDP in San-
gli-Miraj-Kupwad were: (1) the political rivalries 
amongst elected representatives and between 
elected representatives and SA; (2) the apathy of 
the non-elected administration; (3) the negative 
precedent set by the SMKMC by the implemen-
tation of a prior slum rehabilitation project under 
VAMBAY; (4) resistance from members from 
within the slum communities who profited from 
the status quo.
Transition sites were a logistical challenge that 
was exploited by rivals of elected representatives. 
Before the tenable slums could be redeveloped 
to house the IHSDP beneficiaries, the commu-
nity were required to vacate the land to provide 

the contractor with access to the slum to allow 
construction to commence. This necessitated the 
requirement for temporary sites which com-
munities could relocate to, and, in accordance 
with other IHSDP relocations, these locations 
had to be in close proximity to the slums that 
were being developed. Since clear land was in 
limited supply, and had to be close to the tena-
ble slums, the available options were extremely 
limited. This meant that individuals with polit-
ical ambitions, such as the political rivals of the 
current elected representatives associated with 
any of the redevelopment sites were able to go 
to the courts and initiate stay orders that could 
halt the establishment of the transition site, stop 
the community from relocating and prevent the 
contractor from taking possession of the site. 
The apathy of the administration was another 
challenge for implementing the project as offi-
cial files remained unprocessed by the slum of-
ficers, the town planning department, the city 
engineer, or the municipal commissioner, such 
as the allotment of residential units to IHSDP 
beneficiaries.
On one of the redevelopment sites, Sanjay Nagar 
(Miraj), construction commenced following a 
court case where the residents of the slum came 
to the court to demonstrate their support for the 
project and the Executive Director of SA was 
called to the stand to explain to the presiding 
judge the value of the IHSDP. The judge decid-
ed in favour of the project and the community 
were allowed to relocate to the transition site. 
The relocation commenced early in October 
2011 with a police presence but without any in-
cident. The community were assisted with this 
move by the ULB, as they were provided with 
money to pay for the materials of their current 
hut to be relocated to the transition camp and 
to buy any additional material required to build 
their new temporary home. The first night on at 
the transition camp was marked with a shared 
meal involving the whole of the relocated com-
munity. At another of the redevelopment sites, 
Indira Nagar Gharkul, there was a clear area 
immediately north of the slum which was part 

26 A comment recorded from a JNNURM meeting where the sanctioning of SA’s IHSDP was the main agenda item.
27 Rajiv Awas Yojana, Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation, 2011, page 3.
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Figure 10: The beneficiaries leave their slums

Figure 11: The beneficiaries move to transition camps for the duration of construction
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Figure 12: The slum is cleared

of the same plot of land. This allowed the con-
struction of five buildings to commence prior to 
relocating the community and clearing the slum.
The development of the two Bal Hanuman slums 
(refer to table 1) commenced just before Aba 
Dhotre and Sanjay Nagar (Sangli), and with the 
same contractor, but without the appointment 
of SA. The SMKMC decided to develop these 
sites without the input of an NGO or the com-
munity.  Since these sites were being implement-
ed through the same policy framework SA con-
ducted site visits to see the buildings and to get a 
sense of construction quality. SA had reservations 
regarding the workmanship on the Aba Dhotre 
and Sanjay Nagar (Sangli) sites and communicat-
ed the concerns to the SMKMC. These concerns 
resulted in replacement of the contractor for the 
Aba Dhotre and Sanjay Nagar (Sangli) contracts 
but not the Bal Hanuman contract.  In July 2019, 
SA produced a film to compare the experienc-
es of the beneficiaries living at Aba Dhotre with 
the experiences of the beneficiaries living at Bal 
Hanuman. The main criticism of the Bal Hanu-
man buildings is the poor workmanship, especial-

ly with regard to the waterproofing on the roofs. 
The waterproofing barrier has dramatically failed 
and allowed water to penetrate the built fabric of 
the buildings and enter the beneficiary’s homes. 
Large cracks in the masonry have appeared and 
created the potential issue of lumps falling from 
high level and injuring, or worse, building occu-
pants. The water ingress has also resulted in the 
pooling of water in places where it cannot drain 
away; the water that remains becomes stagnant 
and forms a fertile breeding ground for water-
borne diseases and mosquitoes. Dengue fever and 
other diseases spread by mosquitos are suffered by 
the beneficiaries. The beneficiaries are also unable 
to switch on fans or lights as the risk of electrical 
faults/electrocution is deemed to be too high. This 
creates dark, hot, and poorly ventilated dwellings. 
These problems are not present in the Aha Dhotre 
buildings due to the greater workmanship of the 
new contractor. The buildings at Aba Dhotre are 
also being well maintained by the housing society 
that represents the residents. The Bal Hanuman 
residents have been very vocal about the non-in-
clusive approach of the ULB, and have stated 
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Figure 14: The beneficiaries move into their new homes

Figure 13: The residential buildings are constructed
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that had there been an NGO working with them 
like in the neighbouring Aba Dhotre slum, they 
would have had a project which would have ad-
dressed their aspirations. They particularly liked 
the courtyard concept adopted in SA’s design.
SA’s IHSDP was also being implemented against 
the backdrop of the SMKMC’s VAMBAY 
scheme where slums where demolished and the 
residents were forcibly relocated to one of three 
sites on the periphery which were all un-served 
by public transport. This was detrimental to ev-
ery aspect of the VAMBAY beneficiary’s life as 
the remote location affected their access to: (1) 
healthcare facilities; (2) emergency services; (3) 
education and training opportunities; (4) in-
come opportunities; (5) government offices; and 
(6) civic institutions. VAMBAY was viewed by 
the SMKMC as a vehicle to mitigate a problem 
rather than an opportunity that should have been 
seized. Once relocated, the VAMBAY benefi-
ciaries spent a disproportionate amount of their 
small income on transportation and many fami-
lies with children cannot bear the increased cost 
of sending more than one child to school and 
prioritised sending the son at the expense of the 
daughter’s education.
The VAMBAY units were also unconnected to 
services essential for a sanitary environment. The 
new toilets were unconnected to the municipal 
sewage infrastructure and water was available pe-
riodically28 at the stand posts where it was col-
lected by the women and girls in pots. The new 
units had dark interiors due to the size and po-
sitioning of windows and doors.  Electricity was 
only available from 19:00 – 7:00; artificial lights 
could not be used to illuminate the dark inter-
nal spaces during the day nor could fans be used 
to keep the residents cool. To address the lack of 
access to a toilet the beneficiaries resorted to def-
ecating out in the open on the ground around the 
three sites, which caused friction with the land-
owners of neighbouring plots and exposed the 
beneficiaries to all the risks associated with open 
defecation (OD)29. The design of the VAMBAY 
units was of a poor standard as the small floor 
area provided was inefficiently arranged.  The 

kitchen was placed diagonally opposite to the en-
trance of the unit, which meant that the hall was 
bisected by circulation space into two zones that 
were both too small for furniture such as a bed.  
Many VAMBAY beneficiaries used their unit to 
house their livestock and stayed elsewhere. The 
poor construction standard also created uneven 
floor slabs; in some locations bulges of concrete 
formed trip hazards near the low balustrades and 
on or near flights of stairs. This is an extremely 
dangerous situation especially considering that 
women and girls carry heavy pots of water in 
these areas.
The SMKMC’s VAMBAY project is an example 
of insensitive planning.  The details of the project 
were developed within the SMKMC and without 
that input of the project beneficiaries who were 
evicted from their slums within the urban area 
and relocated to one of the three project sites. The 
project was not appropriate for its intended bene-
ficiaries and failed to achieve its desired outcome.  
It could be argued that it has even facilitated an 
impact contrary to its stated objectives of slum 
rehabilitation and poverty alleviation as it pushed 
its beneficiaries further into poverty. Worse still, 
the VAMBAY project has had a detrimental im-
pact on the beneficiary’s successor generation by 
reducing their educational opportunities. With 
this experience fresh in the minds of the slum 
dwellers, SA had to work hard to obtain the sup-
port of the slum communities. 

LESSONS FOR REPLICATION
SA’s IHSDP in Sangli-Miraj-Kupwad 
demonstrates that relocating beneficia-

ries as part of slum rehabilitation projects is not 
only possible but required. It is required to maxi-
mise the potential of ULBs limited land resource 
and it is possible provided that it is conducted in 
an appropriate manner. The relocations associated 
with the IHSDP project and the evictions asso-
ciated with the VAMBAY project were distinctly 
different activities; through the VAMBAY proj-
ect the SMKMC moved their most vulnerable 
citizens into substandard accommodation on the 
periphery of the urban area with limited access 

28 Typically, between 17:30 and 23:00
29 Where the residents of an informal settlement use an open area to defecate; The condition of the open areas used for OD is heavily 
influenced by the weather.
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to municipal infrastructure and inadequate access 
to essential services. Under the IHSDP, the proj-
ect beneficiaries supported the project and relo-
cated peacefully to transition sites and peacefully 
merged with communities from other slums to 
form new housing societies.  SA’s IHSDP in San-
gli-Miraj-Kupwad demonstrates: (1) that reset-
tlement is a viable proposition for slum rehabili-
tation which is practical, effective, impactful, and 
humane; (2) that workshops and other shared 
events are essential to build a consensus between 
beneficiaries from different slums and/or differ-
ent religious groups, and: (3) the challenge of al-
locating transition sites needs to be considered as 
part of the project.
India’s urban areas are growing, their boundar-
ies are extending, their fabric is  getting more 
dense rapidly, and their open spaces are being 
encroached upon. This transition is not planned 
or managed and many of the built environments 
that are created are not designed and exist outside 
of the formal development sector.  These built en-
vironments are suboptimal habitation solutions 
that fail to provide tenure rights, shelter, or san-
itation adequately enough to protect their resi-
dents against exploitation, eviction, health issues, 
and safety hazards. They are places which guaran-
tee the vulnerability of all who dwell within them 
and they endanger the female occupants.
Projects are being drafted and implemented by 
ULBs to address this situation, but their efficacy 
is limited, and their objectives remain unmet. It 

is SA’s assertion that the reason for the failure of 
these projects is because they are implemented in 
accordance with a top-down methodology where 
projects are conceived from a remote position 
without any understanding of the context within 
which they are situated. A top-down approach to 
slum rehabilitation is ineffective as the insensitiv-
ity of the process warps the output and damns the 
impact; this can be seen in both the Bal Hanu-
man project and the VAMBAY project. What is 
required is the adoption of a methodology which 
ensures that projects are founded in accurate in-
formation, are conceived within a broad contex-
tual vision, and are implemented with the support 
of the stakeholders. This would enable security of 
tenure and access to essential services to be grant-
ed to India’s most vulnerable citizens in the quick-
est time and at the best value. SA’s methodology 
is neither top-down nor bottom-up, facilitators of 
slum rehabilitation projects should be working at 
all scales concurrently to adopt an informed and 
neutral position. From this platform, facilitators 
can act as mediators between the ULB and the 
projects beneficiaries to facilitate impactful slum 
rehabilitation schemes were the interests of the 
various stakeholders have been balanced. Some-
times ULBs must concede to the requirements of 
the end-user, and sometimes beneficiaries must 
concede to the realities imposed by external fac-
tors (such as land use reservations and financial 
constraints) to ensure their ascent from poverty 
in a timely, tangible, and permanent fashion.

Figure 15: SA adopt of role of mediator between the ULB and the beneficiaries.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Across India, there are 474 urban ag-
glomerations (Census 2011)30 with 

planned, unplanned, and historic neighbour-
hoods. While planning norms for the modern 
and planned parts of the urban centres are well 
defined, it is the unplanned and the historic cores 
of these centres that continue to face challeng-
es of development. They are often left out of 
mainstream master planning under the garb of 
relaxed or reduced standards. However, these re-
laxations have not led to the improvement in the 
living conditions of these communities. On the 
contrary, with the rapid increase in populations, 
the physical environment in unplanned areas has 
only worsened. In the case of historic settlements, 
it has also led to the loss of valuable heritage and 
culture.  
With rapid urbanisation and increasing pressures 
on resources, there is a need to understand the 
challenges of such dense urban neighbourhoods 
and redefine how they can be improved in situ, 
using alternate paradigms of planning where 
communities and their culture are at the core. 
The provision of adequate services for communi-
ties living in slum-like neighbourhoods need not 
come at the cost of loss of livelihoods and identity 
but can lead to economic and social well-being. 
Building on these principles, the Nizamud-
din Urban Renewal Initiative was initiat-
ed in 2007 as a Public-Private Partnership 
with the Archaeological Survey of India 
(ASI), the Municipal Corporation of Delhi 
(now South Delhi Municipal Corporation) 
and the Central Public Works Department 
(CPWD). The Aga Khan Trust for Culture 
(AKTC)31 and the Aga Khan Foundation32 

(AKF) are its implementing partners. The proj-
ect was set up following the completion of the 

Garden restoration of the Humayun’s Tomb 
World Heritage site, a stone’s throw away from 
Hazrat Nizamuddin Basti in Delhi. 
While the project has distinct conservation, en-
vironmental development, and socio-economic 
development objectives and aims to integrate the 
presently segregated areas of Humayun’s Tomb 
complex, Sunder Nursery, and the Hazrat Ni-
zamuddin Basti into a single heritage zone, its 
primary focus has been on improving the qual-
ity of life of the people. The project has adopted 
a participatory approach in addressing the basic 
needs of health, education, and sanitation. It has 
set up vocational training programs, livelihood 
groups, skill development programs, ensuring an 
increased woman workforce. It has also extensive-
ly engaged with communities on the improve-
ment and access to open spaces in and around 
the Basti, street improvements, and creation of 
cultural spaces for the revival of traditional crafts, 
music and cuisine intrinsic to the culture of Ni-
zamuddin. In addition, it has also conserved over 
60 monuments in and around the Basti and land-
scaped the Sunder Nursery to create a city level 
park accessible to all. 
The project covers a site area of nearly 200 acres 
in the heart of the city which includes the World 
heritage site of Humayun’s Tomb, the historic 
settlement of Hazrat Nizamuddin Basti, Del-
hi’s largest plant nursery set up by the British for 
plantations across New Delhi, the Sunder Nursery, 
the Rahim’s tomb and the Barapullah Nallah. A 
multidisciplinary team comprising of development 
practitioners, engineers, architects and conserva-
tionists has enabled a wide range of activities, be 
it community consultations, action planning or in-
tensive material and building conservation works. 
For the purposes of this documentation, the urban 
infrastructure and in situ upgrading interventions 
of the program will be covered. 

30 Handbook of Urban Statistics 2019, Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, Government of India 
31 The Aga Khan Trust for Culture (AKTC) focuses on the physical, social, cultural and economic revitalisation of communities in the 
developing world.  It includes the Aga Khan Award for Architecture, the Aga Khan Historic Cities Programme, the Aga Khan Music 
Initiative, the Aga Khan Museum in Toronto, Canada, the on-line resource Archnet.org and related programmes (www.akdn.org)
32 The Aga Khan Foundation brings together human, financial and technical resources to address some of the challenges faced by the 
poorest and most marginalised communities in the world.  Special emphasis is placed on investing in human potential, expanding 
opportunity and improving the overall quality of life, especially for women and girls.  It works primarily in six areas:  Agriculture and Food 
Security; Economic Inclusion; Education; Early Childhood Development; Health and Nutrition; and Civil Society.(www.akdn.org)
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Figure 1: Project area map showing the three sites of Nizamuddin Basti, Humayun’s Tomb and Sunder 
Nursery with corresponding images from top to bottom, Map Source: Shaheer Associates, Photo: AKTC

Humayun’s Tomb 

Sunder Nursery 

Hazrat Nizamuddin 
Basti

Figure 2: View of the Baoli (Step well) surrounded by housing and shops, Photo: AKTC
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The Hazarat Nizamuddin Basti 
The densely populated Hazrat Nizamuddin bas-
ti is a repository of seven hundred years ‘living 
culture’ recognized for its pluralistic traditions. 
Many of the monuments were built here due to 
the proximity to the Dargah (shrine) of Hazrat 
Nizamuddin Auliya, including the Humayun’s 
Tomb itself. Today the Dargah attracts near-
ly 5000 pilgrims daily. In addition, the resident 
population of the basti has grown tremendously, 
with a population density of approximately 1200 
persons per hectare overburdening the physical 
infrastructure of the basti. This had not only led 
to the loss of significant living and built heritage 
but also created unsanitary conditions for the pil-
grims and residents alike. 

Infrastructure conditions and Planning 
Regulations in the Basti 
While the existing planning framework allowed 
for the provision of basic services through the 
piped water supply, a sewerage system, commu-
nity toilets, street sweeping, primary school, and 
a Health Polyclinic, the maintenance and condi-
tion of all infrastructure was very poor and under 
tremendous stress. 
The basti also houses ten monuments protected 
under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeolog-
ical Sites and Remains Act (AMASR). The act 
prohibits any new construction within a 100 m 
radius of the monument and regulates construc-
tion activity 200 m beyond the prohibited area. 
Given the dense and organic nature of the Basti, 
this practically translates into a prohibition and 
regulation of construction for 90% of the basti. 
However, despite these controls, residents have 
continued to build in order to address the grow-
ing needs of their families. The absence of any 
developmental provisions, especially with respect 
to private housing, small hotels, and shops, has 
led to haphazard and unsafe construction in the 
basti leading to housing and living spaces with 
poor access and inadequate light and ventilation. 
Many houses share a wall with historic structures 

or monuments and live in the constant fear of 
eviction or demolition.  With most families hav-
ing only one earning member and reporting an 
annual household income is USD 2,400 (baseline 
QOL survey 2008), there were very few options 
for moving to any other part of the city. 

PLANNING FOR AN 
ORGANIC SETTLEMENT

In such a setting, any attempts at understand-
ing the built environment were associated with 
demolitions. The Basti had witnessed demoli-
tions in the past that had uprooted communities 
and caused enough distress. As a result, carrying 
out a survey to address the challenge of a failing 
physical infrastructure was seen as a hostile activ-
ity. However, extensive community consultations 
using participatory means became the starting 
point of mapping the community, mapping not 
only the physical space but also their access to 
essential urban services.  This approach was less 
intrusive and less aggressive, where communities 
understood and participated in the process of 
change for the better. 
The youth actively engaged in issues of open 
spaces, places to practice football and cricket, fit-
ness centres, vocational trainings and job aspira-
tions. Young mothers brought out issues related 
to childcare centres (Anganwadis), access to bet-
ter pre and post-natal health care, while the el-
derly spoke about poor walkability, overcrowding 
during festivals, chronic ailments such as asthma, 
diabetes, and tuberculosis. With only 11% of 
working women in the Basti, the young girls felt 
restricted within their homes with very few op-
portunities for work or play. Nearly everyone in 
the basti was overwhelmed with the problems of 
sanitation and waste management. These discus-
sions were extremely valuable as they pointed out 
the huge gaps in urban services that these com-
munities had been battling. 
Designated parks and open spaces were regu-
larly used as garbage dumps and were home to 
drug addicts. The baseline survey33 carried out by 

33 The project baseline survey, undertaken in mid-2008 by AKF, I/AKTC, was based on a review of surveys undertaken in the Aga Khan 
Historic Cities Programme Projects and in countries where Quality of Life (QoL) assessments have been carried out.
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AKTC in 2008 revealed that only 2% of the res-
idents used the 1 acre of park spaces in the basti. 
In the survey, nearly 55% of the residents report-
ed that the sewerage system was non-functional 
and 25% of the families did not have household 
toilets. Out of the two community toilets used by 
pilgrims and residents, one was completely non- 
functional while the other was poorly designed 
and managed, leading to inefficient use of water 
and poor hygienic conditions. 
The absence of organized waste collection, poor 
drainage, and sewerage networks led to unsan-
itary conditions in parks and streets. Regular 
blockages in the sewerage system meant that 
roads were constantly dug up for repairs, making 
it difficult for pedestrians, especially the elderly to 
walk on the streets.  The open spaces had become 
a dumping ground for waste, lack of lighting in 
parks, and open spaces made them unusable and 
unsafe in the evenings. This meant that there were 
no safe places for children to play. While children 
found their opportunities of play on the streets, 

around parked cars, and on mounds of construc-
tion material, the young girls were still forced to 
stay indoors. 
Poor light and ventilation and the damp atmo-
sphere within homes fuelled respiratory prob-
lems, especially for women who spent most of 
their time at home.  While most families had toi-
lets, not all of them were connected to a sewerage 
system, especially those that were located along 
the Barapullah Nallah. 
These initial meetings and consultations with the 
communities helped form groups of interested 
citizens from the basti who began to participate 
regularly in mapping and action planning for the 
Basti. 

PRIORITIZING NEEDS
Discussion with different stakeholders 
including women, youth, children, men 

brought out several issues in the Basti however 
the problem of poor sanitation was raised by all. 
The youth and their parents also raised the issue 

Figure 3: Map of Hazrat Nizamuddin Basti (Map Rendering Credit: Himanish Das)
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Figure 4: A street theatre performance on the issue of waste by children and youth of the Eco 
Club, Photo: AKTC

Table: Waste Management Plan by the Women of Khusro Nagar

Action What will the women do What will the project do What will the local 
body do

Stop 
waste 
dumping 
in the 
streets 
and nal-
lah

•	 Mobilse communities to 
stop dumping waste in the 
nallah

•	 Mobilise communities to 
participate in a door to door 
waste collection system

•	 Decide on a monthly fee to 
be paid by each household 

•	 Mobilise households to pay 
a monthly fee to the waste 
collector 

•	 Identify and engage a waste 
collector 

•	 Pay initial monthly fee to 
the waste collector until 
adequate number of house-
holds are mobilized. 

•	 Provide initial waste collec-
tion equipment to the waste 
collector

•	 Ensure regular street 
sweeping inside Khu-
sro Nagar 

of their lack of fluency in English, which made 
it difficult for them to find jobs in the city. The 
first few interventions in the Basti were there-
fore planned around these two issues. Tuition and 
supplementary classes for English were started 
in the evening for youth in the Primary School. 
Based on the response of the community, the pro-
gram was then expanded into an English Access 

program co-funded by the American Embassy 
and the Aga Khan Foundation training up to 400 
students by 2015. 
2.1.1 Setting up the door to door waste 
collection 
Similarly, a group of youth and children became 
active members of an ‘Eco Club’ and regular-
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Figure 5: Door to door waste collection managed by women of the Basti, Photo: AKTC

ly campaigned for cleaner streets, better waste 
management in the community. A small group 
of women from the neighbourhood of Khusro 
Nagar next to the Nallah helped develop a plan 
for door to door waste collection system for their 
neighbourhood.  
The plan drew up clear responsibilities for all 
stakeholders, starting from the group volunteer-
ing women to the Municipal Corporation (re-
sponsible for street sweeping). 
The plan was put into action by mobilizing ten 
households along one street of Khusro Nagar, 
who agreed to pay a monthly fee of Rs10 to the 
waste collector for collecting waste from their 
homes. Over the next year this women’s group 
continued to campaign and mobilise households 
towards a door to door waste collection system 
that was partially paid for by the community. De-
spite initial resistance to pay for a door to door 
system, the households in Khusro Nagar began to 
see a visible improvement in their streets which 
encouraged them to join in. The program then 
expanded to other parts of the basti. The suc-
cess of the women in Khusro Nagar made them 
champions in other parts of the Basti, and the 
women took on more responsibilities in exchange 
for a small fee, which included regular monitor-
ing of waste collection, complaint redressal, street 
audits and meetings with Municipal officials. The 
door to door waste collection expanded to 1200 

households and 50 shops by the end of 2016. 
Physical mapping for upgrading 
infrastructure 
The problem of waste management was not just 
limited to solid waste. The over-burdened sewer-
age system of the basti was a constant challenge 
that required careful scrutiny of the entire net-
work, and a physical mapping of the area was 
critical. While several technologies were available 
to carry out a rapid physical survey of the site, it 
was important that communities remain engaged 
in the process and help provide information that 
can be used later for improving services. For ex-
ample, community members provided informa-
tion on areas that are prone to flooding or areas 
where blockages in the sewerage network are 
more frequent. 
A plain table survey was adopted to ensure that 
the survey is carried out in a participatory man-
ner, and communities have an opportunity to 
point out issues, physical landmarks, heritage 
structures, old graves, and other places and points 
of interest or contention. The survey was preced-
ed with community meetings, and discussions on 
‘what will be surveyed’ and a mutually agreed list 
was drawn up. While communities were com-
fortable with the survey of streets, open spaces, 
and public amenities, they were not open to sur-
vey of their homes and the survey as limited to 
streets and plot boundaries. 
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The survey was done street by street early in the 
morning after a meeting with the residents/shop-
keepers of that street the previous evening. The 
meeting, although primarily meant to inform 
the communities of the time of the survey also 
gave an opportunity to interact with the residents 
of and understand some of their problems with 
respect to their neighbourhoods and immediate 
surroundings. 
Community toilets for residents and 
visitors 
During these meetings, the residents along the 
streets where the community toilets were located 
raised the issue stench and filth around the Com-
munity Toilets. In the absence of regular cleaning, 
the local residents had begun discouraging visi-
tors and locals from using the toilet by blocking 
off its entrance.  
Many residents of Nizam Nagar also used that 
facility; however, most of the users were the pil-
grims visiting the Dargah. A voluntary group of 
men and women from Nizam Nagar who came 
together as a ‘neighbourhood watch group’ helped 
inform the redesign and up gradation of the two 
toilets. Discussions with the group revealed why 
and how one of the toilets had fallen into com-
plete disuse and what were the problems in the 
functional toilet. Privacy for women, enclosed 
bathing areas, and toilet seats suited to the hy-
giene practices of the community were some of 
the important learnings from the group. The toi-
lets were redesigned based on the inputs from the 
group where men and women spaces were seg-
regated and screened off, separate and enclosed 

bathing spaces were provided in the larger com-
munity toilet, washbasins were designed to ensure 
that water does not stagnate and drains off quick-
ly to keep the area clean and dry, child-friendly 
seats were provided, and separate seats for the 
disabled were provided for. While these design 
requirements were easily incorporated, the chal-
lenge of regular cleaning and controlling vandal-
ism in these facilities was also to be addressed. 
The neighbourhood watch group – Rehmat Ni-
grani Samooh played a critical role in this. 
The group drew up a charter of roles and respon-
sibilities and opened a group account in the bank 
in order to manage the community toilet through 
its user fee. While the construction and upgrad-
ing of the toilets were underway, the group ac-
count was used as a group savings account or a 
self-help group account where group members 
were able to access loans in times of need from 
the collective savings. Each group member main-
tained a separate passbook of his/her savings and 
the loans they have taken. Once the toilet was 
built, the daily operations of the group were man-
aged by the group, and the user fee collected from 
the toilets was deposited in the bank on a daily 
basis. This money was then used to pay salaries, 
buy material/ cleaning equipment for the staff of 
the toilets.
Improving the sewerage network and 
the Barapullah Nallah
In addition to the redesign and management of 
community toilets, the entire sewerage network 
was mapped, and problem areas were identified. 
This map helped engage with the Delhi Jal Board, 
and a plan was developed to replace nearly 500 

Figure 6: Left: Community toilet complex before upgrading, Right: Community toilet complex after 
upgrading, Photo: AKTC
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m of sewerage lines and repair selected manholes 
in the basti. Major repairs were carried along the 
street leading to the primary school leading to a 
marked improvement in the condition of flood-
ing that occurred every year at the school, mak-
ing it impossible for children to get to the school 
during the monsoons. 
Extensive community engagements, cleanliness 
drives, and campaigns led to legal sewerage con-
nections for all 41 houses along the Barapullah 
Nallah. This was coupled with up-gradation of 
the main sewer line running parallel to the open 
nallah, desludging of the nallah channel, land-
scaping, and plantation along the nallah embank-
ment and a one-time whitewash of the houses 
facing the nallah. 33 of the 41 households paid 
for their own sewerage connections. 

URBAN DESIGN 
INTERVENTIONS 

Urban design interventions in the Basti helped 
improve the quality of public spaces in the basti, 
including parks, streets, community water points 
and street nodes. Design interventions based on 
the needs of its users and their cultural settings 
helped residents reclaim these spaces vital to 
community life. 
Open spaces 
The lack of safe open spaces in the basti affected 
the children and the women most. Three desig-

nated DDA parks existed in the basti but were 
hardly used by the residents. All stakeholders 
expressed an urgent need for open spaces.  
While young boys expressed a need for open 
playgrounds for field sports, the children want-
ed parks with swings, mounds, and slides. The 
women clearly felt the need to have exclusive 
parks where they were not subjected to peering 
eyes and harassment that they often faced on 
the streets. The community also expressed a need 
for open spaces where family weddings could be 
organized. Based on these needs the parks were 
redesigned. The park adjoining the school was 
opened up during the day for school children 
and for all children in the evenings. The wom-
en’s park or the Pardah Bagh was designed next 
to the children’s park. The largest park along the 
periphery of the Basti was designed as an open 
maidan where young boys could practice differ-
ent sports, and the park located in the centre of 
the Basti near the community toilets was a park 
open to all. With the upgrading of the parks the 
two percent usage of the parks went up to 85 per-
cent with the women and children’s park being 
the most vibrant and active. The parks were de-
veloped under a separate MoU with the Delhi 
Development Authority and were later handed 
over by the DDA to the SDMC. 
Improvements at water points and street nodes 
helped revitalize the streets and neighbourhoods. 
An old grave platform located at a street node 

Figure 7: Left: The Women and Children’s park after landscaping. Right: Women and children park before 
landscaping, Photo: AKTC
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Figure 8: Top Left: Roundabout on an internal basti street, Top Right: Roundabout during 
repairs, Bottom: Weekly Monday market at the roundabout after completion of repairs. 
Photo: AKTC

near the school was upgraded and repaired. A lo-
cal artist from the basti transformed these spaces 
into lively and vibrant places by creating forms 
and patterns using colourful broken tiles. Apart 
from providing the necessary repairs, the visual 
transformation of the sites brought in a new en-
ergy into these everyday spaces.
A cultural space was created in the fore court of 
Chausanth Khamba through landscape, flooring, 

and removal of a modern stone wall blocking the 
view to the monument. The forecourt now pro-
vides a beautiful setting for cultural events such as 
quwalli, dastangoi, book fairs, and theatre show-
casing the rich cultural history of the area.  
Street Improvements 
In order to enhance the experience of the visitors 
as well as improve the accessibility of the resi-
dents, a street improvement plan was prepared 
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Figure 9: Top: Forecourt of Chausanth Khamba before landscaping, Bottom: Forecourt of 
Chausanth Khamba during a cultural event after landscaping and conservation, Photo: AKTC
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for the Basti. The plans included repaving of 
streets, electrification, underground cabling, 
and redistribution of electrical metres for each 
street.  The designs of the streets ensured that 
home entrances are not blocked, drainage and 
slopes are maintained, and any challenges re-
lated to sewerage and water lines are addressed 
before the final paving of the streets. This re-
quired extensive consultation with the commu-
nities and the local authorities in charge of the 
services. The finalized designs were implement-
ed by the South Delhi Municipal Corporation, 
while AKTC with the support of the com-
munities, monitored the work on the ground. 

With a high footfall in most parts, the basti 
the streets were designed to ensure walkability 
and easy maintenance in case of repairs. All ca-
bles and water lines were re-laid under concrete 
paving along the edge of the streets. Concrete 
bands were provided around manholes, which 
may require repairs while the rest of the streets 
were laid with concrete blocks. The entrances 
to heritage sites/ monuments such as the Baoli, 
Chasuanth Khamba, and Ghalib’s Tomb were 
paved using stone patterns inspired by Mughal 
patterns. Adequate slopes and improvement in 
the sewerage network also ensured that streets 
are not flooded during rains. 

Figure 10: Top: Street paving on different streets of the Basti, Bottom: Left:  View of the street leading to 
the Baoli after completion of street paving; Right: A view of the Variation in street patterns to enhance street 
nodes and monument entrances, Photo: AKTC
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3. SUSTAINING THE INITIATIVE 
AND INFLUENCING POLICY 
CHANGE 
The urban components of the program have in-
volved considerable investment in the physical 
space, whether it be improvements along the 
nallah, upgrading of parks and community toi-
lets or street improvements. The fear of one-time 
upgrading of physical infrastructure falling back 
into a state of disrepair is a real possibility unless 
they are coupled with social and financial plan-
ning that will ensure operations and management 
for the lifespan of the infrastructure put in place. 

OPERATIONS AND 
MANAGEMENT 

• Engagement of communities in the design 
planning and management of community 
assets such as parks and toilets were a criti-
cal component of the project. O&M groups, 
neighbourhood watch groups not only helped 
in fine-tuning the design of the interventions 
but also ensured that communities understood 
the design and maintenance of the assets cre-
ated. 

• Urban infrastructure and services around com-
munity toilets and waste management were de-
veloped on the basis of a user fee, which now 
supports 85% of the management expenses for 
the toilets and waste management services. 

• Community groups were trained in banking, 
accounting, and leadership in order to man-
age these services with minimal oversight from 
AKTC and later the South Delhi Municipal 
Corporation. 

• The active engagement of local authorities 
(SDMC, DJB, BSES)  in the financing and up 
gradation of infrastructure based on the plans 
developed under the project ensured that com-
munities or the project did not have to look for 
any other sources of funding and further main-
tenance of the infrastructure can be carried out 
by the Municipal authorities.   

INTERVENTIONS IN POLICY 
Master Plan Provisions 

The Master plan 2021 of Delhi identifies Ni-
zamuddin as one of the six heritage zones of Del-

hi. It also calls for the delineation of Archaeologi-
cal parks where significant archaeological remains 
and heritage structures are in need of conserva-
tion. Under the project, AKTC has mapped and 
provided a clear boundary for the Nizamuddin 
Heritage zone, thereby fulfilling the master plan 
objectives of protecting this historic site. 
It has also proposed the delineation of an Ar-
chaeological park that includes the World heri-
tage site of Humayun’s Tomb, the Purana Qila, 
and the area under the Zoological park between 
these two sites. The proposal has been submitted 
to the Delhi Development Authority for approv-
al. The definition of these boundaries will help set 
up context-specific guidelines for the develop-
ment of these sites and will safeguard the living 
culture of the area. 
Heritage Bye Laws 
The interventions in the basti, Sunder Nursery, 
and Humayun’s Tomb have led to the develop-
ment of the Heritage bye-laws for ASI protect-
ed monuments of Nizamuddin mandated by the 
National Monuments Authority (NMA) set up 
in 2011. There are 28 such monuments within the 
three zones of the project site. In 2013 the NMA 
asked AKTC to prepare the bye-laws for the Ni-
zamuddin area monuments. The bye-laws have 
been approved and presented in two volumes and 
can be accessed on the NMA website. Some of 
the major recommendations of the bye-laws were 
based on the work carried out in the basti and its 
surroundings.
• It proposes the use of appropriate materials, 

building safety audits, and provision of basic 
services in the 100 m and 200 m buffer of the 
monuments. 

• It stresses the need to focus on access routes and 
view corridors around monuments and propos-
es appropriate urban design interventions and 
monument area development schemes for ad-
dressing the immediate surroundings of mon-
uments.

• It also provides for permissible heights and 
other development control norms pertaining to 
FAR, setbacks, and open spaces. 

In addition, the recommendations made by 
AKTC included urban design proposals for the 
100 m prohibited area of the Basti, keeping in 
mind that a substantial population of the Bas-
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ti resides within this zone. The urban design 
proposals included improvements in housing 
for structural safety, light and ventilation, and 
façade improvements along the access routes to 
the monuments. In the preparation of these pro-
posals, AKTC emphasized the need to define 
critical zones around each monument based on 
view corridors and condition of the surrounding 
buildings rather than a standardized 100 m pro-
hibited zone. However, these recommendations 
were not included in the approved by-laws by 
ASI. 

LEARNINGS AND WAY 
FORWARD 
The Aga Khan Trust for Culture’s ef-

forts in the Nizamuddin area is now in its last 
phase of implementation that will end in 2022. 
The initial three-five years of the program were 
focused on understanding community needs 
and setting up short and effective programs that 
help gain the trust of communities in the Bas-
ti. The following five years (the second phase of 
the program) were spent on intensive trainings 
of communities on group management, skill de-
velopment, banking, and accounting. Exposure 
visits, workshops, and consultations with com-
munities helped firm up neighbourhood groups 
around health, sanitation, and livelihoods. At the 
same time, communities were also engaged in 
the implementation of programs around waste 
management, toilet construction, and manage-
ment and design of parks and streets. 
The last phase of the project is focused on build-
ing capacities of communities in expanding 
their businesses and negotiation with govern-
ments and private players for better services. 
Communities are now able to manage programs 
around waste management and livelihoods with 

oversight from AKTC. However, they still have 
to build capacities on financial sustainability. 
The sanitation and urban design interventions in 
the Basti, has opened up new opportunities for 
communities. More and more people now visit 
the basti to take the curated heritage walks man-
aged by the local youth of the Basti. With clean-
er streets and parks, the annual Apni Basti Mela 
held every year in the month of December has 
seen an increase in visitors. The Mela showcases 
the local crafts of the basti in addition to cultur-
al activities organized by youth and children of 
the basti. Coupled with skill development and 
livelihood opportunities for homebound women, 
the project interventions have led to an overall 
increase in household incomes leading to direct 
benefits to families. Apart from this, it has had 
long term impacts on the health and well-being 
of the community. 
The continuous and long-term interventions on 
waste management and sanitation have led to a 
behaviour change where communities are now 
used to cleaner environments and are capable of 
accessing government services/programs aimed 
at improving their environments.  
The urban interventions in the dense and compli-
cated fabric of the Nizamuddin Basti has served 
as a demonstration model for in situ upgrading 
for several urban practitioners. The design of the 
upgraded community toilets has been adopted by 
the DUSIB and adapted as per site conditions. 
The combined urban interventions on sanitation, 
waste management, and open space development 
have helped improve the overall quality of life of 
the people.
The scaling up of the intervention through the 
development of the Heritage bye-laws has also 
helped the project serve as a model for other sim-
ilar settlements.
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Figure 11: Top: Map showing the Heritage walk Route;  
Above: A heritage walk in the Basti, Photo and Map: AKTC
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Cities Alliance is a global partnership 
fighting urban poverty and supporting 
cities to deliver sustainable 
development. Hosted by UNOPS, the 
organisation is formed by 29 members 
including multilateral organisations, 
UN agencies, Governments, NGOs, 
Academia, local governments and 
city networks. Its core topics of work 
include economic growth, gender 
equality, migration, climate resilience 
and innovation, with a primary focus 
on informality”.

INCLUDe is a network and platform 
of civil society organisations and 
professionals from different parts of 
India, who have been working with the 
urban poor for several decades. The 
network partners have demonstrated 
in different ways that community-
led urban development is the key to 
sustainable and inclusive cities. The 
main purpose of their coming together 
on a common platform as INCLUDe 
has been to promote community-led 
urban development through nurturing 
the next generation of NGOs, build 
partnerships with universities, build 
local government capacity to use 
community data for effective planning 
and targeting of funds, and policy 
advocacy at national and state levels.


